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SUI-MARY 
Creep feed grinding is a high stock removal surface grinding 
process with a high depth of cut (greater than 1.0 mm) and low feed 
rates (less than 300 mm/min). The process was investigated with a 
specially designed machine tool test rig. 
From measurements of the grinding forces, estimates were made 
for the stress distribution around the large arc of contact between the 
wheel and workpiece. In each test for which this was done the stresses 
were found to vary linearly around the arc of cut with respect to the 
local rates of metal removal. This finding is in accordance with the 
results of other research on grinding processes with comparatively short 
arcs of cut. 
Theoretical models were developed for investigating the stress 
distribution in the grinding wheel and workpiece, and the thermal dis- 
tribution in the workpiece. 
, 
The thermal model predicted temperatures 
which agreed closely with temperatures measured in the workpiece, provided 
that suitable boundary conditions were assumed. 
In tests at high rates of stock removal in nimonic workpieces, 
sudden fluctuations in grinding force and workpiece temperature were 
observed. This behaviour was found to be consistent with temperatures in 
the arc of cut exceeding the temperature (about 120 OC) required to cause 
transition from nucleate boiling to film boiling in the arc of cut, with 
a consequent reduction in heat flux from workpiece to coolant. 
Once this critical temperature was exceeded, a very large 
temperature rise occurred. After each of these fluctuations, tempera- 
tures and forces returned to the almost steady values they had previously. 
This return to cool grinding conditions can be explained by the sharpening 
of the grinding wheel apparently caused by grinding at high temperature. 
- 
Nomenclature 
A list of variables used in this dissertation. 
Af Wear flat area on the grits of the grinding wheel 
Aw Surface area of the wheel used for grinding 
C Specific heat of the workpiece 
E Young's modulus 
Es Specific energy required to remove unit volume of workpiece 
material 
f Fraction of mechanical energy used in grinding which enters 
the workpiece as heat 
G Grinding ratio, i. e. the ratio of the volume of wcrkpiece 
material removed to the volume of wheel worn away 
h Heat transfer coefficient 
H Horizontal component of grinding force 
k Thermal conductivity of the workpiece 
K Constant 
p Mean pressure on the wear flats of the grinding grits 
q Thermal flux 
Q Total thermal flux 
r Wheel radius 
t Time (usually from the start of a test) 
T Torque produced by the grinding forces at the centreline of 
the wheel 
U Local infeed rate of workpiece material relative to the wheel 
Uf Feed rate 
V Vertical component of grinding force 
w Workpiece width 
x Depth below surface of workpiece in the arc of cut 
Coefficient of thermal expansion for the workpiece 
Temperature or angle subtended at the wheel centreline between 
the verticaf-and a given point in the arc of cut 
00 Coolant temperature 
01 Temperature of the workpiece in the arc of cut or angle subtended 
at the wheel centreline between the vertical arýd-the bottom of 
the are of cut 
02 Angle subtended at the centreline of the wheel between the vertical 
and th, ý top of the are of cut 
0 Angle subtended at the wheel centreline by the full arc of cut 
A Grinding or wear parameter. 
11 Ratio of tangential to normal stress 
- (x) - 
PI Coefficient of friction for sliding on the wear flats of the 
grits 
PC Ratio of tangentialto normal cutting stresses 
P Workpiece density 
cr 0 
Normal stress between wheel and workpiece at a point where the 
relative infeed, is zero 
an Normal stress between wheel and workpiece 
at Tangential stress between wheel and workpiece 
W Angular velocity of the grinding wheel 
A few other derived variables are also used to abbreviate 
equations and these are all defined where used. 
Note that A, the grinding parameter is referred to as G in 
Figs. 52 - 55. (This was unavoidable as Greek characters were not 
available in the computer output. ) 
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GLOSSARY OF CRINDINGTEERMS 
Several terms are used in this dissertation which are not in 
general engineering usage. but which are. commonly used in the grinding 
industry. For the benefit of the reader who has no previous experience 
in the field of grinding research, these terms are here defined. 
Creep feed grinding: A surface grinding process in which 
the feed rate is well below that normally 
used (up to 300 mm. /min) and the wheel 
depth of cut is very large (greater than 
1.0 mm) 
Crush(ing) out: The infeed may be stopped at the end of 
crush dressing but the dressing process 
continues until the force between the 
wheel and dressing roller drops to zero 
or some steady valuei During this time 
of "crushing out" the additional infeed 
of the roller is provided by elastic 
deflections in the machine. 
Deloading: The removal of "loading" from the w1heel. 
Dressing: Preparation of the wheel surface for 
grinding (whether by crushing or truing 
with diamonds). 
G (or Grinding) ratio: The ratio of the volune of workpiece 
material removed to the volume worn from 
the grinding wheel. 
Grinding parameter: The additional normal stress between wheel 
and workpiece for a unit increase in the 
normal feed rate. 
Loading: Workpiece material which remains in the 
wheel surface (in the form of chips, caps 
on the grits etc. ) at a point of the wheel 
remote from the arc of cut. 
"Pendulum" grinding: Conventional surface grinding for which 
the workpiece is continually shuttled to 
and fro beneath the grinding wheel. 
Plunge grinding: A grinding process in which the direction 
of feed is in the plane of the wheel and 
towards its centre. The workDiece does 
not rotate. (This definition is contrary 
to that used by Hahn, who refers to most 
grinding processes as "plunge" grinding. ) 
Spark(ing) out: Although the infeed in a grinding process 
can be abruptly stopped, the effective 
infeed continues for a while due to 
elastic deflections in the machine being 
relaxed. This phenomenon is known as 
"sparking out". as when the elastic dis- 
placements have been relaxed, the force 
between wheel and workpiece is zero and 




1.1 The creep feed grinding process 
Creep feed grinding is an unconventional surface grinding process 
capable of high rates of stock removal. As its name implies, feed 
rates used in this process are low, (in the range 5.0 to 300 mm/min) and 
are typically about 1% of the feed rates normally used in conventional 
"pendulum" surface grinding. In creep feed grinding high stock removal 
rates are achieved by using a wheel depth of cut (in the range 2.0 to 
20.0 mm) which is about 100 to 1000 times greater than that used in 
conventional grinding processes. 
As a consequence of this relatively high wheel depth of cut, the 
are of contact between wheel and workpiece extends a significant way 
around the circumference of the grinding wheel. In the tests to be 
described here the are of cut subtended an angle of 15 0 to 360 at the 
centre of the wheel. 
No detailed measurements of any of the parameters in creep feed 
grinding have so far been reported. The closest approach to the process 
in published work is a Ph. D. thesis by F. Sperling (1). Depths of 
cut of 1.0 mm at feed rates of 500 mm/min were investigated and measure- 
ments of the non-dynamic grinding forces were made. The wheels used for 
this work were bakelite bonded with zero porosity and were therefore quite 
different to-the normal type of creep feed wheel used in the research to 
be described here. 
1.2 Reported advantages of the creep feed grinding process 
Creep feed grinding has its most significant applications as a 
substitute for milling in materials which are either too tough or too 
hard to machine conventionally. It is also used to produce an accurate 
profile on the workpiece. At present the most widespread use of creep 
feed grinding is the machining of titanium compressor blades, nimonic 
turbine blades and other nimonic components in the "hot" zones of gas 
turbines. Plate 1 shows a cast nimonic turbine blade from the Rolls- 
Royce R33 2-11 engine on which all machining has been accomplished by creep 
feed grinding. 
For this, and other similar applications, the following advan- 
tages have been claimed by industrial users for the creep feed Brindine 
-1- 
process compared to conventional "pendulum" grinding. 
1. The material which can be removed between wheel dressings can 
be increased by up to 12 times. 
2, Thermal damage to the workpiece is much less likely. 
3. Profile shapes wear evenly, allowing reproduction of profiles 
to high accuracy. 
4. The overall productivity of the grinding machine is improved as 
a result of the much higher rate of stock removal. 
1.3 .. Rractical limitations to the cree2 feed method 
The increased productivity of this grinding process cannot be 
achieved without any limit. Practical difficulties in applying the 
process which have been suggested by industrial users are as follows. 
1. 
. 
The total power required is likely to be increased in direct 
proportion to the metal removal rate, assuming the specific energy of the 
material being ground remains roughly constant. This does not necessarily 
imply significantly higher stresses in the grinding wheel, but does imply 
an increased thermal input to the workpiece which would be expected to 
rise in direct proportion to the metal removal rate. 
2. It is very much more difficult to cool and lubricate the much 
increased contact area between the wheel and workpiece. Elaborate 
methods of coolant supply are used industrially in an attempt to get 
coolant to all parts of the arc of cut. Wheel manufacturers supply 
wheels for creep feed grinding which have up to 50% porosity, which they 
claim permits easier flow of coolant thrkough the wheel. 
3. The chips formed in the creep feed process are usually much longer 
than those produced by other grinding processes. It is important that 
the grits which are cutting should not be clogged by the grinding detritus. 
This is another reason quoted by wheel manufacturers for using wheels 
which have high porosity in creep feed grinding. 
4, If the forces or temperatures on individual cutting grits are 
increased in creep feed grinding, it is likely that wheel wear could 
become a limitation of the process. 
In practice the problems of achieving maximtLn stock removal with 
creep feed grinding are usually found to be thermal in origin, (e, g, 
workpiece thermal damage), as would be anticipated from 1, and 2. above, 
Priority has therefore been given in this research to the understanding 
of the thermal behaviour of the process. Plate 2 shows the fir tree 
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root of a nimonic turbine blade which is severely thermally damaged. 
The damage has apparently occurred as a series of burns, and it is of 
interest to note that the power required by the machine grinding this 
component varied erratically. Other industrial users have also reported 
cyclic variations in the power consumed by the process, (as measured 
by a wattmeter), not necessarily associated with thermal damage. 
1.4 Objectives of the research proq .. amme 
In the absence of suitable documented information on the creep 
feed grinding process it was not possible to understand the limitations 
of the process, or explain the apparent instability in the process at 
high powers. Industrial experience suggested that the most significant 
limitations to the process were thermal in origin, and it was therefore 
considered important to understand the thermodynamic aspects of the 
process. To do this, it was proposed to construct a theoretical model 
for heat flow in the process and to validate this model by experiment. 
It was thus decided to measure temperatures in the workpiece/ 
during grinding, and to compare these temperatures with those predicted 
by theory. To permit a theoretical model of the heat flow in the work- 
piece to be made, the following assumptions can be made. The 
distribution of heat conducted into the workpiece could be assumed to 
be the same as the distribution of mechanical power dissipated at the 
grinding interface. Only a fraction of the total mechanical power used 
in grinding is conducted as heat into the workpiece, and it is necessary 
to estimate how this fraction varies along the arc of cut. This 
fraction of energy partition has been estimated by various authors for 
other grinding processes without coolant (2), (3), (4)9 (5), (6) and 
can be assumed constant under certain conditions. Other boundary 
conditions required for a theoretical analysis are the heat transfer 
coefficients around the workpiece, which must also be estimated. The 
workpiece thermodynamic properties are accurately known (see Appendix II), 
so that the temperature distribution in it can be accurately predicted 
for any appropriate boundary conditions. Temperature measurements in 
the workpiece would confirm or refute the accuracy of the assumptions 
made for the fraction of energy partition and heat transfer coefficients. 
In order to predict the heat input from the grinding process to 
the workpiece it is also necessary to know the distribution of power 
dissipation in the large arc of contact. The mechanical power 
dissipated at any point in the are of cut is proportional to the mean 
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tangential stress between the wheel and workpiece. It was therefore 
decided to carry cut measurements of non-dynamic grinding force in such 
a way as to permit the estimation of the stress distribution between 
wheel and workpiece. 
other significant results would be expected from measurements of 
the non-dynamic grinding forces. It may be possible to compare the 
grinding stresses in creep feed grinding with other grinding processes 
with short arcs of cut, for which adequate documented measurements are 
available. In creep feed grinding, the feed rate of the workpiece 
material normal to the wheel surface varies from zero, at the bottom of 
the arc of cut, to a maximum, value at the top of the cut. If the are 
were subdivided into a large number of elementary sections for each of 
which the component of normal infeed could be considered constant, it 
might be possible to consider cmep feed grinding as a series of elemen- 
tary non-interacting plunge grinding operations taking place simultan- 
eously. Coolant supply, wheel loading and temperatures are likely to 
vary around the are of cut, and it must therefore be demonstrated that 
the local grinding stresses do in fact behave as they would for 
equiValent plunge grinding operations at the appropriate feed rate, in 
order to validate this hypothesis. 
Simple plunge grinding of a non-rotating workpiece is slightly 
easier than creep feed grinding to investigate as the arc of cut is small 
and there is no variation of effective infeed rate in the arc of cut. 
This process has often been used as a research method for comparing 
various abrasives and workpiece materials, and is well documented (e. g. 
(7) and (8)). Abrasive cut off is also similar to creep feed as both 
processes employ an arc of cut which extends round a significant fraction 
of the wheel circumference. However, there are major differences 
between the two processes: the wheels used for abrasive cut off are 
usually resin bonded with zero porosity and coolant is not normally used. 
Shaw, Farmer and Nakayama have reported force measurements in abrasive 
cut off M9 but these results are of restricted interest as the grinding 
conditions are so dissimilar, and would not necessarily be expected to 
correlate with creep feed grinding. 
It was therefore proposed that the grinding stresses in creep 
feed should be compared with those which might be anticipated from the 
results of other woek on plunge grinding and other processes for which 
force measurements have been reported. 
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The conditions for cari-ying out. the grinding teets were to be 
determined from industrial experience. To achieve a satisfactory 
starting point for this research, it was decided to reproduce the 
parameters of a successful industrial arrangement as closely as possible 
in the laboratory. It was then proposed to increase the metal removal 
rate by raising either the feed rate or the depth of cut, until a 
practical limitation to the process was reached. It was also intended 
to duplicate the instability observed in industry and. explain it by 
demonstrating similar behavi6ur in a theoretical model, 
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CHAPTER 2 
APPARATUS - MECHANICAL ARRANGEMLITT 
2.1 Requirements of the machine tooltest rig 
The possibility of obtaining a commercial machine for this 
research was exanined. The only manufacturer known to be producing 
special purpose creep feed grinding machines is Elb of Germany (10). 
Several other machines can perform creep feed, but they are primarily 
designed as conventional surface grinders. All creep feed machines which 
are known to be used in industry suffer from the disadvantage of simple 
hydraulically driven slideways, and may therefore be prone to stick-slip 
at low feed rates. Moreover, to achieve versatility in production 
commercial machines are larger and more flexible than would be desirable 
for a test rig. 
It was therefore decided to design a special purpose test rig 
for creep feed grinding from scratch. The general arrangement of the 
test rig used for this work is shown in Fig. 1 and Plate 3. At the 
inception of its design the following objectives were specified: 
1. The machine should have as high a static stiffness as could be 
reasonably obtained. High stiffness was desirable to minimise the 
effect of elasticity between the wheel and workpiece as a grinding 
parameter. Furthermore, by designing for a very high stiffness it is 
possible to study the influence of any lower stiffness by deliberately 
introducing elasticity. 
2. All natural frequencies of vibrations which could affect the 
relative positions of wheel and workpiece should be at least a factor of 
ten higher than the frequency of wheel rotation. 
3, Any feed between 0.001 mm/wheel revolution and 0.2 mm/wheel 
revolution should be available in steps not greater than 2%. 
4. Wheel surface speeds of 20,30 and 45 m/s should be available 
for wheel diameters in the range 200 to 250 mm to an accuracy of 2%. and 
should be maintained within this tolerance for grinding powers up to 5 kW. 
To achieve the high stiffnesses required hydrostatic bearings 
were used for all bearing surfaces which transmitted grinding forces, 
with the sole exception of the lead screw for the feed, -A hydro- 
static screw for this application would certainly have been desirable, 
as it would have eliminated the possibility of stick-slip between the 
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lead screw and nut; however, it was considered that the advantage of 
using a hydrostatic nut did not merit the risk of delay which might 
ensue from its development. On the other bearing surfaces hydrostatic 
bearings had the additional advantages over conventional rolling contact 
bearinipcf eliminating bearing "rumble" and providing viscous damping 
in the grinding force path. 
2.2 The machiild structure 
The machine frame was designed for maximum rigidity, subject to 
the size and weight limitation that this structure should be manufactured 
in the Departmentts Workshop. It was fabricated by welding from 211, 
13211 and 111 mild steel plate. The faces onto which the gearbox and the 
hydrostatic wheelhead and slideway were to be located were machined after 
stress relieving. 
The structure was supported at only three points on 50 mm 
diameter pillars which were cast into the concrete mounting block and 
almost totally encased in it. To prevent stresses building up due to 
shrinkage of the concrete, which could crack the concrete block, two of 
the clamping bolts were periodically slackened and retightened to permit 
relative movement. The concrete block on which the principal components 
of the test rig were mounted measured 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.6 m and weighed 
about 2000 kg. It was supported on rubber pads to prevent vibrations 
from other machines being transmitted to the machine structure, 
2.3 The hydrostatic wheelhead - 
The design of the hydrostatic wheelhead is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Essentially it consisted of a cylindrical barrel, into which all the 
hydrostatic pockets and oilways were machined. This was bonded with 
"Loctitell into two square endpieces which were bolted to the machine 
frame. These and all other bolted joints were filled with epoxy resin 
(Araldite AV100) to improve their stiffnesses. 
The design features of the hydrostatic bearings were similar to 
those discussed in "Hydrostatic Bearings" by Stansfield (11). The 
spindle was supported by two six-pad journal bearings and was axially 
constrained by two annular thrust bearings. The journal bearings were 
optimised for stiffness by the choice of appropriate restrictors. Glass 
capillary tubing of precision internal diameter was used for all 
restrictors. This glass tubing was mounted in steel jackets which were 
inserted into the main body of the wheelhead. This greatly facilitated 
servicing of the restrictors and prevented any possibility of damage on 
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assembly. All static joints in the wheelhead were sealed by rubber 102 
rings. As the drain of the bearing was at a pressure slightly above 
atmospheric, it was necessary to provide two lipped seals at each end of 
the spindle to contain the hydraulic fluid. 
The thrust bearings were two annular opposed pads at the ends of 
the barrel. Because of the low clearance, (0.025 mm per bearing), and 
the large separation between the two pads, it was thought that the 
clearance might have to be increased to allow for differential thermal 
expansion as the wheelhead warmed up. Although it was calculated that 
a temperature difference of only 16.5 0C between spindle and bearing 
could reduce the clearance to zero, in practice it was found that the 
spindle became warmer than the housing so that the clearance did not 
decrease as the bearing warmed up, but in fact increased slightly. 110 
&ýtempt i4a6 mdde to optimise the stiffness of these bearings, as there 
should be no significant grinding forces along the wheel axis for the 
test conditions envisaged. 
The oil supplied to the hydrostatic bearings was Mobil Fluid 62 
which had a viscosity of 8.98 - 10.18 NS/M2 at the steady state operating 
temperature (about 38 0 C). The 5 kW hydraulic power pack was capable 
of supplying oil at up to 100 bar when equilibrium thermal conditions 
were reached. The oil was filtered through a 10 Pm mesh before being 
supplied to the bearings. A pressure switch was incorporated in the 
supply pipe to the hydrostatic bearings so that operation of the main 
drive motor could be prevented if the oil pressure was below 95 bar, The 
oil passed through a water cooled heat exchanger after draining from the 
bearings. 
2.4 The hydrostatic slideway 
The design of the hydrostatic slideway is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The slIder which carries the dynamometer and dressing'wheels was supported 
by two, sets of four hydrostatic pads. A sectional view on the centre- 
line of one of these sets of pads is shown in Fig. 3. The two sets of 
hydrostatic pads were positioned so that the resultant grinding force 
should always meet the centreline of the slideway between them. The 
design of these hydrostatic pads, as well as the thrust bearings which 
located the lead screw nut, were optimised for stiffness by the choice of 
appropriate restrictors as discussed by Stansfield (11). As in the 
wheel head, the restrictors were mounted in jackets to facilitate assembly. 
- 
The lead sci-eew was locked into the sliding member by a 
hydraulically clamped taper - as described by Fox (12). The lead screw 
was initially clamped to the slider by applying a hydraulic pressure of 
1000 bar to the point indicated in Fig. 3 and simultaneously providing 
an axial force of 2000 N. Thle 101 rings on the taper prevented leakage 
of the high pressure oil. The high pressure was then released to lock 
the lead screw. This process could easily be reversed and the rest of 
the slideway had been designed so that the lead screw could be replaced 
without a major reasserbly of the other components. 
Similarly, the lead screw driving nut could be adjusted or 
replaced without stripping down the hydrostatic bearings. The nut was 
in two parts, preloaded against one another by a stack of Belville 
washers. The stiffness of these washers was measured, so that the 
required preload could be set by turning the free part of the nut to a 
predetermined position and locking it there. The preload used was 
1400 N which was 50% more than the greatest estimated grinding force on 
the lead screw,, so that backlash of the lead screw nut should not occur. 
The nut was located axially by two opposing annular hydrostatic thrust 
bearings, and radially by the lead screw itself. The slideway was 
driven through a double diaphragm flexible coupling between the worm 
reduction gearbox output shaft and the lead screw nut, as shown in Fig. S. 
This type of coupling is torsionally very stiff, but uses the flexibility 
of a diaphragm to permit angular and axial movement. 
The dynamometer was c-D-unped to the two 30 mm diameter pillars 
projecting from the hydrostatic slideway. These pillars were rigidly 
fixed into the slider with a heavy interference fit. Assembly to the 
slider was accomplished by cooling them in liquid nitrogen and heating 
the slider to 100 0 C. 
2,5 The wheelhead and slideway drive mechanisms 
Both wheelhead and slideway were driven by a 15 kW squirrel cage 
induction motor which developed maximum power at a speed reduction of 3%. 
A motor of this power was chosen to provide a reasonAly constant wheel 
speed for typical variations in grinding power without the use of a 
feedback control system. 
This motor drove the main gearbox input shaft via a 311 toothed 
belt and selected toothed pulleys, These were chosen to give the* 
required wheel speed - either 20,30 or 45 m/s. The gearbox input 
shaft passed through the gearbox and formed the output drive shaft to the 
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wheelhead on the other side. It was connected to the wheelhead by 
another toothed belt, the pulleys for this belt being chosen to give the 
required wheel speed for wheel sizes in the range of 200 - 250 mm 
diameter. There were 4 pulleys available for the gearbox output shaft 
and 6 pulleys for the wheelhead, giving 24 almost equally spaced ratios. 
Thus the wheel surface speed could always be set to within 1% of that 
required. 
The rig's nain gearbox provided'forý*reversijig the wheal rotations 
with respect to the feed and also gave a speed reduction of 2.2: 1 at the 
feed output shaft. This shaft drove the feed via two more toothed belts 
and a "Radicon" worm reduction gearbox. The two toothed belts permitted 
the large range of feeds required to be accomplished with relatively few 
(12) pulleys. Feed rates in the range 0.001 mm to 0.2 mm per wheel 
revolution could be set up with a maximum difference between successive 
feedq. p. f 1%.,., On the drive from the, final pulley to, the worm gearbox 
inpuý_viere_a. "Turboflexll double diaphragm flexib1e,., qou5Ang, td "permit 
easy-ýýssemlAy, 'ýand a "Bibbigard" torque controlled cluicht This ciutch 
was Included, to prevent machine damagý if the torque to'the slideway 
reached a ýrbset limit: this occurred every time the end-'. oi-the slide- p 
way traverse was reached, 
2.6 The dressing mechanism 
Provision was made on the test rig for dressing the grifndin&-ý' 
wheel by two methods: either dressing by diamonds carried ori a. sfbel.. 
roller, or by crush dressing with a plain steel roller, Because a" 
profile is usually required when this grinding, process is used'commer- 
cially, these are the two dressing methods usually used by industry'for 
creep feed grinding wheels. The grinding wheel used for all experi- 
mental work was recommended for crush dressing by the manufacturers. 
For both of the dressing techniques the roller was fixed rigidly 
to the hydrostatic slideway and was fed into the wheel at a very low 
feed rate - typically 0.1 mm/min. This feed was provided by a small 
synchronous motor with a double worm reduction gearbox giving a speed of 
1.0 r. p. m. at its output shaft. This was used to drive the hydrostatic 
slideway through two toothed pulleys and belt, which could be removed to 
disengage the low feed, and which in turn drove the input shaft of the 
IlRadicon" gearbox. 
The mounting of the dressing wheels and the position of the 
coolant nozzle for dressing is shown in Plate 4. This was identical for 
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both types of dressing wheel, but whereas the crushing wheel was requir. -d 
to mesh with the grinding wheel and run without slip, the diamond wheels 
were independently driven from the rear of the machine. This was 
accomplished by a 0.75 kW D. C. motor with variable speed control driving 
the dressing wheel through two Hooke type universal joints which allowed 
for the small movement of the wheel along the slideway. 
Two types of crush roller were used; mild steel at a hardness 
of 243 VýP. N. and oil quenched EN25 at a hardness of 644 V. P. N. A 
diamond dresser was also available; this was a nickel plated diamond 
coated roller supplied by Industrial Diamond Products Ltd. 
2.7 The coolant system 
From industrial experience it would seem that a satisfactory 
supp . ly of coolant is one of the most important requirements for the use 
of creep feed. To ensure a satisfactory starting point for this 
experimental work, it was decided to copy the most simple industrial 
arrangement which appeared to be adequate. This is shown installed on 
the rig in Plates 3 and 5. The coolant nozzle was capable of producing 
a horizontal jet at a flow rate of 5 litres/sec : from a supply pressure of 
up to 5 bar. Although the coolant drain was 100 mm in diameter (see 
Plate 3), it was found to be incapable of handling a flow rate of coolant 
higher than 1.5 litres/s. and if this flow rate was exceeded the working 
section would be completely filled with coolant. Thus the coolant 
supply was reduced to 1.5 litres/s at 3 bar. This was the principal 
departure from the industrial arrangement which used 3 litres/s applied 
at 3 bar. The reduction in flow rate was not thought to be disadvan- 
tageous, as the width of the workpieces used for this research was 
typically half the width of the cuts made by the industrial users. 
Experimental variations in the mode of coolant supply will be discussed in 
section 4.4 
Other details of the coolant system were similar to those used 
cormercially. The coolant used was Edgar Vaughan's Green Transparent 
Grinding Fluid, diluted with tap water in the ratio of 1: 60, The 
coolant was drawn from the tank by a5 kW centrifugal impeller pump 
(type li DDM2 from Worthington Simpson), which was positioned below the 
water level in the coolant tank to avoid priming difficulties. The 
coolant supply pressure was regulated by a pressure relief valve which 
allowed excess coolant to flow back into the tank. Coolant was supplied 
to the grinding wheel via a nozzle or coolant shoe as discussed in 
section 4.4. The static pressure of the supply to the nozzle or shoe 
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was monitored. An orifice plate was also provided in the coolant supply 
pipe to enable the total flow rate to be determined from the pressure 
drop across the orifice, which was indicated by a mercury manometer. 
The tank was divided into -four coTmartments of increasing size 
separated by weirs. Its total capacity was 1800 litres so that at the 
maximura available flow rate the entire volume of the tank could be turned 
over in ten minutes. This time was thought by the industrial users to 
be sufficient to allow the particles of grinding detritus to settle on 
the bottom of the tank. 
The flood of coolant was contained by the mild steel box shown in 
the frontispiece, and Plate 3 with the window removed. This box also 
served as a wheel guard and was designed to help contain a major break up 
of the grinding wheel. This box was bolted to the block which supported 
the dynamometer and thus moved with the workpiece. The coolant supply 
was led down through sliding seals at the top of the box and the nozzle 
(or shoe) mountings were clamped to the wheelhead. The grinding wheel 
spindle entered the rear of this box through a slot which was sealed 
against the front face of the wheelhead. 
2.8 Measurements of machine perforTmnee 
(1) Stiffnesses: Table I summaries the theoretical predictions of 
machine stiffnesses and measurements made on completion of the test rig. 
Displacements 
' 
were measured by a Wayne Kerr displacement transducer and 
loads were applied with spring balances or weights. The deflections of 
the hydrostatic hearings were separated from those in the structure by 
varying the hydrostatic pressure at constant test load. Since the 
structural deflections remain the same and the stiffness of the bearings 
vary in direct proportion to the hydrostatic supply pressure, the two 
stiffnesses can be deduced. 
The stiffnesses of the hydrostatic slideway and dynamometer 
depended on the position of the slider in the slideway. Tests were made 
with the slider at the mid-point of its traverse, which was expected to 
be close to the least favourable position. 
(2) Performance of motor under load: The maximum power which was 
normally taken from the motor was 8M Of this 2 kW was required to 
overcome losses in the bearings and coolant, and up to 6 kW was used in 
grinding. The drop in speed resulting from the power increase from 
2 to 8 W, as the workpiece was fed in, was measured to be 0.8%. so 
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that it was not thought necessary to correct the test results for speed 
fluctuation. 
TABLE I. Machine Stiffnesses 
Forces are applied at the approximate position of the workpiece 
E= experimental value. T= theoretical value. 
Stiffnesses N/m 
In feed Along wheel 
Components direction Vertical axis 
Spindle/wheel 1.27 x 108 E 1.27 x 108 E 50 x 108 T 
mount Assembly 0.58. x 108 T 0.58 x 108 T 
Wheelhead 3.40 x 108 E 3.40 x 108 E 
hydrostatic 3.40 x 108 T 3.40 x 108 T 6.3 x 108 T 
bearings at 
100 bar 
Slideway Assy. 1.50 x 108 E 1.20 x 109 E 1.2 x 108 E 
Slideway 4.90 x 108 E 1.703x 109 E 3.7 x 108 E 
Hydrostatic 4.90 x 108 T 1.608x 109 T 
bearings at 
10C bar 
Machine frame > 109 T > 109 T > 109 T 
and joints 
Dynamometer 6.60 x 108 T 6.60 x 108 T 2.5 x 108 T 
overall 0.46 x 8 10 T! 0.45 x 108 T 0.725 x 108 T Stiffness* 
C? Not including clamping of specimen and grinding wheel elasticity. 
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CHAPTER 3 
APPARATUS - INSTRUMENTATION 
3.1 General arrangement of the instrumentation 
The layout of the test rig instrumentation is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. There were two principal measuring systems - for force and 
for temperature. The displacement of the slider in the hydrostatic 
slideway was also monitored. A permanent record of the variation of 
forces, temperatures and displacement with tine was provided by the U, V. 
oscillograph. The variation of dynamic., grinding force,, -. with respect to 4 
position around the wheel, could be displayed on an oscilloscope which 
was synchronised with the rotation of the wheel. 
3.2 The dynamometer 
The dynamometer is illustrated in Figý 5, and consisted of a 
workpiece mounting clamp supported by three "I" struts. Each of the 
three struts provided a separate output signal so that the force in each 
strut could be determined. The struts were notched at each end of the 
web as shown in Fig. 5. This notch weakened them so that they would 
carry very little bending moment, but did not make them appreciably less 
stiff in tension or compression. A dynamometer of this type is 
described by Sutherland (13). Semiconductor strain gauges were used 
because their superior sensitivity made it possible to make the dynamometer 
extremely stiffO while maintaining good sensitivity. Unfortunately,, semi- 
conductor strain gauges are ver7 sensitive to temperature changes, and it 
was found necessary to incorporate compensation. Figure 5 shows how four 
gauges were bonded on to each strut to form a temperature compensating 
strain gauge bridge. This arrangement also compensated for any bending 
in each strut: 9 as the outputs of the two opposing active gauges were 
effectively summed by the strain gauge bridge. The gauge manufacturers 
could only supply matched pairs of strain Saur ., es, so 
that it was not 
possible to match all fbur gauges in each bridge. The matched pairs 
were used to compensate for temperature variations and the gauges on 
opposite sides-of the same strut were not matched, This resulted in 
significant cross coupling between the outputs f=m the three struts: 
at worst this was 4.7%, i. e. a load directly on one strut gave a signal 
of 4.7% of this magnitude on another strut, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Because of this defect in the dynamometer, all force results were 
corrected for the cross coupling. 
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When first assembled the dynamometer outputs showed significant 
thermal drift resulting from the gradual warm up of the hydrostatic 
bearings. The influence of the slideway temperature on the dynamometer 
was virtually eliminated by passing cold water through holes parallel 
and close to the feet of the "I" struts. The remaining drift, 
presumably due to the temperature rise from the grinding heat input was 
not a serious problem for those grinding tests carried out with the 
normal supply of coolant, and will be discussed in section 5.10. 
To prevent ingress of coolant to the compartment housing the 
strain gauges, a rubber seal was made around the dynamometer. A 
silicone rubber I'Silcoset 10511 was cast in situ into the 1 mn gap between 
the dynamometer and the box containing the coolant. The modulus of 
this rubber was so low (E = 3.45 x 106 11/m2) that the force carried by it 
would have been less than 0.1% of the resultant grinding force. Thus 
any variation in the seal would have produced only a small error in the 
quasi-static force level. At high frequenciess howeverg the dynamic 
properties of this rubber might have significantly affected tho 
dynamometer calibration. The strain gauges and their soldered 
connections were also potted in the silicone rubber to prevent conden- 
sation from influencing them. 
3.3 The force'measuring system 
For most tests, the outputs from the three strain gauge bridges 
were taken through low pass filters with a cut off at about 5 Hz. These 
filters were found to be necessary as the dynamic amplitude of the grinding 
forcesues typically about 50% of the D. C. level with frequency com- 
ponents at wheelspeed (about So Hz) and above. With such a large 
amplitude of "fuzz" on the U. V. recording, it was not possible to make any 
reliable measurements; (the mean of the peak to peak amplitude being an 
unsatisfactory estimate of grinding forceg as it need not be the mean 
force level). The output from the horizontal strut of the strain gauge 
bridge was also taken to an oscilloscope before filtering, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The three outputs of the filters were amplified by three channels 
of a D. C. amplifier and the signals were then applied to three of the 
galvonometers in the U. V. oscillograph. The three strut forces were 
recorded separately to enable the torque on the grinding wheel to be 
computed: if only the vertical and horizontal components had been 
recorded it would not have been possible to deduce the wheel torque, as 
the point of action cf the resultant grinding force is not defined in 
creep feed grinding. 
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The force measuring system was calibrated in toto: i. e. the 
displacement of the trace on the recording was calibrated with respect 
to loads on the dynamometer. A special purpose jig was manufactured 
so that weights could be hung on the centreline of the dynamometer at 
repeatable positions by means of knife edges. It was not possible to 
carry out this calibration on the dynamometer with the coolant guard 
box in position, so that the rubber seal around the dynamometer was 
formed after its calibration. However, it has been shown that the 
stiffness of the rubber was so low that less than 0.1% of any force on 
the dynamometer -would be carried through the rubber and thus the error 
introduced by it was small (for quasi-static forces). The results for 
the static calibration of the force measuring system are shown in Fig. 6, 
which also shows the degree of cross coupling between the signals from 
the three struts. The loads on the horizontal strut can be tensile 
or compressive, depending on the direction of wheel rotation, so that 
this strut was calibrated for loads in both directions. The force 
measuring system was also calibrated for three different gain settings 
of the D. C. amplifier, to provide a reasonable sensitivity for any 
likely grinding condition. 
The dynamometer was not calibrated for dynamic forces, as any 
deductions made from the dynamic force results are only qualitative. 
The lowest natural frequency of the dynamometer was estimated to be 
5.1 kHz. The A. C. signal from the strain gauge bridge on the horizontal 
strut was either displayed directly on an oscilloscope, as shown in 
Fig. 4,, or recorded on a two-track tape recorder and played back into 
the oscilloscope subsequently. To enable these force results to be 
interpreted - and indeed to provide any clear trace at all- the time base 
of the oscilloscope was synchronised with the wheel rotation. This 
was achieved by providing one pulse from a magnetic transducer for every 
wheel rotation. This transducer was energised by a steel pin carried 
by the wheelhead spindle. The resulting trace on the oscilloscope 
showed the force variation with time around any required arc of the wheel 
circumference. 
3.4 The temperature measuring system 
The workpieces for temperature measurement were sectioned along 
their centrelines. This discontinuity should not affect the heat flow, 
as them should be no heat flux across the centreline of a specimen 
because of symmetry. Enamelled copper-constantan thermocouple wires 
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were led up from the bottom of the specimen, and were embedded in a 
shallow groove in one side of the workpiece and the two thermocouple 
wires were spot welded together and to the workpiece at the top of the 
groove. 
The thermocouple wires were led out of the workpiece to an 
automatic selector switch which scanned three thermocouples in rapid 
succession and connected each in turn to a cold thermocouple junction 
in the coolant tank. The output from the thermocouple pair was then 
fed directly to a high sensitivity galvanometer in the U. V. oscillo- 
graph via a suitable attenuating network of high stability resistors. 
Although this experimental arrangement draws a significant current from 
the thermocoupless it should give accurate results if calibrated. The 
temperature measuring system was calibrated up to 280 0C by immersing a 
thermocouple into a heated oil bath alongside an N. P. L. standard 
thermometer. Care was taken to ensure-that the length of the thermo- 
couple leads did not vary significantly from test to test, as any change 
of resistance would have affected the galvanometer current, 
3.5 Wheel speed and'workpidde displacement measurement 
Wheel speed was measured by the simple method of counting the 
number of teeth on a gear at the back of the wheelhead spindle which 
passed a fixed point in a given time. This was achieved by positioning 
an electromagnetic transducer to give a pulse as each tooth passed it 
(similar to the type used to synchronise the oscilloscope with the wheel 
rotation). The output from the transducer was fed into a Racal counter 
which counted the number of pulses over a period of one second. Since 
the wheelspeed did not change significantly in the time that the counter 
was counting, this method proved to be a very accurate method of 
determining the wheel speed. 
Displacement was measured using a transducer which was essentially 
a 150 mm long wire wound potentiometer. The slider of the potentio- 
meter was connected to the dynamometer and its body was fixed to the 
machine structure* A stabilised voltagG was applied to the potentio- 
meter and the voltage from the slider was fed into a D. C. amplifier. 
If required, displacement could then be displayed on the U. V. 
oscillograph. In practice it proved to be more accurate to compute 
the feed rate at any instant from the wheel speed, which is geared 
mechanically to the feed. This was mainly because of the large 
traverse (up to 100 mm) which had to be displayed on the width of the 
- 
U. V. paper (150 mm), so that displacements could not be resolved by 
this method to an accuracy of better than ± 0.2 mn. This displace- 
ment transducer was calibrated by taking micrometer readings of the 
position of the hydrostatic slideway slider and plotting these against 
the deflection of the trace on the U. V. recorder. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
There is a very large number of variables which can influence any 
grinding process. In all of the creep feed grinding tests most of these 
variables were maintained at constant (or near constant) levels through- 
out. Figure 7 illustrates those conditions which were deliberately 
varied in the grinding tests, as well as the most important parameters 
which were kept constant. 
4.1 Test procedure common to all grinding tests 
The conditions and procedures which were repeated for all the 
grinding tests are summarised in Table IL It can be assumed that these 
conditions were adhered to for any test, unless otherwise stated. 
Table II. Parameters for grinding tests 
--- 
(unless otherwise specified) 
-inainiz wneei: 
Manufacturer Universal Grinding Wheel Co., Ltd. 
Specification WA 60/80 HY2VlO RA 
(60/80 mesh Al 203 grit' 501 Porosity) 
Wheel width 25.4 mm 
Wheel diameter 200 - 250 mm 
D7 lessina method: (Crush dress 
Roller diameter 
Wheel dressing speed 
Infeed rate 
Dwell at end of infeed 
Radial depth of wheel 
removed by each dressing 
Coolant supply 






0.1 litres/sec at approximately 
0.1 bar (see Plate 4) 
inding conditions: 
Wheel surface spoed 30 M/sec 
Direction of wheel rotation From top to bottom of cut 
Coolant supply 1.5 litres/s at 3 bar from a nozzle of 
outlet dimensions 2.0 X 25.0 mm. 
Dositioned as shown in Fie. 9. 
)rkpiece: (See Appendix II Or material properties) 
materials Nimonic C1023, supplied by Rolls-Royce 
Ltd. and ground in the 'as cast' 
condition. 
AISI 01 Tool Steel, supplied by W. Ward 
& Son Ltd. of Sheffield and ground in 
the fully annealed condition. 
Width 12.5 - 12.7 mm 
Depth 28 to 36 mn, 
Length 75 to 95 mm 
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The conditions outlined in Table II were achieved as follows: 
(A) Wheel dressing: For all tests, other than those in which the 
dressing technique was deliberately varied, the following procedure was 
adopted for dressing the grinding wheel. Mild steel rollers of hardness 
243 V. P. N. were used for crush dressing the wheel. These were re-ground 
when they showed signs of wear, (after about 4-5 dressings). The 
dresser assembly was positioned on the slider in the hydrostatic slide- 
way, as shown in plate 4, and the axis of the dressing roller was aligned 
with that of the grinding wheel before clamping. The roller was then 
fed towards the wheel at a low feed with both wheels stationary, until 
the two could be rotated together without slip. The grinding wheel was 
then rotated at 120-150 rpm and the slideway was used to feed the roller 
radially into the wheel at 0.10 mm/min. Grinding coolant was supplied 
to the roller/wheel contact point at a flow rate of approximately 0.1 
litres/second from a low pressure supply (< 0.1 bar). The dressing 
infeed continued for five minutes so that 0.5 mn were dressed radially 
from the wheel. The roller was then allowed to "crush out"; the feed 
being disengaged and the wheel and roller allowed to run together for a 
further 30 seconds before the feed was reversed. It was noted that the 
removal of 0.5 mm from the wheel did not remove all apparent loading 
from previous tests; in fact to do this, it was found necessary to dress 
at least 5.0 mm radially. Variations in the method of, wheel dressing 
are discussed in section 4.5. 
(B) Wheel balancing: An attempt was made to measure the amplitude of 
vibration caused by wheel out-of-balance with an accelerometer mounted on 
a cantilever tuned to wheel speed, and it was proposed to balance the 
wheel dynamically in situ by trial and error. This method proved to be 
insufficiently sensitive, as there were other vibrations in the machine 
structure (from the hydraulic pump and the IS'_KW motor) which were 
close in frequency to that of the wheel 0 An alternative method of wheel 
balancing was finally adopted: after dressings the wheel mounting 
assembly was removed from the wheelhead spindle and was locked on to a 
dummy spindle which was geometrically similar to that of the wheelhead. 
The assembly of dummy spindle and wheelmounting was then dynamically 
balanced in a Giesler machine, Type GS100. This machine permitted rapid 
wheel balancing as it indicated both the magnitude of the wheel unbalance 
as well as its radial position. The tolerance to which the wheel was 
kept balanced was 0.1 Kg mm. To maintain this degree of balance it was 
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found necessary to re-balance only once per every 5 mm dressed from the 
wheel. 
(C) Measurement and location of the workpiece: All the workpieces used 
had been ground square to the dimensions required to a tolerance of 
± 0.01 mm before testing. The workpiece had to be clamped into the 
dynamometer with a positional accuracy of ± 0.1 mm vertically to achieve 
the required depth of cut and the top surface was required to be parallel 
with the slideway to an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm over the specimen length to 
maintain a constant depth of cut for the grinding wheel throughout the 
test. Furthermore, it was required that the workpiece should be clamped 
on the centre-line of the dynamometer (since the dynamometer had been 
calibrated only for loads on its centreline) and should be located in a 
known position relative to the vertical struts. A jig was constructed 
into which the workpiece was initially clamped against ground faces. The 
assembly of jig and workpiece was then located on the top surface of the 
dynamometer and the screws tightened on the workpiece, which was thus 
clamped with its datum faces in a fixed position relative to the dyna- 
mometer. The jig was then removed, leaving the workpiece supported only 
by these six clamping screws. 
(D) The setting and measurement of the depth of cut: Figure 8 shows how 
the wedges which raised the dynamometer and workpiece, could be fed in to 
give the required depth of cut. The wheel diameter was measured by vernier 
calipers in order to determine the required position for the wedge. The 
position of the wheel relative to the dynamometer was gauged from the 
point where contact between wheel and workpiece first occurred. This 
was clearly indicated by a discontinuity on the trace of force versus 
time on the UV oscillograph. When the workpiece was removed from the 
dynamometer after a grinding test the depth of cut taken by the wheel was 
inferred from the change in depth of the workpiece. When measur able 
wheel wear occurred the depth increased along the length of the specimen 
and the minimum depth, where full cut was initially achieved was the 
measurement taken to give the maximum depth of cut. 
(E) The coolant supply nozzle was arranged, as shown in Plate 5 or 
Fig. 9, for most of the tests. Variations in the mode of coolant supply 
are discussed in section 4.4. The coolant supply arrangement for clock- 
wise wheel rotation, as shown in Plate 5$ had a nozzle of outlet 
dimensions 25.0 x 2.0 mm. The nozzle was clamped in a position in which 
It did not quite touch the wheel and was parallel to the top surface of 
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the workpiece with its centreline 20 mn. above it, as sh-, h-n iL rig. 9.0 
This configuration was also used for'grinding with an anticlockwise wheel 
rotation, put in this case the nozzle was placed on the other side of the 
grinding wheels and its centre line was 20 mm above the top surface of 
the workpiece after grinding. Having completed the arrangements for 
coolant supply, the window on front of the wheel guardbox was secured. 
The wheel was then run up to speed without engaging the feed. The 
coolant pump was then started and the supply pressure adjusted to 3.3 bar 
(so Dsig). 
(F) Procedure for taking measurements during a grinding test: Before 
commencing any grinding test, the instruments and hydrostatic oil supply 
were run for at least one hour to achieve thermal equilibrium. The 
three strain gauge bridges for recording grinding forces were then 
balanced by adjusting the potentiometers shown in Fig. 5 to give zero 
output. The required cut-off frequency was then selected from the low 
pass filter between the bridge outputs and the D. C. amplifiers. Finally, 
the-correct offset and gain were selected for each of the three channe13 
of the amplifier so that the fluctuations in each parameter fed to the 
U. V. oscillograph would be within the range prescribed by the width of 
the U. V. paper, at the same time as achieving the highest possible 
sensitivity. Having turned on the coolant, a short delay of 2-5 minutes 
was found necessary to allow the temperature of the dynamometer to 
equalise with the coolant. When no drift was detectable over a one 
minute period, the paper feed for the oscillograph recorder and the feed 
to the hydrostatic slideway were engaged. 
While grinding was actually taking place, counter readings were made 
at 30 sec. intervals so that the mean wheelspeed could be calculated. 
When the slider reached the end of its permissible travel in the slideway 
the feed was automatically disengaged by the torque limiting clutch 
through which it was driven. 
(G) Measurement of wheel wear: For all the tests carried out the width 
of wheel available was greater than the width of the workpiece. Wheel 
wear was estimated from the profile of the surface of the grinding wheel 
after each test. This profile was obtained by plunging a 0.1 mm thick 
piece of shim steel on to the wheel surface. The shim steel was clamped 
rigidly, with only about 1 mm protruding which could be ground by the 
wheel, thus minimising errors resulting from distortion of the shim due 
to the grinding force. The cross sectional area of material removed 
from the wheel surface was then estimated by projecting the profile cut 
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into the shim steel on a shado-., Ygraph: the wheel surface on either side 
of the workpiece which had not been used for grinding provided a datum 
for measurement. 
4.2 Experiments to determine dynamometer drift and coolant forces 
When the wheel had sparked out at the end of a test the signals 
from the force measuring system were not identical to those at the start 
of the test before the wheel made contact with the workpiece. The 
maximum drift encountered on tests with normal coolant flow was equivalent 
to about 3% of the resultant grinding force at full cut. 
Part of this drift was found to be caused by the fluctuation of 
the coolant force as the dynamometer passed beneath the wheel and coolant 
nozzle. The remaining drift was found to be due to the thermal drift of 
the dynamometer during the test, and was only significant (>l% of the 
resultant grinding force) for tests of duration greater than 10 minutes 
and for tests without normal coolant flow. To separate the change in 
coolant force from thermal drift, tests were carried out for each coolant 
configuration in which the feed was stopped at 6 mm intervals. The 
wheel was then allowed to "spark out" and the feed was reversed momen- 
tarily so that the grinding forces fell to zero. The coolant supply 
was then suddenly interrupted. The sudden drop in force indicated was 
taken to be equal to the resultant coolant force on the dynamometer. 
Thus the variation in coolant force on the dynamometer could be deter- 
mined. Further similar tests carried out without turning off the 
coolant showed how the thermal drift varied with time, if it could be 
assumed that the disconnection of the infeed for 30 secs. after each 6 mm 
traverse did not significantly affect the thermal drift. These tests 
showed that it was sufficiently accurate to assume that both the dyna- 
mometer thermal drift and the variation of coolant forces with time 
varied linearly with time throughout each test. This meant that it was 
possible to interpolate between the "zero force" indications at the start 
and end of each test to find the zero force datun at any time in between. 
The results for these tests to determine dynamometer drift are further 
discussed in section 5.10 and 5.11 on experimental accuracy. 
4.3 Experiments to determine the stress distribution between the 
wheel and workpiece 
The experimental arrangement for determining the stress distri- 
bution between the grinding wheel and the workpiece is shown in Fig. 10. 
The workpiece was divided into two parts;. one part was supported in the 
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dynamometer, and the other part was supported directly by the hydrostatic 
slideway. A gap of 0.025 mm. was set up between the two parts so that no 
forces could normally be transmitted from one part to the other. The 
full arc of cut between the wheel and the workpiece was maintained while 
the wheel passed over this gap. If it is assumed that conditions around 
the arc of cut do not change with time, the stress at the point on the 
workpiece next to the gap is given by the rate of change of the resultant 
grinding force with respect to 0, as shown in Figure 10. Thus stresses 
around the are can be estimated from the variation of grinding forces, 
but the stresses so obtained will be in error if they are changing with 
time. In practice, a significant change in the surface condition of the 
wheel will have taken place whilst it passes over the gap. To estimate 
the correct stress distribution, it was assumed that the stresses varied 
linearly with the total volume of workpiece material removed as the wheel 
was fed over the gap in the workpiece. This assumption will be discussed 
in Section 5.5. 
A further test with both parts of the workpiece clamped in'the 
dynamometer showed that the grinding forces were indistinguishable from 
those with a workpiece which was not divided into two parts. Thus the 
effect of the gap on the measured grinding forces was not significant. 
4.4 Modification to the coolant supply 
The coolant supply method discussed in sections 2.7 and 4.1 (E) 
and shown in Plate 5 made it possible to grind the 12.5 mm wide workpieces 
of nimonic material at up to 18 mm/min with a depth of cut of 4 mm before 
significant burning of the workpiece occurred. This was significantly 
less than the metal removal rates achieved by industry with more sophi- 
sticated methods of coolant application. Towards the end of full cut it 
was apparent that some of the coolant might be deflected down the and 
face of the workpiece, thus causing thermal damage. ror these reasons a 
coolant "shoe" was designed to give an improved coolant supply which was 
less dependent on the position of the workpiece. This is shown in rig. 1 
in combination with the high pressure "deloading" nozzle which was used 
in conjunction with it, and in detail in rig. 9. When using the shoe it 
was not practical to measure the supply pressure accurately as this was 
so low and variable; instead, the flow rate supplied to the shoe was 
monitored by measuring the pressure difference across an orifice in the 
supply pipe with a mercury manometer. This flow rate was maintained at 
1.5 litres/s. 
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Tests were also carried out with greatly reduced coolant flow, 
to determine the cutting conditions at high workpiece temperatures. 
For these tests Ithe nozzle was placed so that the jet opposed the 
direction of rotation of the wheel. The coolant supply pressure was 
reduced to 0.3 bar so that the workpiece was continuously flooded with 
coolant externally, but the top of the workpiece remained dry and no 
coolant was carried directly by the wheel into the arc of cut. 
4.5 Method for interrupting a grinding test without permit 
llsT)ark out" 
During the course of the experiments the grinding wheel su-. face 
condition was examined at various times throughout a test. Examination 
in process did not appear feasible, so it was therefore necessary to stop 
the grinding test without affecting the wheel surfaca condition. 
The method finally used to achieve this is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
The workpiece was pivoted at point 'IV' between two conical screw points. 
By releasing the screw at "A: ' the workpiece was f&oee to turn about 1113". 
thus taking the workpiece away from the wheel. The position of the 
pivot 'IV' was chosen so that the resultant grinding force would turn the 
workpiece in the correct direction initially: subsequent clearance being 
ensured by the workpiece falling clear. 
4.6 EK2eriments with roller dressers 
(A) Crush dressing: Rollers of mild steel (hardness 243 V. P. N. ) and 
fully hardened EN 25 (644 V. P. N. ) were used to crush the grinding wheel. 
The harder roller tended to slip against the wheel and thus became badly 
scratched. To overcome this difficulty a rubber "0" ring was inset in 
the dressing roller to provide high relative friction and the portion of 
the wheel against which the rubber gripped was not dressed. This method 
for preventing relative slip between wheel and roller is described by 
Suzuki et al (14). Repeated grinding tests on the tool steel showed 
that this variation in the crushing roller material had no significant 
effect on the grinding forces. 
(B) Diamond dressing: A diamond impregnated nickel plated roller 
supplied by Industrial Diamond Products Ltd. was also used for dressing 
the wheel. Conditions were identical to those for crush dressing, with 
the following two exceptions: 
The diamond roller was driven at 3,000 rpm (giving a surface 
speed of 16 m/s) in contrarotation to the grinding wheel rotation. 
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The grinding wheel was d-viven to give a surface speed Qf- 30 m/S 
(full grinding speed). The coolant supply, feed rate (0.1 mm/min), 
infeed distance and dwell time were the same as used for crush dressin, -,,,. 
4.7 Variations in standard test procedure for workpieces in which 
thermcoules were used 
For these tests in which temperature measurements were made, the 
locations of the thermocouples will be given in the appropriate part of 
the results section. As well as being split to accommodate the themo- 
couples, the workpieces for these tests were partially insulated on tha 
sides with a 1.0 m-a thick layer of araldite AV100 resin in order to make 
the heat flow very nearly two-dimensional. In the tests with reduced 
coolant supply, this araldite insulation caught fire and was therefore 
pr, obaj': )ly not very effective. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIIE14TAL RESULTS 
5.1 Measurement of the static coLn2onents of Grinding Force at various 
feed rates for tool steel, specification AISI 01 
Several grinding tests were carried out on the tool steel with 
feed rates in the range 7-120 mm/min at a constant depth of cut of 4.0 T'Im. 
All, other grinding parameters were held constant at the values specified 
in Table II. 
Figures 12 to 17 show the components of force plotted as a 
function of infeed distance for six of the feed rates investigated. 
Each plot is divided into three regions by two vartical lines. Tbe wheel 
first makes contact with the workpiece at the position defined as zero 
infeed. During the first region of the plot the arc of contact between 
othe wheel and workpiece is growing. At the first vertical line the 
full depth of cut is achieved, and this is maintained in the second 
region until the top of the cut reaches the end of the workpiece, which 
is indicated by the second vertical line. In the third region the arc 
of cut decreases to zero. 
The points indicated in Figures 12 to 17 by "V and. -"H" show the 
magnitude of the vertical and horizontal forces measured by the dyna- 
mometer at equal increments of infeed throughout each test. Also 
indicated on the force plots by 'IT" is the torque supplied by the wheel. 
This is computed at each position of the dynamometer by taking moments 
about the wheel centreline for the three forces measured in the struts of 
the dynamometer. In creep feed grinding the line of action of the 
resultant grinding force cannot be predicted from the vertical and 
horizontal force components alone, as the arc of cut is of significant 
length compared to the wheel radius. However, by calculating the torque 
at the wheel centreline it is possible to estimate the point at which the 
resultant grinding force meets the arc of cut. At full depth of cut in 
the tool steel this position was found to be defined by 
0 
m/0 = 0.7 t 0.1 
wbere eM and 0 are defined in rig. 18. An additional reason for 
calculating the torque supplied by the wheel was to provide an estimate 
of the power used for grinding. These results were compared with the 
wattmeter readings and a satisfactory correlation was obtained when 
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allowance was made for the electrical and Trachanical losses in the wheel- 
head drive mechanism as well as losses caused by the flood of coolant, 
Note that the force scales on Fig. 12 and 13 are halved for the 
tests with the lowest two feed rates. In the part of the test during 
which the full arc of cut is maintained, the forces increase for every 
test, the rate of increase being small for the highest and lowest feed 
rates and much higher for intermediate feed rates. It should also be 
noted that the ratio of vertical to horizontal force decreases with 
increasing feed rate, (from 5.8 at 7.2 mm/min to 2.8 at 113 mm/min). 
For all tests on the tool steel the mean grinding force varied 
smoothly with infeed, without any discontinuities for all feed rates up 
to the maximum available on the test rig (150 mm/min). 
Fig. 19 summarises the force results for the various feed rates 
at a4 mm depth of cut. Two points ar3 shown for each force at every 
feed rate. The first approximates to the forces at the point where the 
full arc of cut is achieved, (after about 80 cubic nillimetres have been 
removed for every millimetre of workpiece width). The second approxi- 
mates to the end of full cut (where about 300 cubic millimetres have 
been removed for every mm of workpiece width). The large change in 
forces during the full arc of cut is thus clearly shown in rig. 19 for 
the intermediate feed rates. It is also apparent that at a feed rate of 
25 mm/min the grinding forces are at minimum and at a feed rate of about 
10 mm/min the increase of force with respect to infeed is a maximtm. 
Additional results were obtained at each feed rate by repeating 
each test without redressing the grinding wheel. Figs. 20,21 and 22, 
23 show forces for two of these repeated tests, together with the results 
for the original tests. In rig. 21 the forces at full cut return 
approximately to those at the end of full cut in the previous test. In 
rig. 23 at a higher feed rate this is obviously not the case, the initial 
force levels being very much less than those of Fig. 22 at the end of 
full cut, although at the end of the full cut both tests have approxi- 
mately the same forces. For feed rates higher than 40 mm/min the force 
results from the repeat tests were found to be almost indistinguishable 
from the original tests. 
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5.2 Measurement of the static components of grinding force at var-A. ous 
feed rates and depths of cut for nimonic, Rolls- . Royce specifM7tE 
Measurements of the grinding forces are presented in Figs. 24, 
25,26 and 27 for four feed rates at a constant depth of cut of 4 mm. 
Similarly3, results are presented in rigs. 28,299 30 and 31 for four 
depths of cut at a feed rate of 11.2 mm/min. In this material, the 
range of feed rates and depths of cut which gave useful results was 
limited. For tests with feed rates or depths of cut higher than those 
for which results are presented, the grinding forces behaved erratically 
throughout the region of full cut so that no useful measurements could be 
made. The onset of this erratic behaviour of the grinding forces is 
shown in Figs. 26,27,30 and 31. In Fig. 27 measurements are presented 
only for the first half of the test, as during the second half the 
irregular behaviour of the grinding forces became continuous. In 
addition to measurements at equal increments of infeed from the start of 
each'testg measurements were made at the turning points and points of 
rapid change of gradient of the force traces, where these irregularities 
occurred. 
In Figs. 26,27,30 and 31 the character of the rapid fluctua- 
tions in force levels is not clearly shown, because of the comprGssed 
time scale. Fig. 32 shows a typical example of one of these 'surges' in 
greater detail. Most surges were characterised by a sudden rapid rise 
in the vertical force component and a simultaneous drop in the horizontal 
force component and torque. In some tests, however, the horizontal 
force (and torque) achieved a sharp maximum before dropping while the 
vertical component was still rising, as shown in Fig. 27. At the point 
of highest vertical forces the vertical force was increased by up to 50% 
and the horizontal force was r6duced by up to 40% compared to the steady 
values before the surge-began. The vertical force fell rapidly from its 
maximum to a minimum value about 30% less than the steady value before 
the surge. During the drop in vertical force there was very little 
change in the horizontal force. Both force components then returned 
relatively slowly to a level near that at which the surge began. 
Usually when that value was again reached, a further surge occurred. 
Where a sequence of surges occurred, the time interval between successive 
surges decreased as the test progressed. 
It war. noted that all specimens on which these surges had taken 
place were marked along a line which was the end of the arc of contact 
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between wheel and workpiece when the surge occurred. Some of thcse 
marks are shown in Plates 6 and 7. This visually obvious marking was 
found to be caused by a slight depression, of typical depth 0.01 mn.. 
In and around most of those depressions there was evidence of thermal 
damage to the workpiece - either from cracking of the material or oxida- 
tion of the workpiece surface, as shown in Plate 6. It was thus 
apparent that the surges on the force trace were associated with higher 
than normal temperatures in the workpiece. 
Figure 33 summarises the principal tests on the nimonic. All 
tests with depths of cut a-Lid feed rates in the shaded area produced force 
traces with the irregularities mentioned above, and tharmal damage to the 
workpiece. 
A second type of irregularity in the force measurements for the 
nimonic matorial occurred at an infeed of between 50 and 60 mm, for all 
tests with depths of cut greater than 2.0 mm. This irregularity is 
shown most clearly in Fig6 25 and consisted of a gradual drop in force 
levels of about 15% which was maintained for a period of 30-60 seconds 
followed by a gradual return to approximately the original force level. 
This apparent reduction in the static grinding forces was found to be 
coincidental with an increase in the amplitude of dynamic force. The 
lower static force level was maintained as long as the high dynamic force 
level or 'chatter? was sustained. The high level of dynamic force 
recorded had an amplitude of approximately ton times that for the normal 
grinding condition, and was always close to one particular frequency. 
As the amplitude of the 'chatter' decayed, so the static force level 
returned to a higher level. The observations of dynamic forces are to 
be fully reported in Section 5.5. 
Figure 34 is plotted to summarise the force measurements at 
various feed rates in the nimonic material and corresponds to rig. 19 for 
tool steel. Both force components are minima at close to a feed rate of 
10 mn, /min. The major differences between these results and those for 
the steel is the consistently lower increase in force during that part of 
the test for which the full are of contact is maintained. 
Another feature worthy of note is that at low feed rates the 
vertical forces were much higher for the tool steel than for the nimonic. 
(Compare rigs. 12 and 24). The horizontal forces and torques are 
approximately the same. 
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5.3 Results of tests to confirm th repeatability of the force 
measurements 
For each material one set of conditions was repeated in three tests. 
The force measurements for these repeated tests are presented in Figs. 35, 
36 and 37 for the tool steel and Figs. 38,39 and 40 for the nimonic. 
f 
The conditions chosen for the AISI 01 steel were 4 m, cuts at 
7.2 mm/min with coolant supplied by the nozzle. 
The first two tests for the repeatability on the tool steel 
(Figs. 35 and 36) show excellent agreement, the maximum deviation in 
vertical force being 4ON which is approximately 10% of its maximum value. 
The third test (Figure 37) gave results w. -Ath a substantially lower 
vertical force (by up to 20%) over the first half of the test. In this 
test the infeed was irregular, since the worm gearbox which drove the 
slideway was deliberately unclamped, but all other conditions were as in 
the first two tests. The effect of this looseness in the drive was to 
give a momentary pause in the feed for each revolution of the gearbox 
input shaft (i. e. every 0.1 mm) followed by a sudden jerk. This 
variation in feed was also evident from corresponding variations on the 
force trace. 
For the nimonic the conditions chcsen for the repeat-ability 
tests were a4 mm depth of cut and a feed rate of 16.5 mm/min. To 
prevent thermal surging, a coolant shoe was used as illustrated in Fig. 9, 
All three tests repeated well, the variation of force components being 
within ± 5%. The position at. which chatter occurred was very similar 
for each of the three tests. 
Very few conclusions can be made directly from the measurements 
of vertical and horizontal force alone. Unlike other surface grinding 
processes the vertical component does not pass near the centreline of the 
wheel and thus contriýutes significantly to the work done by the wheel. 
Furthermore, the variation of cutting arc length in the parts of the test 
before and after full cut make it impossible to assess the wheelis 
performance under these conditions from the raw force data. In para- 
graph 5.1 the method of computing the torque supplied by the wheel at any 
time was explained. From the torque estimates, it is possible to 
calculate a "mean specific energy" for the process under any condition of 
cut. This "mean specific energy" is defined as the energy required to 
5.4 Results derived directly fron force measurements 
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remove unit volume cf workp-*-ece Tratarial averaged over the entire arc of 
cut. Obviously, the local specific energy is likely to vary from poiat 
to point around the are of cut as the component of infeed normal to the 
wheel, coolant supply and loading condition will vary around the arc of 
cut. 
Figs. 41,42,43 and 44 show the variation of the mean specific 
energy throughout tests on the tool steel at various feed rates with a 
4 mm depth of cut. Note the scale change between Figs. 42 and 43. In 
all these tests the specific energ-j is very low at the point where the 
wheel first makes contact with the workpiece, showin,, that the wheel is 
then performing very much more efficiently than later in the test. 
Tests which were repeated without redressing the wheel did not show this 
initial very low value of specific energy. 
rigs. 45,46,47 and 48 show similar results for the nimonic 
material. In this material there is not nearly such a wide variation of 
specific energy with feed rate. 
All of the plots for specific energy show a progressivs increase 
of-mean specific energy throughout each test if short-term variations are 
neglected. The curves shown for the nimonic results are fitted to the 
data points for which surging and chatter did not occur. 
Figs. 49 and 50 show the variation of specific energy with depth 
of cut and with feed rate for tests on the nimonic material. For all 
these tests, the values of specific energy presented are those at the 
point in each test where 80 cubic millimetres have been removed for each 
millimetre width of the workpiece. At a 4.0 mm depth of cut this is 
approximately the point where the full arc of cut is achieved for the 
first time. 
In Fig. 51 the data from rigs. 49 and 50 is replotted against the 
greatest feed rate normal to the wheel surface in the are of cut. All 
these specific energy results at various feeds and depths of cut then lie 
close to a common curve. Also shown in Fig. 51 are corresponding results 
for the tool steel. It should be noted for this material that at low 
feed rates the specific energies drop rapidly with increasing feed rate. 
At a maximum normal infeed rate of about 4 mm/min the specific energy has 
dropped to about 50 joules/mm3 which is then not greatly reduced by 
further increasing feed rate. For the nimonic the specific energy 
decreased with increasing feed rate and depth of cut up to the point 
where the workpiece was severely thermally damaged. 
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Additional results can be derived from the forces if simplifyi*ng 
assumptions are made about the mean stresses between the wheel and woý., k- 
piece. These assumptions will be justified by the experimental results 
of the next section. If it is assumed that the relationship between the 
stresses at a point in the arc of cut is linear with respect to the infeed 
rate normal to the wheel at that point, the stresses in the arc of cut 
can be predicted from the horizontal and vertical force components and 
the torque supplied by the wheel. This calculation is fully discussed 
in Appendix Ill. 
If we further assune that the stresses between the wheel and work- 
piece are zero for zero relative infeed the theoretical results of 
Appendix III can be simplified to give: 
T= tr2uAu(cosol - COS02) (5.1) 
H= trAU 
(62-01 (sin202 - sin201) (cos201 - cos202) 
(5.2) -2 -441 
(02-01) (sin282 - sin201) cos201 - cos2021 
v= trAu 
("ý- 
-2 - 11 4-+4 
(5.3) 
where A is defined as the gradient of normal stress with the component of 
infeed normal to the wheel and V is the ratio of tangential to normal 
stress. The grinding parameter A behaves in very much the same way as 
specific energy as it is related to it by p. which remained approximately 
constant for all grinding tests. The parameters A and U are important 
as they alone detenrine the stress distribution between wheel and work- 
piece if the specific energy is the same at all parts of the arc of cut. 
Under these conditions, 
an=A Uf sinO 
and at= ji AUf sino 
(5.4) 
(S. S) 
Note that equations (S. 1) and (5.2) are alone ,,; jjfficient to solve 
for A and u. This is because the line of action of the resultant 
grinding is constrained to pass through a point approximately two-thirds 
of the way up the arc of cut by the assumptions made above. ror the 
nimonic material, the resultant force intersected the arc of cut between 
its midpoint and the point two-thirds of the way along it. 
Figs. 52 and 53 show results for A and V throughout tests at two 
feed rates on the tool steel. At the lower feed rate the ratio Of 
tangential to normal stress is approximately constant throughout the test 
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at a value of 0.38. At the higher feed rate the stress ratio insveases 
throughout the test in an approximately linear fashion from 0.5 to O. S. 
Similar results are presented in Figs. 54 and 55 for the nimonic. 
The curves shown are drawn through the points given by data from the force 
trace when the process was not surging. In these tests on the nimonic 
material it was found that the wheel wear during a test could be as much 
as 5% of the depth of cut, and it was therefore necessary to allow for 
the effective change in the depth of cut when computing specific energies 
and other results derived from the forces. The wheel wear was only 
measured at the end of each test, and to estimate the wheel wear at any 
point in a test it was assumed that the overall grinding ratio remained 
constant throughout the test. Measurements of the workpiece surface 
profiles (to be discussed in section 5.16) suggest that this is likely to 
he an accurate assumption. 
5.5 Stress distributions between the wheel and workpiece derived from 
force measurements with split specimens 
The results given in Section 5.4 for the stress ratio V and the 
grinding parameter A enable the mean stress condition at any part of the 
arc of cut to be predicted. However,, a simplifying assumption was used 
without justification to obtain these parameters from the forca data. 
It was assumed that at all parts of the arc of cut the mean stresses were 
proportional to the local infeed rate of workpiece material into the 
wheel. 
To measure the actual stress distribution to support or refute 
this assumption, several grinding tests were carried out on split 
specimens, as described in Section 4.3. It was also necessary to know 
the variation of total force level as the wheel passed along the specimen 
and became progressively dulled. This variation was first measured in a 
separate test with an unbroken specimen, and was found to be usually 
small, (less than 10% for all but two tests), and for all tests the force 
variation was linear with respect to infeed. These tests were also 
repeated on some split specimens with both parts held in the dynamometer,, 
and no significant difference was observed. 
The estimation of the stresses at any instant is made from the 
rates of change of the two force components as described in Section 4.3 
and illustrated in Fig. 10. In this Figure it is assumed that the 
change in force measured by the dynamometer is due solely to the change 
in length of the arc of cut on which forces are measured. If the wheel 
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surface condition were to change significantly, this assumption would b, 3 
in error, as the stresses would be continuously changing on the fixed part 
of the arc of cut in Fig. 10, and would therefore contribute to the change 
of force measured in the time interval t. A further related problem, 
arising from the changing wheel condition, is the fact that the estimations 
of stress made by the method shown in Fig. 10 are not simultaneous; in 
fact stresses are likely to rise due to wheel dulling as the arc of cut 
passes over the gap so that the stresses estimated earliest will be 
relatively too small. 
In order to obtain a stress distribution which is corrected for 
these effects, it is necessary to make a simplifying assumption about the 
behaviour of the stress distribution with infeed position. In practice, 
the corrections to be made are small (less than 10% for all but two tests) 
so that an approximation introduced by this assumption would not signifi- 
cantly influence the results. 
Assume that the stresses are always distributed in the same pro- 
portion in the are of cut with respect to position , but allow the 
absolute magnitude of the stresses to vary with time: 
i. e. let an=K fn(') 
and at=Kft (0) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
Where ft (e) and fn (0) are functions of-position alone and K is a scale 
factor varying with the wheel condition. 
The overall grinding forces can be. obtained by integrating these 
stresses around the appropriate arc of cut. Thus the torque at the 
wheel centreline for the full are of cut is: 
00 
wrcr td8= Kwr 
ft (0) d0 (5.8) 
Hence the mean specific energy is: 
Tw 
Tý(rm) (5.9) r(l-cose) 
Where r(O) is some function of 0, (the angle subtended by the entire arc 
of cut at the centre of the wheel). 
Hence K=U: 
f Es 
=Ex Const WF(O) s 
for a given test. 
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Thus if the scale factor, y,, is varied in proportion to the mean 
specific energy measured for the full cut, the assumption made for the 
stress distribution in equations . 5.1 and S*. 2 can be consistent with the 
observed variation in specific energy, (or torque); thus: 
cr t=Es gt(e) (5.11) 
an=Es gn(o) (5.12) 
If the mean specific energy for the full arc varies by SEs in the 
time t, as defined in Fig. 10, the change of force components on the 
unchanged arc of cut are: 
[E + SE E+ 61C 
H-H and V-V- EE 
ss 
sIs 
With the assumption made in equations (5.11) and (5.12) this is equivalent 
to assuming that all grinding force components (on fixed arcs) must vary 
in proportion to the specific energy. 
The other contribution to h and v, as shown in'Fig. 10, is due to 
the reduction in the length of. arc of cut on which forces are measured. 
E+E 
Thus h= S] +W Uf t H-H -SE SecO(at cosO -an sine) (5.13) 
S 
'E ES + 
and v= V-V 
I 
+W Uf t s] Sece(at cose) sine +a (5.14) E n s 
6 E 6E ] (h 
-H- E 
s cose + 
(v 
-V -Es) sine 
s 
so at W Uf t SecO 
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If an estimate for the stress distribution at all parts of the 
arc of cut is required at a time when the mean specific energy is E so : 
at=E so 9t") 
(5.18) 
and 
an=E so gn(e) 
(5.19) 
where gt(O) and gn(e) are given in equations (5.16) and (5.17). 
Equations (5.16) and (5.17) were evaluated for every tine interval for 
the tests with split workpieces. - In practice, it was found that 
dE 
dt 
s was always nearly constant throughout the part of the test concerned, 
so that 6E s was also constant. 
By using equations (5.18) and (5.19), stress distributions for 
different tests were compared by correcting the results for each test to 
a point where the same volume of material had been removed from the work- 
piece. The value of mean specific energy at this point then defined E so 
for each test. 
The variation of stresses around the arc of cut for the steel are 
shown in Figs. 56 and 57. These, and all other estimates of the stress 
distributions presented here, have been corrected to the point in each 
test where 80 mm3 have been removed per mm of workpiece width. With a 
4 mm depth of cut this approximates to the point at which full cut is 
first achieved. For the low and high feed rates (7.2,11.1 and 43.0, 
66.2,113.7 mm/min) the change in grinding forces was small (less than 
10%) as the wheel crossed from the active workpiece to the dummy, and 
these results are therefore likely to be the most accurate. As had been 
assumed in section 5.29 all the results do approximate to straight lines 
through the origin. The results for stress are plotted against the 
local infeed rate normal to the wheel at each relevant section of the arc, 
which is the equivalent "plunge grinding" feed rate. 
In Figs. 56 and 57 the tests at 26.8,43.0,66.2 and 113.7 mm/min 
give results lying close to the same straight line. It can be shown 
that the mean specific energy is proportional to the gradient of this 
line, and this energy is also very similar for these four tests. 
Decreasing the feed rate below 26.8 mm/min produced a rapid increase of 
gradient (and of specific energy). 
The fact that the stresses are proportional to the local infeed 
rates implies that: 
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(1) The specific energy is constant around the arc of cut at 
any time. 
(2) The ratio of tangential to normal stress is also constant 
around the arc of cut at any time. 
There was considerably less scope for obtaining stress distri- 
butions from tests on the nimonic material. Only at low feed rates 
(16.5 mm/nin or less) were there no surges in the period during which the 
stresses were deduced. Obviously, any force surge in this region wo-,:, ld 
invalidate the method for computing the stressGs. 
ror this reason, only three results are presented for this 
material in rigs. 58 and 59. It will be noted that the results at 11.2 
and 16.5 mm/min lie close to the same straight line whereas those at 
7.2 mm/min lie on a line with a higher gradient. Unlike the results for 
tool steel, it is immediately apparent that the lines do not appear to 
pass through the origin for either stress: i. e. there may be a signifi- 
cant stress at zero local feed rate. 
Thus, unlike the tests for the tool steel, it is apparent that 
the specific energy varies dround the arc of cut; from a minimum -alue 
at the top of cut to (theoretically) infinity at the bottom of cut. 
Note the sharp rise in the results for mean specific energy as the wheel 
feeds off the workpiece (and the work done at low feed rate becomes a 
larger part of the total) in rigs. 45 and 4-6. rig. 60 shows how the 
specific energy varies with local feed rate, based on the results for 
rig. sq. 
From the results of Figs. 58 and 59 the stress ratios are shown 
for each point at the three feed rates in Fig. 61. Most results lie 
close to V=0.4 and there is a tendency for p to decrease with 
increasing feed rate. 
5.6 Results for tests with reversed wheel rotation 
All tests so far discussed were performed by the wheel rotating 
clockwiset so that active grits were taking a progressively smaller 
depth of cut as they were carried round the are of cut. Industrially, 
this method is often referred to as "climb grinding", as the resultant 
grinding force on the whedl has a component in the feed direction which 
could allow the wheel to climb up out of the arc of cut if the wheel 
centreline were not constrained. 
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Althougb not conmoii practice, the con-trary direction of whzel 
rotation has been used successfully in industry. On the grinding te6t 
rig, the reversed direction of wheel rotation is anticlockwise (as seen 
from in front) so that grits in the wheel first contact the workpiece at 
the lowest point in Cie arc of cut. Two tests were carried out to 
measure grinding forces, and to estimate the grinding stresses in the are 
10 
of cut. 
Results for the test to measure grinding forces are shown in 
Fig. 62, together with results for a test under identical conditions, but 
with the conventional direction of wheel rotation in Fig. 63. In theý, e 
plots the absolute values of grinding force are shown, since the horizon- 
tal force component and torque change sign with the 
of wheel rotation. As will be noted by comparing Figs. 62 and 63, the 
torque supplged by the wheel for the two tests is similar in magnitude at 
all positions of infeed. * 
The values of horizontal force are higher (by 
about 80%) and the values of vertical force are lower (by about 10%) 
with reversed wheel rotation. 
The positions at which surges and chatter occurred also diffe;.,. 
Chatter occurs at an infeed of 40 to 50 rmi connared with 50-60 m for 
conventional wheel rotation. Most interesting of all is the change in 
position of the force surges* For clockwise wheel ro-tation, surging at 
this feed rate occurred near the end of full cut. For anticlockwise 
wheel rotation, surges occurred just before or just after full cut was 
first achieved but there were no surges towards the end of full cut. 
The distribution of stresoes in the arc of cut for two tests with 
reversed wheel rotation is shown in Fig. 64.161ben compared with Figs. 58 
and 59, it is apparent that the magnitudes of the stresses aiound the are 
of cut in Fig. 64 are substantially the same as those which were obtained 
from a test with the conventional direction of wheel rotation. Obviously, 
the sign of the tangential stress is reversed, and this alone accounts 
for the differences in the force measurements when the direction of wheel 
rotation is chazged. 
5.7 Results for tests on the nimonic with coolant supply-through a shoe 
The feed rate for tests carried out in the nimonic material was 
limited by the onset of the force surging discussed in Section 5.2. At 
a4 mm depth of cut the feed rate could not be increased above 12 mm/min 
without producing this surging near the end of a test. Industrial users 
of the process have claimed to use feed rates of 50 mm/min and above at 
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this depth of cut without causing surging. However, they do not use the 0 
simple coolant system employed for most of this research work. 
In-an attempi'to improve on the maximum usable feed rate, a 
modified coolant supply was used as shown in Fig. I and in detail in 
Fig. 9. The coolant flow rate was the same as that from the nozzle, 
but was applied at low pressure (about 0.3 bar). 
Figures 65 and 66 show force measurements for tests at two feed 
rates with a4 mm depth of cut. For comparison, the corresponding force 
plots with coolant supplied by the nozzle are shown in Figs. 67 and 68. 
In each case the forces are lower when the shoo was used and the surges of 
force are no longer apparent. (There were, however, some very low 
amplitude surges at the end of the test shown in Fig. 66 which are not 
shown). A number of other tests were performed with the coolant shoe, 
and these conditions are indicated by the circled points in Fig. 33. The 
specific energies (obtained after 80 mm3 had been removed per mm. of work- 
piece width) for all these tests are shown in Fig, 69 plotted against the 
maximum normal infeed into the wheal. All tests with the, coolant shoe 
gave significantly lower specific energies for the process, as can be 
concluded from Fig. 69. 
Figure 70 shows the stress distribution between wheel and work- 
piece obtained from two repeated tests on the ninonic with the coolant 
shoe. 
5,8 Results for tests on the ninonic with ýrreatly reduced coolant flow 
Tests were carried out for both directions of wheel rotation 
without coolant being supplied directly to the arc of contact. The 
nozzle was directed at the wheel just after the are of contact: for 
clockwise wheel rotation the nozzle was in the position normally required 
for anticlockwise wheel rotation and vice versa. Ths coolant pressure 
used was less than 0.1 bar at a flow ratu of 0.1 litres per second. it 
was found essential to provide this minimal cooling to the wheel,, to 
prevent it overheating and the bond melting. 
The force measurements for the test with anticlockwise wheel 
rotation is shown in Fig. 71. For comparison, the results for a test 
with the usual coolant flow under otherwise identical conditions are 
shown in Fig. 72. The vertical force components for both tests are very 
similar, except where discontinuities occur. However, the horizontal 
force and torque are reduced by about 40% and 50%, respectively. This 
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implies that the ratio of tangential to normal stress for the "dry" test 
is significantly lower than that for the test with normal coolant flow, 
If the stress distribution is assumed linear in the arc of cut (as 
required to obtain the results in Section 5,4). the mean values of force 
ratio are found to be 0.27 for the I'd-ry" test and 0.41 for the "wet" test. 
Between an infeed of 45 and 75 mm the force trace for the test 
with low coolant flow showed continual erratic surges in the force "Level, 
of irregular amplitude and frequency. For this reason no measurements 
were made in this region. Unlike the surging which occurred at high 
coolant flow there were no periods when the forces were steady. 
The measurements for the "dry" test carried out with clockwise 
wheel rotation had excessively high zero drift between the start and 
finish of the test, probably as a result of dynamometer overheating. The 
results from this test are therefore not thought to be as reliable as 
those shown in Fig. 71 and are therefore not presented, but nevertheless 
the test with high drift gave mean values for the ratio of tangential to 
normal stress of 0.30. 
During these tests the workpiece was observed to become visibly 
orange hot. Thermocouples were used to determine the workpiece 
temperature distribution in one of these tests end these results are 
given in Section 5.13. 
Before full cut was reached no surging occurred and it was 
possible to estimate the stress distribution in the arc of cut from the 
rate of change of grinding force as the wheal was fed into the workpieco. 
The estimated stress distribution is shown in Fig. 73. It must be 
emphasised that the experimentally superior two-part workpiece method 
could not be used under these conditions of low coolant supply, because 
of the force irregularities which began just after full cut was achieved. 
5.9 Measurements of the static components of grinding force for tests 
with interi; upted infeed 
The tests performed to examina the behaviour of zero drift 
required a grinding test which was interrupted at frequent intervals to 
allow the force zero to be measured at a number of positicns of infeed. 
The results for the zero drift tests will be shown in section 5.10. 
These tests did, however, have an interesting feature which is worthy of 
reporting separately. 
Figures 74 and 75 show the force measurements from one of these tests 
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on each of the two materials used. The vertical dotted lines show the 
positions where the feed is interrupted and the wheel backed off the work- 
piece, Fordý. Ly%; rAov%ic- the force levels are about 30% less than for similar 
tests without interruption of the feed. For direct comparison refer to 
Figs, 76 (for the tool steel) and 77 (for the nimonic) which show the 
force components measured during uninterrupted tests. 
5.10 Results of tests to estimate the error due to zero drift 
Three tests were carried out in which the feed to the slideway was 
disengaged every minute; the feed was then reversed by 0.1 =1 to ensure 
that the wheel was no longer in contact with the workpiece. Measurements 
made from the force trace at these stopped positions are illustrated in 
Fig. 78 (which shows the worst results for drift of the three tests). 
Measurements of drift were also made for a few minutes before and after 
each test, 
As discussed in Section 4,2, these results include drift due to 
both thermal drift of the dynamometer and apparent drift due to the 
changing coolant force on the dynamometer. Of theses the second should 
be the same for all tests with the same coolant configuration. The value 
of coolant force on the dynamometer at each point was measured by momen- 
tarily stopping the coolant flow at each stopped position, and observing 
the shift on the force trace. The maximum component of coolant force 
observed at any point was 18 N in the horizontal direction. The vertical 
coolant forces were all less than 4N, and therefore negligible. It could 
be argued that the thermal drift of the dynamometer could be worse than 
that indicated by these tests for an uninterrupted traverse, as in such a 
test the workpiece would not be allowed to cool periodically. However, 
the worst thermal drifts observed between start and finish for all 
grinding tests were for the tests of longest duration, such as these 
interrupted testss (and also the tests with minimal coolant flow where the 
workpiece became red hot). Thus it is not unreasonable to suppose that 
the worst drift which could have occurred during an uninterrupted grinding 
test behaved in a fashion similar to that of Fig. 78. Tests at high feed 
rates (which were therefore completed quickly) had significantly lower 
thermal drift overall. Thus the error due to thermal drift and coolant 
force on the dynamometer is likely to be ±10 N on the vertical force and 
±5 N on the horizontal force. 
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5,11 Experimental errors in force measurements 
Table III summarises estimates for the systematic and random errors 
occurring in the measurement of grinding forces at the worst possible 
condition (i. e. at mid-test for thernal drift). 
TABLE III Errors in -measurements of force components 
Source of error 
95% 
Confidence limit 
on vertical force 
95 It 
Confidence limit 
on horizontal force 
Systematic (Dynamometer +ION* i 3.5N* 
errors calibration ý 
Coolant force + 9N i 2N (on dynamometer 
Random (Measurement from + 5K* 3.511A 
errors (force trace fThermal 
drift SN 
* 
at lowest D. C. amplifier gain. 
The errors for the vertical force component are-ýrj e"k ca,. -e moyp- tk" 
the horizontal as it is obtained by summing the measurements of force Jn 
two struts. 
The standard errors are ± 20N for the vertical component and 
1ON for the horizontal component. 
Errors in the stresses obtained from the force measurements will 
not be subject to all these errors, since the thermal drift (which is the 
major crror component) will be negligible between the two consecutive 
measurements from which the stress is calculated. Excluding thermal 
drift,, the maximum standard error produced in stress would be ±0.12 N/=2 
(principally due to error in measurement from the force trace). 
The errors in measurement in other quantities in the expcriments 
such as infeed, wheel speed, depth of cuto etc., are considered 
negligible compared to these errors in force measurement. The standard 
errors in all these quantities are all estimated to be less than 1%. At 
mid-test in a typical run with a measured vertical component of 350N the 
standard errors in force measurement are about i 5% in both components, 
5.12 observations of dynamle forces I 
The force neasurements discussed previously refer only to the 
mean levels of grinding forces obtained by filtering the dynamometer 
output by a low pass filter. 11' this filter was not used, the force 
trace became a wide band of fuzz. The width of each band of "fuzz" 
provided a measure of the amplitude of dynamic force, provided that the 
frequency of this signal. was much less than the galvanometer's natural 
frequency. This amplitude was consistently between ±50 and ±809o of the 
mean force level (except where chatter occurred). 
By examining the force signals with a high paper speed, it was 
observed that the dominant frequency in the force trace was at the wheel 
rotational speed. For every revolution of the grinding wheel an almost 
identical waveform was repeated on the force trace. The unsteady part 
of the force signal could also be examined on the oscilloscope which had 
its timebase synchronised with the wheel rotation* Observations of the 
oscilloscope during a grinding test confirmed that the pattern of force 
variation during one revolution of the wheel was repeated for several 
seconds without significant change, but as the test progressed the pattern 
slowly changed. 
At the start of each test there was a dominant frequency observed 
in the waveform. The presence of this waveform was consistent with the 
assumption that it was caused by an initial waviness dressed on the wheel 
by vibration of the crushing roller. After 40 to 60 seconds no trace of 
the original frequency component remained, and the changes in the -wave- 
form appeared to be random. 
For most of the tests on the nimonic material chatter occurred on 
a limited part of the test, from which no measurements were used. Before 
40 any significant change in amplitude was registered, it was apparent that 
a frequency of about 4.7 to M ICIz was becoming dominant in the waveform 
of force variation around the wheel. One or two seconds later the 
amplitude of vibration had increased by 4 to 5 times and a screech was 
audible above the normal noise of the test rig. This rapid increase in 
dynamic force amplitude was simultaneous with the drop in static force 
discussed in Section 5.2. 
The wavefform, while chatter occurred was apparently a pure sine 
wave. At the commencement of chatter its frequency was 4.8 YQIz, This 
increased over a period of 30-60 seconds to a maximum of 5.1 KHz, 
simultaneously with a further slight increase in the amplitude of signal 
from the dynamometer. The process was then reversed: the frequency 
dropping over a period of 30-60 seconds to 4,8 KHz and at that frequency 
the amplitude of dynamic force rapidly returned to its level before 
chatter. 
The very high amplitude Of force variation during chatter (up to 
400% of the static force level) implies that the dynamometer output 
must be incorrect as the grinding force cannot change sign, even instan- 
taneously. Since the frequency of chatter is very close to one of the 
estimated natural frequencies of the dynamometer, it would not be 
expected to provide measurements of dynamic forces at this frequency, 
It should ba noted that no dynamic calibration of the dyncu-nometer 
was carried out so that no quantitative conclusions can be drawn from the 
signals from it at frequencies anywhere near that of its first resonant 
mode. 
In tests for which chatter occurred, there was no visual change 
in the workpiece surface which could be correlated with the region of 
chatter. 
These observations of the behaviour of the dynamic forces agree 
qualitatively with-those of other researchers (such as Makino (15)) who 
have investigated grinding instability. 
5.13 Measurement of temperatures in the workpiece 
The temperature measuring system described in Section 3.4 was 
t 
used to obtain measurements of the temperature fluctuations during three 
tests, all in the nimonic material. In each test three thermocouples 
were embedded in the workpiece located at positions shown in Fig. 79, 
In the first test, a depth of cut of 6 mm was removed at 
11.2 mm/min. Full coolant was used and other grinding parameters were 
as specified in Table II. The temperatures recorded by the thermo- 
couples at the centreline of the split workpiece are shown in Fig. 79. 
The second test repeated the first test, but a thermal "surge" 
was induced when the arc of contact was Close tLO the three thermocouples. 
At the grinding conditions chosen for this test the "surge" phenomenon 
did not occur, However, it was found that either by increasing depth of 
cut by 2 mm or decreasing the coolant flow by turning the supply pressure 
down slightly (say to 2 bar) a surge (or surges) would occur at the end 
of the test. To initiate a force surge at the required position (i. e. 
close to the thermocouples) it was found necessary to reduce the coolant 
flow rather more drastically to 0,6 bar. Figur3 80 shows the thermo- 
couple readings throughout this artificial surgag together with the force 
componentss which behave in a similar fashion to a normal surge (see 
Fig. 32). The surge was induced by turning the coolant supply pressure 
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down from 3 bar to 0.6 bar and returning it to its original value after 
1,0 - 1,5 seconds, The time required to change pressure was estimated to 
be 0,5 seconds. The position of the arc of cut at the tire when the 
Itsurgell occurred is shown in Fig. 81-9 
The third test was performed with the coolant flow continuously at 
a low level, as described in Section 5.8. The temperature measurements 
taken from the test are shown in Fig. 82, which also shows the location of 
thermocouples in the workpiece for this test. 
5.14 E eriments with the w1heel dressed by a diamond iU. reg , nated ro. 
Uer 
Only two experiments were carried out with the wheel dresz3od by 
the diamond impregnated roller as described in Section 4.5. 
The first of these was on the tool steel at a feed rate of 
7.2 mrii/min and depth of cut of 4 mm. After only 105 seconds (before : hill 
cut was reached) the forces began I'surging" and this behaviour continuad 
throughout the rest of the test. Unlike the surging reportcd p---ev-4Ously 
there was no tendency for the force components to approach'stead, -,, values 
between the excursions to high force levels. 
Up to the point where the surging commenced, the force components 
were about 5 times higher than for the corresponding test (see Fig. 12) 
performed by a crush dressed wheel. 
In contrast to the above results, the tost performed by a diamond 
dressed roller at a feed rate of 11,2 nm/min on a4 mm depth of cut in 
the nimonic showed no significant variation in measured forces from the 
similar tests performed with a crush dressed wheel. 
Measurements of wheel wear 
The most commonly used quantity used to describe wheel wear is the 
IIGII ratio. For this work, it is defined as the ratio of the volume of 
workpiece material removed to the apparent voluma of wheal lost by wear. 
(occasionally the "GII ratio is defined as the ratio of mass removed to the 
mass lost. ) With the method used to measure whcel wear described in 
Section 4ol(G) it was extremely di--Fficult to resolvo. wheal wear of less 
than 0.01 mm. ror this minimum resolvable wear of 0.01 nim, the 
equivalent G ratio would be 15, so that no G ratios of greater than 15 can 
be determined. 
The wear measurements for tests on the tool steel showed a 
resolvable wear only for the highest and lowest feed rates. Thus, at a 
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depth of cut of 4 mm with a feed rate of 7.2 r. n/snin the 1"G" ratio was 
13.8. and at a feed rate of 112.0 mm/min the "G11 ratio was 10. For all 
feed rates between these the wheel wear could not be resolved, and it is 
assumed that the "G11 ratio was greater than 15,0. 
For tests on the nimonic whoel vicar was very much higher and the 
11G11 ratio could, be accurately deteri-iined for all tests. Figs. 83 and 84 
sunnarise the results of these measurements for tests with the same depth 
of cut (Fig. 83) and tests with the same feed rate (Fig. 84). 
Results for tests in which coolant is su; plied through a shoe, or 
is greatly reduced, and tests in which the wheel rotation is reversed are 
also shown in these figures where possible. 
It will be noted that there is no significant difference between 
tests with and without a coolant shoe. However, tests with reduced 
coolant flow have a significantly reduced "G11 ratio (i. e. increased wheel 
wear). Tests with reversed wheel rotation also show worse wheel wear, 
but the wear is not as bad. as for those with a reduced coolant supply. 
5.16 Measurements of the surface profileg of the nimonic_wor, 12iec s 
After completing the grinding tests on several of the nimonic 
specimenst a trace of the woVcpiece surfac3 profile was obtained before 
removing the workpiece from the dynamcmeter, The grinding wheel was 
removed and a Talymin comparator was clamped to the coolant nozzle. The 
diameter of the comparator stylus point was 1.5 mm, By using the infeed 
of the test rig the workpiece was traversed under the comparator to 
obtain a profile of its surface. 
A typical result for this profile is shown in Fig. 85. For 
comparison, a curve is also shown wh-*Lch shows the theoretical surface 
created if the grinding ratio (as measured from the wheel wear at the end 
. of the test) was constant throughout the test, This theoretical result 
neglects any effects of thermal expansion and machine deflections. it 
will be noted that there are two "dinples" in the measured curve, corres- 
ponding very closely with the observed positions of the force surges, 
These marks on a workpieces apparently associated with the force surging, 
are shown in Plates 6 and 7. The depressions were not always associated 
with obvious thermal damage to the workpiece, as in Plate 7. Howevers 
with clockýise wheel rotations the workpiece was often visibly oxidised 
(as in Plate 6) and cracked. 
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All of the profile recordings were cavefully examined for 
evidence of step up in the workpiece surface across theso depressions. 
This would show that the wheel had worn by a measurable amount during the 
surge (if thermal distortion can be accountad for). Such a step across 
a depression was only observed clearly on ona specimen on which six 
surges occurred in rapid succession. The step across thu depression 
coinciding with the six surges was 0.01 m"i greater than that which would 
have been expected if wheel wear had renained constant throughout 
the test. It should be noted that if one-sixth of this step occurred at 
the other depressions it would not be cap; _ibla of resolution 
by the method 
used. 
5,17 Measurements of workpiece surface finish 
Measursments of the C. L. A. index of the ground surfaces was made 
for the nimonic specimens only, These measurements are sunmarised in 
Table IV. There were no significant variations in surface finish other 
than that due to the direction of wheel rotation. Tests performed with 
clockwise wheel rotation had grain depths of cut decreasing to zero along 
the are of cut, whereas tests with anticlock. wise wheel rotation had grain 
depth of cut increasing from zero at the bottom of the cut. 
TABLE IV. A summarnj of the measuremants of surface finish of the 
ground surface made by a Talysurf model 3 
Range of values of C. L. A. Index 
Traverse Perpendicular 
to feed direction 
'Traverse Parallel 
to feed direction 
Specimens ground by a, 
clockwise rotating 0.052 ± 0.010 pm 0.010 ± 0.001 UM 
wheel 
Specimens ground by an 
anticlockwise rotating 0.070 ± 0.010 Um 0.012 ± 0.001 1,,, m 
wheel I I 
5,18 Observations of the wheel surface under various test conditions 
Plate 8 shows the surface of the crush dressed whbel at a magnifi- 
cation of X 12. It was found that greater magnifications gave an 
unrepresentative view of the wheel surface; the appearance of the wheel 
depending on whether a hole or cluster of grits was in the field of view. 
The rnagnification of X 12 is therefore used for all plates of tho wheel 
surface viewed optically. Lighting for these photomicrographs of the 
wheel surface was oblique, at an angle of about 20 0 to the surface. 
Several sets of sequential photographs were made to show the 
changing condition of the wheel surface as grinding progressed. In 
order to take these photographs, tha grinding tests were stopped using 
the method described in Section 4.7 to prevent Isparking out'. For all 
the sequential photographsg the samne area of the whael surface was 
examined after each stop, sothat a visual change in the surface would be . L; 
apparent. 
Plates 8.9 and 10 are such a set of photographs from a grinding 
test with a crush dressed wheel. In Plate 8, which shows the freshly 
crush dressed wheel surface, there are no apparent flats on any of the 
grits. It was noted when handling the wheel immediately after crush 
dressing that mny of the grits at the wheel surface were vei-I easily 
dislodged. When dressed by the diamond impregnated roller this was not 
the case, and it appeared that flats had been cut on many of tha grits by 
the diamond particles. Plate 9 shows another view of the crush dressed 
wheel surface after 100 seconds grinding without any surges taking place. 
Careful comparison of Plate 9 with Plate 8 reveals that several grits, or 
groups of grits, have been removed. The nost noteworthy change in the 
appearance of the wheel surface is the appearance of dark flats on the 
active grinding grits. These were always observed when grinding the 
nimonic material, but no flats at all could be discerned on the grits 
when the tool stcel was ground, Closer examination of these flats 
(which appear dark with the rf--thod of illumination used for Plate 9) 
showed that they appeared to consist of a metallic coating over the wear 
flat of each grit. 
After the photograph of Plate 9 was taken, the test was restarted 
and was allowed to continue until a surge had occurred (this was approxi- 
mately 50 seconds later). The work-piece was removed from the wheel 
immediately after the maximizn vertical forces had been reachod. Plata 10 
shows the same area as that shown previously in Plates 8 and 9 at this 
condition. As was noted from comparison between Plates 8 and 9. a 
number of grits have been removed: as might be expected, the lost grits 
are principally those which had metallic flats as viewed in Plate 9., . 
Other grits appear to have lost their nctallic flats,, without themselves 
being removed. In fact, very few marks which are obviously the metallic 
flats on the grits (as distinct from holes between grits) are visible in 
Plate 10. 
of courSag the wheel surface may have been affected by the 
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restarting of the grinding operation. To assess the effect of restart- 
ing (if any) tesits were made to look for such a change. Plates 11,12 
and 13 form a second series of sequential views of the wheel surface. 
Plate 11 was taken under the same conditions as Plate 9. Le, 
after 100 seconds grinding with a crush dressed wheel. The test was 
restarted and stopped after 20 seconds (there being no irregularity in 
the force measurements during this period) and Plate 12 was made from the 
same area of wheel surface. Examination of these two photographs shows 
little change: three or four grits have been lost, but the most obvious 
change is in the appearance of the metallic flats on the grits. They are 
certainly darker in Plate 12, but this was due to slightly different 
photographic conditions for Plate 11; more significant is the change in 
shape of the flat areas. 
The test was continued for a further period of 12 seconds, during 
which a surge was "artificially" induced by turning the coolant supply 
pressure down to 0.6 bar. Ahe workpiece was removed from the wheel just 
after the vertical force had reached its peak. Plate 13 shows the same 
area as Plates 11 and 12 after this surge. Conditions for Plate 13 
closely resemble those for Plate 10, the only difference being that the 
surge had been "induced" for the test for which Plate 13 is taken. 
Comparison of Plates 12 and 13 show very little grit loss. The 
loss of the metallic flats, however, is almost complete in Plate 13. 
The observations of this last test (giving Plates ll,, 12 and 13) 0 
was repeated to confirm the "deloading" phenomenon. 
5.19 observations of grinding detritus 
For three tests, a sample of grinding detritus was collected by 
placing a grease plate at the mouth of the coolant drain pipe. It was 
not anticipated that this would provide a fully rapresentative sample of 
the detritus) as obviously many of the smaller Particles would be 
suspended in the coolant and would not make contact with the grease plate. 
There are, however, significant differences between the datritus from the 
three tests for which this method of collection was used. 
Tho first test was performed at 120 mm/min at a4 mm depth of cut 
on the tool steel. A view of the detritus collected, which appeared to 
consist entirely of chips, is presentod in Plate 14. These chips were 
very longg approaching the length of the are of contact in length for 
some of the chips extracted from the pile shown in Plate 14. As this 
50 
plate suggests, the appearance of the detritus for this test was similar 
to wire wool. 
The second test was performed at 16.5 mm. /min at a4 mm depth of 
cut on the nimonic. A sample of the detritus collected is shown in 
Plate 150 There are many long chips, but in general the size of the 
chips - both in length and cross section - is less than those shown in 
Plate 14. There are many other particles in the debris which could not 
be classified as chips. 
The third test was a repeat of the second with a greatly reduced 
coolant flow,, as described in Section 4.4. The detritus of this test is 
shown in Plate 16. In this photograph there are apparently no long 
chips, and several grits are evident. 
rurther collections of detritus were made by exposing a grease 
plate of size 50 x 50 mn close to the wheel periphery simultaneous with a 
force surge. In practice, it was found impossible to perform this test 
for a "natural" surge, as these could not be anticipated. The grease 
plate was therefore exposed in the coolant box at the time of a surge 
which was artificially initiated by turning down the coolant supply 
pressure, The plate was able to collect detritus only for tho 5 seconds 
or so duration of the surge, as the test was stopped inmediately after 
the surge for examination of the wheel surface. This experimcnt was 
repeated to confirm tho somewhat surprising result, 
The collection of the detritus for both of these tests consisted 
almost entirely of a flaky metallic powder. Men exa: minc-d micro- 
scopically this powder was shown to be a collection of thin platelets of 
typical width 0.1 mm and of the order of 0.005 mm thick. Approximately 
100 platelets were collected on the grease plate for each surge test. 
There were apparently no grinding chips amongst the detritus, possibly as 
a result of the positioning of the grease plate which was abcut 60 
0 
around the wheel from the arc of cut. There were, however, several 
grits from the grinding wheel which appeared to have been removed from the 
wheel surface without fracture. 
Views of two of the metallic platelets are shown in Plates 17 and 
is. Plate 17 shows the "top" surface of a typical platelet, This was 
clearly striated in one direction and was very flat for all the platalets 
observed. The reverse sides of these platelets wero, without exceptiong 
irregular and certainly not flat. Plate 18 shows the "back" of another 
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of these platelets. Owing to the irregularity of this surfaco, it was 
not possible to focuz the microscope at all points, because of its 
limited depth of focus. 
The wheel surface in a condition similar to that shown in Plates 
9,11 or 12 was also examined by a scanning electron microscope. The 
dark patches on tha grits (as shown in Plates 9,11 and 12) were then 
found to be identical in appearance to the nimonic platelets described 
above. Plate 19 is a scanning electron micrograph showing one of these 
(apparently) metallic platelets adhering to the wear flat of a grit. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THEORETICAL ANALYSES 
6.1 Finite element analysis 
The finite element method for solving field problems with arbitrary 
boundary conditions is now a well established technique in engineering 
science. In this methods a continuum with an infinite number of degrees 
of freedom is approximated by an assembly of elements, each of which has 
a finite number of degrees of freedom. 
In the analysis of creep feed grinding two field problems were 
solved. The first of these to be discussed is the stress distribution 
in wheel and workpiece. The second is the time varying temperature 
distribution in the workpiece. ror both of these problems two-dimensional 
triangular elements were used, and it was assumed that either displacement 
(for the stress analysis) or temperature (for the thermal analysis) varied 
linearly within each element. For the thermal analysis, the elements 
which were two-dimensional in space also had an effective dimension in 
time, and it was assumed that the temperature at any point in the work- 
piece varied linearly within each time element. 
6.2 Stress analysis of the wheel and workpiece 
At the inception of this research it was thought possible that 
elastic deflections of wheel and workpiece around the arc of cut could 
significantly influence the creep feed grinding process by distorting 
the shape of the. arc of cut. This distortion certainly does have an 
important effect on conventional surface grinding, and it has been 
demonstrated by Brown (16) that the shape of the arc of cut is signifi- 
cantly different from that predicted by rigid wheel geometry. 
In the stress analysis, the wheel was regarded as a homogeneous 
isotropic body. This must introduce some errors as the stresses applied 
to the wheel are in fact not applied evenly, but are concentrated at the 
active grits. Local deflections of active grits have been shown to be of 
the same order of magnitude as the gross deflection of the wheel surface 
by Nakayama et al (17). At some distance from the arc of cut however, 
deflections of the grinding wheel have been shown to agree well with those 
predicted by the assumption that it can be treated as a homogeneous 
material (18,19). 
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The Univerdal Grinding Wheel Co. Ltd. supplied data fo: ý the 
effective elastic properties of the grinding wheal treated as a homo- 
geneous solid. These were a Youngs Modulus of 5.0 x 106 psi 
(3.5 x 104 9/mm2) and a Poissons Ratio of 0.25. These properties were 
uced in a two-dimensional plane stress analysis of the grinding wheel and 
workpiece. This analysis was performed by a two-dimensional finite 
element analysis with triangular elements as described by Zinciewicz (20). 
Rotational forces (on the wheel only) and grinding stresses were both 
included in the stress analysis. The relationship used to define the 
tangential and normal grinding stresses was that found experimentally for 
tool steel at a feed rate of 24 mm/min. With an elastic wheel it is 
not possible to assume that the arc of cut remains circular, so that local 
infeed at some point in the are of cut is no longer given by Uf sinO, 
but is now Uf sin0l where 01 is the angle between the tangent to the 
distorted wheel at that point and the feed direction. 
An iterative method was developed to determine the shape of the 
arc of cut and is illustrated in Fig. 86. Initially the are of cut was 
assumed to be circular and contacting nodes such as m and n were placed 
accordingly. The finite element stress analysis was then carried out 
with nodal forces estimated from the grinding stresses predicted by this 
geometry. The results of this analysis showed that a gap had appeared 
between wheel and workpiece. Obviously the correct solution would be 
one for which the wheel fitted the workpiece when the grinding loads 
were applied. 
The initial positions of the contacting nodes on the workpiece 
were then displaced by a distance equal to the width of the gap, so that 
when grinding loads were again applied the displaced position would be 
close to the comesponding nods on the wheel surface. rigure 86 shows 
how this is done for a typical node n on the workpiece which is in con- 
tact with the wheel. The first f"hite element analysis displaces n1 to 
and the corresponding node on the wheel m is displaced to mt so that 
a gap nl1m opens up between them. A new position for node n when unloaded 
is specified at n 29 which is the original position n1 displaced by the 
"gap" vector n1 Mfg 
A further finite element analysis is then carried out with the new 
workpiece geometry and modified grinding stresses. This in turn produces 
further displaced positions for m and n which can be used to correct the 
initial position assumed for n so that it coincides with m when the 
grinding loads are applied. 
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In practice cnly one iteration was required to achieve a near 
perfect fit between the wheel and workpiece. This was Drimarily because 
the displacements were so low with the stiffnesses and forces specified. 
The maximum displacements were 1.0 Um, so that the arc of cut was very 
nearly circular. With lower stiffnesses, (e. g. with some resin or 
rubber bonded wheels), or with a greatly reduced depth of cut, further 
iteration could well be necessary. 
The finite element mesh used for the analysis is shown in Fig. 87. 
The mesh is quite coarse except in the region close to the arc of contact. 
Figure 88 shows the principal stresses in the wheel and workpiece pre- 
dicted after one iteration. The stresses in both wheel and workpiece 
were low (< 2N/mm2) and of the same order of magnitude as the mean 
contact stresses, 
As will be shown in the next section, the'thermal stresses and 
deflections in the workpiece are very much larger than those resulting 
from the grinding forces. No allowance for thermal stress was included 
in the analysis which produced Fig. 88. 
6.3 Thermal analyses of the workpiece 
To examine the variations of temperature distribution in the 
workpiece two special purpose two-dimensional finite element analysis 
programmes were written. The first of these was for a simple steady 
state solution to the thermal problem, and the second allowed for tem- 
perature variation with time. The transient programme is included in 
Appendix Is together with some of the theory required for its formulation. 
The transient heat flow programme is based on the discussion of transient 
field problems in Zinciewicz's book (20), but a number of minor 
corrections have been included. The objective of the programme was to 
predict temperature distributions on the centreline of a rectangular 
workpiece for which the depth of cut could be a significant fraction of 
the workpiece height. Thus the analyses carried out differ from previous 
theoretical work on predicting temperatums in the workpiece (9,109 21* 
22$ 23,24) because the heat input can be distributed as required in the 
are of cut and the arc of cut need not be small compared to the size of 
the workpiece. Heat loss can also be allowed for at the sides of the 
workpiece. 
The programme described in Appendix I requires very little data to 
perform the finite element analysis, as it includes a routine for 
automatic mesh generation. Thus the only information required by the 
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prog. oamme is as follows: 
(1) the dimensions of the workpiece; 
(2) grinding conditions, i. e. feed rate, depth of cut, wheel radius 
and start position; 
(3) the stress distribution between wheel and workpiece; 
(4) the fraction of mechanical energy converted into heat which is 
conducted into the workpiece; 
(5) heat transfer coefficients at all workpiece surfaces, and "burn 
out" temperatures if applicable; 
(6) thermodynamic material properties. 
With this information the appropriate finite element mesh will be 
generated, the thermal diffusivity matrix for the workpiece can be 
formulated and complete boundary conditions can be specified, 
The method of finite element solution used for the transient heat 
flow problem was to take finite elements of time in which the temperature 
change at any node in the mesh was assumed linear with respect to time. 
(This is the simplest assumption which can be made. ) Thus a solution 
was obtained by a "marching" procedure from the specified stzwting 
conditions, i. e. for each step in time the transient analysis was carried 
out, and the temperature results predicted at the end of the step were 
used as the initial conditions for the next step. Where appropriate, 
boundary conditions were adjusted from step to step. 
One problem unique to the thermal analysis. of creep feed grinding 
is the fact that the shape of the workpiece changes appreciably with time 
as the workpiece is fed under the wheel. To include this effect in the 
analysis, an adjustment was made to the vertical co-ordinates of the 
finite element nodes after each finite element step. The topperature at 
the new positions of these nodes was estimated by linear interpolation of 
the temperature results of the previous step. The natt result of this 
change is that after each step a finite "chip" is removed from the work- 
piece surface and the temperature distribution within the workpiece is 
unchanged. This sudden change in geometry causes a step change in the 
temperature at a position in the arc of cut which is fixed relative to 
the wheel. If the finite element stop in time is decreased sufficiently, 
this step change can be reduced to a level which is very much less than 
the magnitude of the temperatures predicted in the arc of cut. Thus by 
decreasing the time interval of the finite element analysis sufficiently, 
the error introduced in the ten-Veratures at the arc of cut can be reduced 
to an acceptable level'. Another'rosult of this step change in geometry 
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is the loss of heat from the workpiece with the "chip" removed between 
successive steps. However, it can be shown that this "chip fluxýl is very 
much less (usually less than 1%) than the total heat input flux. 
The mesh generated by the programme o. -r Appendix I for typical 
conditions is shown in Fig. 89. This is generated by repeating a fixed 
"module" of elements and scaling the vertical co-ordinates of the nodes 
to fit the required surface shape, which as explained above, is required 
to change from one step to the next. The mesh is finest near the work- 
piece surfaces which is always the region of highest thermal gradient. 
The computer programme has a wide range of options available for 
output of the temperature results. The temperatures at every node can 
be output but this usually results in far more data being produced than 
can be assimilated, 
The temperatures of nodes actually in the arc of contact are of 
most interest, and the temperatures of these before and after each step, 
are always given in the output. The temperature distribution in the 
workpiece is most easily assessed by examination of the isothermals 
plotted by the programme (as in Figs. 90,91 and 92). Alternatively 
these isothernals can be printed out on the line printer. 
Results from this programme which are intended to simulate a 
grinding test are shown in Fig. go. These isothermals are to be com- 
pared with experimental temperature measurements in section 7.8. The 
parameters fed into the computer programme for these and other results 
are summarized in TableY. 
The heat transfer coefficients from the workpiece to coolant am" 
assumed constant up to a critical workpiece surface temperature, referred 
to as the "burn out" temperature, At surface temperatures above this, 
the heat flux to coolant is limited to that at the "burn out" temperature. 
The physical significance of this assumption will ba explained in 
section 7.10. 
The results for Fig. 90 were predicted for a fixed stress dis- 
tribution. If the specific energy is allowed to rise continuously 
during a simulated grinding test, as shown in Fig. 91, quite different 
results are obtained. In these results it is apparent that a hot spot 
can be suddenly created at a tem*p-rature 200 - 300 
0C higher than the 
remainder of the are of cut. The reason for assuming a "burn out" 
temperature for heat transfer to the coolant, above which heat flux to 
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the coolant cannot be increased, will be discussed in -ection 7.10, if 
a "bum out" temperature was not specified(so that heat transfer co- 
efficients were assumed constant) this phenomenon was not observed in 
the theoretical model, 
Another use of this computer programme was in predicting the 
temperature variations in the workpiece when the coolant supply was 
momentarily reduced. This was achieved by using the near steady state 
conditions of Fig. 90 as a starting point,, and then performing a number 
of steps with all heat losses to the coolant reduced by a factor of 2. 
The heat transfer conditions were then doubled to their previous values 
for the next few steps, until temperatures settled down again close to 
those predicted in Fig. 90. The results for the transient fluctuation 
caused by a 1.4 second decrease in coolant supply is shown in Fig$ 92.6-(93. 
These results are intended to approximate the conditions of an actual 
grinding test. 
ror the temperature distributions given in rigsý 90 and 92 (at 
the ptlak of the thermal "surge") a stress analysis of the workpiece was 
carried out. The method of this analysis was similar to that described 
for wheel and workpiece in section 6.2. The computer programme used for 
this work was derived from that given by Zinciewicz (20), with certain 
modifications to include thermal stresses, The principal stresses 
estimated by these analyses are given in Figs. 94-and 96: Fig 96 shows 
the stresses in the workpiece under near steady state conditions with 
thermal data corresponding to Fig. 90. rig. 94 shows the greatly 
increased thermal stresses at the highest temperature reached in the 
thermal surge (after 1.4 seconds). Fig. 95 shows the distortion of the 
workpiece in this ccndition, all displacements being factored by 100for 
clarity. 
TA13LE V 
Input variables to the computer program for prediction of 
temperatures in the workpiece 
Tangential stress in the arc of cut 0.16 + 8.0h U N/mM2 
where U= local feed 
rate of workpiece into 
i the wheel in mm/min 
Fraction of mechanical energy con- 
ducted as heat into the workpiece 0.6 
(Refs, 4 and 5) 
1 
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Table V (cont I d. ) 
Heat transfer coefficients I 
(1) in the arc of cut 105 watts/m2 OC 
(2) at other workpiece boundaries 104 watts/m2. OC 
Burn out temperature 0 150 C 
Coolant temperature 20 oc 
Grinding parameters: 
Feed rate 11.2 mm/min 
Depth of cut 6.0 mm 
Workpiece dimensions 
Thickness: 9.14 mm 
Length 1 95.0 mm 
Height (after cut) 2640 mm 
Wheel radius 99.5 mm 
Material Pr9porties: (Nimonic C1023) 
Density = 8030 kg/m3 
Temperature Specific Heat Thermal 
Conductivity 
0C J/kg OC Watts/m 0C 
0.0 918 460.0 
10010 U. 2 481 0 
200.0 12.5 502: 0 
300.0 13.9 523.0 
400.0 15.2 544.0 
500.0 16.6 565.0 
600.0 17.9 586.0 
700.0 19.3 607.0 
800.0 20.6 628.0 
900.0 22.0 628.0 
Notes: 
The data as set out above were used to obtain the predictions 
given in Fig. 90. 
ek For the results of Fig. 91s the coefficient of U in the equation 
for tangential stress was increased by 0.002 per cubic millimetre removed 
from the workpiece. 
fol. For the simulation of a 
ýhermal surge in Fig, 92, these values of 
heat transfer coefficient were halved for 1.4 seconds and then returned 
to these valuGs. - 




The discussion of the experimental results can most conveniently 
be divided into three parts. 
The first part of the discussion relates to the measurement of 
grinding forces and the stress distribution between the wheel and work- 
piece. Related parameters, such as specific energy, are also discussed 
in datail. 
The second part of the discussion shows how th-a measurements of 
temperature within the workpiece can be correlated with the heat input 
derived from the measured stress distribution in the are of cut under 
near steady conditions. Fig. 97 shows how the temperaturcs in the 
workpiece have been predicted theoreticjily from the force neasurements 
for comparison with the temperatures measured in the vrorkpiece. This 
theoretical temperature distribution may then be used in a stress analysis 
of the workpiece in order to predict its thermal distortion. 
The third part covers those conditions which thermally damaged 
ninonic workpieces. it is obviously important to understand the 
mechanism by which this thermal damage was caused so that the conditions 
which initiated it can be avoided. Since thermal damage of the woVk- 
piece was always associated with a sudden departure fron quasi- 
equilibrium conditions of force and temperature, it seemed likely that 
the steady conditions discussed in the second part would provide a clue 
to the factor, or factors, which caused the sudden increase in temperature 
and thus thermal damage. The final part of the discussion is therefore 
devoted to the "surge" phenomenon already described and a mechanism for 
it is postulated which is in accordance with the observations. 
7.2 Stress distributions obtained for tests on the tool steel AISIO1 
If ploughing and rubbing are negligible Hahn (25) has demonstrated 
that the mean force per active grit, and therefore the mean grinding 
stressl is proportional to the infeed rate. Most of the stress distri- 
butions between wheal and workpiece derived from force measurements from 
tests on the tool steel with two part specimens lie close to a common 
straight line passing through the origin. Thus the stresses are 
depr-ndent only on the local infeed rate and are proportional to it for 
most of the tests. The results which do not lie near this common straight 
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line are those performed at feed rates lower than 20 mm/min. These 
results lie on straight lines for each feed rate, but the gradient is 
increased with decreasing feed rate (see Figs. 56 and 57). As was shown 
in section 6.1, this linear relationship between stress and local infeed 
rate implies: 
U) that the specific energy is constant around the arc of cut and 
that this value is approximately the same for all tests with feed 
rates over 20 mm/min; 
(ii) for each test the stress ratio, v. is also the same at all parts 
of the arc of cut. 
Malkin (4) has shown that the grinding specific energy, and 
therefore the grinding forces, can be divided into three parts: 
(i) That due to sliding: this is the energy required to overcome the 
frictional forces on the wear flats of the grinding grits, and 
therefore increases as the wheel wears and the wear flats on 
the grits get larger. 
(ii) That due to ploughing: if the depth of cut for a grit is below a 
cer-ýain critical value, a grinding chip will not be formed and 
the workpiece material will be pushed aside by the grit, leaving 
a groove with highly distorted material alongside it. 
(iii) That due to true chip formation by shearing. 
Various researchers, notably Malkin (4) and Coes (8), have shown 
that the specific chip formation energy is approximately constant for a 
given workpiece material, and represents the minimum attaincable specific 
energy. In the creep feed grinding tests the minimum specific energy 
approached for tests at high feed rates was 36 j/mm3 for the tool steel 
(see Fig. 51). For various steels Malkin found that the specific energy 
decreased to 2.0 x 106 lbf in/in3, (14 j/mm3), at high depths of cut and 
high feed rates for surface grinding. This specific energy is about 33% 
higher than the enthalpy change required to melt the material, which 
would be the maximum energy which could theoretically be dissipated in a 
chip by adiabatic shearing. Coes found that the minimum specific 
energy for steels was 1.5 X 106 lbf in/in3, (10 j/mm3),, which is about 
the same as this enthalpy change. Both of these authors did not use 
coolant, which may explain why their values for minimum specific energy 
are so much less than the values obtained in creep feed grinding. Heat 
transfer from the grinding chip to coolant during its form. ation would 
increase the chip formation energy by preventing, or delaying, thermal 
softening. 
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It will therefore be assumed that for cre-ap feed grinding the 
value of specific energy at high feed rates approaches a non-ad. -II-abatic. 
specific chip formation energy, which was found to be 36 j/M, 3 for the m 
tool steel. For the tests at feed rates of 25 mm/min and above this 
represents almost the total value of measured specific energy, (see 
Fig. 51), and therefore the energy dissipated by ploughing and rubbing is 
comparatively small. 
Under these conditions 
E 
a=CU t wr 
and 
E 
TC u (7.2) n "Jr 
Where Ec is the specific energy for chip formation, and is 
36 j/mm3 for the tool steel. Figs. 56 and 57 give a value for ji of 
0.53 at high feed rates. 
ror tests at feed rates lower than 20 mm/min the gradients of 
stress versus local feed rate increase, although the straight line best 
fitting the data still passes through (or close to) the origin. This 
suggests that the specific energy remains constant around the arc of cut, 
although its value has increased in proportion to the gradient of the 




-I. - u (7.4) 11WIrr" 
-where Es and p are constant around the arc of cut . but are specific to one 
particular feed rate, 
The results of Figs. 56 and 57 are presented at a time in each 
test when the wheel had removed 80 mm3/mm specimen width. Figures 41 
to 44 show that at the start of each test the specific energy is initially 
very low (about 30 to So T/mr, 13), and approximately equal to the specific 
chip formation energy. As the tests Proceed, so the specific energy 
rises* but the rate of increase varies inversely with the feed rate. For 
feed rates above 25 mm/min this increase was very small indeed. 
If Malkin's hypothesis for the splitting of specific energy into 
cutting, sliding and ploughing components is accepted, the increase in 
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specific energy observed at low feed rate muct be due either to increasId 
ploughing or increased sliding. By examining Figs. 56 and 57 we can plot 
the variation of stresses with overall feed rate at a point in the arc of 
cut where the infeed normal to the wheel is the same for each test (2,0 
mm/min). The result of this cross plotting is shown in Fig. 98. Since 
the grinding conditions are similar at this point in the arc of cut, the 
wide variation in local stress may be explained by a difference in the 
physical condition of the wheel surface. Observation of the wheel 
surface after these tests at various feed rates did not show any signif-4- 
cant differences. This does not imply that there was no physical 
variation, only that no such difference was visually apparent with the 
method used, which was a microscopic examination using oblique 
-, I lumination. 
Malkin (26) has demonstrated how the variation in grinding force 
during the life of a wheel can be explained by the increasing forces on 
the wear flats of the grinding grit. In his theory the ploughing and 
chip formation forces remain constant, and the force components grow in 
proportion to the total wear flat area on the wheel surface. Thus for 
a given wear flat area. A F the additional stress components 
due to 
sliding would be 
-AF p. - added to the non-nal stress and A 
w 
F 
ress 7- added to the tangential st 
w 
where vI is a 
coefficient of friction for sliding on the wear flats, 
5 is the mean wear 
flat pressure and Aw is the total active surface area of the wheel. 
If the incrcase in stresses observed at low feed rate is to be 
attributed to sliding and if 1-41alkin's theory is applied, 
*5 is proportional 
to Us the local infeed rate, at all points in the arc of cut remote from 
the rubbing and ploughing region. In another paper (27) Malkin found 
that '5 increased with table speed for surface grinding, and showed 
theoretically that was proportional to the area difference between the 
wheel circumference and the trochoidal paths described by the grinding 
grits. He used this area difference as a measure of the interference 
between wheel and workpiece: in the case of creep feed grinding the 
lccal infeed rate is proportional to this differences and therefore to -p. 
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In another paper, by Malkin (28), it is shown experimentally that: 
p=1.2 , ý, 2.07 
v+1.0 
x 103 (lbf/in2) (7.5) VD 
where v/VD is a measure of the above area difference for surface grinding, 
where v is the table speed. In creep feed grinding the constant con- 
tribution to can be shown to be negligible. 
Thus the rise in stresses for low feed rates can be explained 
solely by the growth of wear flats. 
Both Hahn (25). Malkin (29) and other authors have shown that 
there is a critical grain depth of cut below which ploughing occurs. 
Hahn showed that there is an abrupt change of gradient in the plot of 
force intensity versus metal removal rate at which the transition from 
cutting to plonghing takes place as shown in Fig. 99. No such discon- 
tinuity was observed in the results for creep feed grinding shown in 
Figs. 56 and 57 so it must be presumed that if this change of gradient 
occurs it is so near to the origin that iT- cannot be detected. Thus 
ploughing is effectively unimportant in the grinding of this tool steel, 
presumably because of its softness (2ZOVPN) and therefore good machin- 
ability. 
The change in the value of the stress ratio, ii, observed with 
increasing feed rate can be explained by allowing ul, (the coefficient 
of friction for sliding of the wear flats) to have a lower value than pc 
(the stress ratio for chip formation). At low feed rates the sliding 
stresses are dominant, so that: 
V-P, (= 0-3) 
and at high feed rates, for which sliding contributes very little to the 
grinding stresses: 
p= 11 (= 0.5) 
The exceptional increase in grinding force (x 5) experienced when 
grinding the tool steel with a diamond dressed wheel can be accounted for 
by the large flat area which may be initially produced on the active 
grits by the cutting action of the diamond particles. When the wheel 
is crush dressed the bonds between grits appear to be fractured rather 
than the grits themselves, as has been reported by several authors, (14, 
309 31). so that the initial flat area on the grits is then zero. 
Kornberger and Koziarski (32) have noted similar diff6rences in grinding 
force between crush and diamond dressing, (the power required being up to 
3 times greater for dressing by a diamond roller). The apparent lack 
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of influence of the dressing method on the grinding forces wher, nimonic 
was ground is probably due to the very much higher wheel wear experienced 
on that materials so that the original dressed wheel surface is quite 
rapidly glazed. 
7.3 Stress distributions obtained for tests in the Nimonic 
Each of the six determinations of stress distribution for tests on 
the nimonic material gave results similar to those for the tool steel 
with one notable exception. This was the apparent stress at zero infeed 
relative to the wheel obtained by extrapolating the stress results in the 
rest of the area Hahn (25) measured grinding forces at various metal 
removal rates and found that the force intensity varied as shown in 
Fig. 99 for AISI 4150 of hardness 54 Rc (600 VPN). For the nimonic it 
is possible th-, qt the transit-ion from ploughing to cutting takes place at 
a value of local infeed lower than that for which any stresses are cal- 
culated, thus explaining the apparent finite stress at zero infeed. 
Hahn also suggested that there could be finite grinding forces without 
metal removal and attributed this to rubbing, as shown in Fig. 99. 
As was observed for the results on tool steel, the specific 
energy increased from a low value at the start of each test, as shown in 
Figs. 45 to 48. This low value is approximately 200 j/mm3 at 27 mm/min 
and increases with decreased feed rate to 300 j/mm3. At the start of 
each test the wear flat area is zero so that the component of specific 
energy due to sliding would be expected to be zero. The contribution of 
chip formation energy to the total specific energy has been shown to be 
nearly constant (4), so that the variation in specific energy at the start 
of each test can be explained by the variable contribution of ploughing 
energy. With a stress distribution between wheel and workpiece such as 
that given in Fig. 70, specific energy would increase as feed rate 
decreases owing to the influence of the intercept on the stress axis'. 
wh, ich may be due to ploughing. 
Because of the power limitation imposed on testing by the surge 
phenomenons it was not possible to increase feed rate sufficiently to 
find a minimum value of specific energy. However, specific energy was 
observed to docrease ccntinuously with the feed rate (as shown in Fig, 50) 
up to the feed rate where surging prevented any further useful tests being 
carried out. As was the case for the tool steel, this change in specific 
energy can be explained by the decreasa of slope in the stress versus 
infeed plotss (Figs. 58 and 59) resulting from lower wear flat areas. 
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In theory, the minimum specific energy for chip formation by adiabatic 
shear in the nirtionic is relatively low, about 21 j/mm3. (This Is the 
enthalpy change required to melt the material. ) Thus in all tests on 
the nimonic the theoretical chip formation energy was always less than 
10% of the total specific energy. 
7.4 Summag of the stress results 
In the introduction, it was postulated that it might be possible 
to consider the creep feed process as a series of plunge grinding 
operations, all at different infeed rates, taking place simultaneously. 
The results for the stress distributions show that this postulate appears 
to be well founded. The stresses behave linearly in the arc of cut with 
respect to the local feed rate of workpiece material into the wheal for 
both materials. Thus there are apparently no discontinuities ir the 
variation of stress along the arc of cut, implying that the non- 
linearities which could be introduced by wheel clogging or varying coolant 
supply are not important for the conditions under which the stress dis- 
tributions were obtained. The stress results agree qualitatively with 
work done by researchers on different grinding processes, i. e. abra!:, ive 
cut off (9), surface plunge grinding (B. 26), and cylindrical plu; ige 
grinding (33). However, Hahn's hypothesis that the force on a grit may 
be proportional to its mean depth of cut only applies accurately to the 
rGsults for the tool steel for which, apparently, ploughing is negligible. 
Stresses obtained from tests on the nimonic apparently have a component 
at zero relative infeed, giving a non-uniform distribution of specific 
energy around the arc of cut, as shown in rig. 6o. The apparcnt stress 
near zero relative infeed is attributed mainly to ploughing. 
Knowledge of the stress, distribution for any given grinding 
conditions enables the heat input to the workpiece to be predicted, if 
suitable assumptions are made for energy partition, and this will be 
discussed in section 7.7. 
7.5 Grinding forces related to the stresses in the are of cut 
Since the grinding forces can be considered as integrals of the 
grinding stresses, summed around the arc of cut, knowledge of the stress 
distribution will enable the forces to be predicted throughout a grinding 
test. Under certain conditions, as discussed in section 7.2. the 
specific energy and stress ratio are nearly constant throughout a test; 
the stresses under such conditions are: 
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Normal a=AUf sille 
Tangential at= UA Uf sinE) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
The forces for any required arc of: cut can be obtained by 
integrating these stresses as discussed in Appendix III. Results for 
forces predicted in this way are shown as continuous lines in Figs. 100 
and 101, The force-levels measured are also shown for comparison. 
Figure 100 shows results for a test at 7.2 mm/nin with a4 mm depth of 
cut in the tool steel. The grinding wheel had been used for a similar 
test previously, and had not subsequently been redressed. Figure 101 
shows similar results for a test at 66 mm/min with a4 mm depth of cut in 
the tool steeli Under these conditions, eqns. 7.6 and 7.7 appear to be 
quite accurately satisfied as the forces derived from them agree with the 
experimental force measurements, The tests from Which Figs. 100 and 101 
are derived were chosen because there was little change in the force 
levels at full cut for these tests, I 
7.6 The reduction in force levels for tests with interru2ted infeeds 
One interesting feature of the force measurements for tests 
repeated without redressing the grinding wheel is illustrated in rigs. 22 
-a lower feed rate, (Figs. 20 cand 21), the and 23. Unlike the results at 
force levels do not return to the maximum value attained in the previous 
test as soon as full cut is re-established. Although the forces are 
then substantially higher t1han at the equivalent point in the previous 
test, they are well below the maximum, and only approach tha highest level 
of the previous test near the end of the full cut. Thus the wheel is 
cutting more efficiently at the beginning of full cut in the second test 
than it was at the end of full cut in the first test. 
At the end of the first test the wheal was allowed to spark out 
on the workpiece, as the whael was not quite clear of the workpiece when 
the test was stopped. The wheal was then allowed to run for about 15 
minutes under the full coolant flow before the next test, Since the 
wheel has somehow been sharpened between the tests, the sharpening 
mechanism must either be related to sparking out,, the effect of prolonged 
coolmit flooding through the wheel or the starting of the following test. 
If all of the force increase is attributed to dulling of the grrits 
by abrasive action, the efficiency of the wheel could not be improved 
without removing some of the worn grits from the wheel, An alternative 
factor which could raise the level of grinding forces during a test might 
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be the clogging cf the active grits with grinding detritus -a phenomen, )n 
commonly referred to as "loadingr". Frost (34) has shown that "deloading" 
can occur during spark out, and will also occurg but at a much slower rataý 
if the wheel is left running without anything in contact with it. It is 
also possible that some of the dulled grits could have been removed from 
the wheel during spark out by some unspecified mechanism. 
For the tests with interrupted infeeds, see Figs. 75 and 77, much 
lower forces were measured than in similar tests without the repeated 
stops* This phenomenon could also be explained by "deloading", (or 
grit knock out), resulting from sparking out or coolant flushing. 
However, in these tests the pause during which the coolant flooded through 
the wheel without grinding taking place lasted for only 30 seconds. 
There was thus not nearly such a long time available for cleansing of the 
wheel as in the repeated tests and therefore the more probable cause of 
wheel sharpening would be deloading due to sparking out. 
7.7 Energy ice partition at the wheel workpiece interfz 
Several researchers have concentrated on the problem of temperature 
measurements in the arc of cut for various grinding processes. Outwater 
and Shaw (09 Malkin (4) 
-and 
others have shown that the temperature at 
the grit/workpiece interface is very much greater than the mean surface 
temperature of the workpiece in the arc of cut. Heat which is generated 
by the grinding process and is conducted into the workpiece must pass into 
the workpiece at or near the grit/workpiece interface. The are of cut 
can therefore be considered as a series of rapidly moving hot spots,, where 
the heat is generated on a surface of much lower mean temperature. 
Karaim (35) showed for dr-jr grinding the temperature of the grit/workpiece 
interface could approach the melting point of the material being ground. 
This might be anticipated from, the results which show that the specific 
energy of chip formation is of the same order as the energy required to 
melt the material (49 8). 
Eshghy (2,3), Malkin (4) and Des Ruisseaux (5) have studied the 
problem of energy partition at the grinding interface. Each of these 
authors presented results for the partition of energy when coolant is not 
used. Figure 102 shows the variation of the partition fractionf, with 
feed rate for tests made in surface grinding by Malkin. The assumption 
that f=0,, 6 would be satisfactory for all but the lowest feed rate. it 
is therefore reasonable to assume that in creep feed grinding the 
partition fraction, f9 is approximately constant in the are of cut in 
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spite of the ef-t'P-Ictiv-3 variation of the infeed into the wheel. if f 
were to be inaccurate at low feed rates this would not introduce an 
important error as the heat input to the workpiece is in any case small 
where the relative feed rate is low. 
The presence of coolant may modify the partition of energy at the 
grit/workpiece interface, and thus change the value of f. The value of 
0.6 for f. which was the result common to the dry tests by the above 
authors, gave theoretical results which agreed very well with the 
experimental measurements if a heat transfer coefficient of 105 watts/ 
M2 OC was assumed for heat loss from the workpiece in the arc of cut. 
Consider an elementary part of the arc of cut in any grinding 
process, as shown below: 
Heat lost to coolant 











Temperature of surface sbown =01 
Temperature at a distance x below the surface 
-The heat is input to the workpiece at a large number of "hot 
spots'19 each associated with an active grinding grit. The temperature 
of these hot spots is probably close to the melting point of the material. 
SQ is dafined as the nett heat flux into the workpiece from these hot 
spots. The partition fraction f is then given by: 
6Q =f Es e 
6A 
,U (7,8) 
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The heat loss from the surface to the ccolan-c will be 
h 8A(01 - 00) and thýý-. heat conducted into the worý-piece must be 
k 8A(Wax)j. Hence the heat balance for this elementary surface gives: 




or r ni fEsU= h(Ol - 00) +kI iýXJ 
When actual values estimated from the test results and references 
(4) and (5) are substituted in this equation it is apparent that: 
fEU >> k 111) S 
(TX. ) 
I 
in other words the heat conducted into the workpiece is only a very small 
fraction of that generated in the grinding process. Thus for the con- 
ditions under which temperature measurements were made, it is possible to 
assume that: 
(7.10) 
fEsU*h (0 - Ga 
or 
00 + -Ef EU ha 
(7,11) 
Thus the temperatures in the arc of cut are determined almost 
entirely by the ratio of partition fraction to heat transfer coefficient. 
In pr4ctice, as will be discussed in section 7.10,, the heat 
transfer coefficient from the surface, h, is limited to a maxiýum value. 
This in turn puts a limit an the value of f if the observed tamperature 
distributiun is to be approximated theoretically. It is concluded that 
to give the temperatures measured in the workpiece the ratio of heat 
transfer coefficient to thG partition fraction f was 0,13 watts/MM2 
06 C. 
From the test for which Fig. 103 is presented: 
U=4.0 mm/min (at the middle of the are of cut) 
f3e) 
20 OC/mm (estimated from Fig. 103 at the middle of the raxjl 
arc of cut) 
Es 250 jIMM3 
f 0.6 from references (4) and (5). see Fig. 102 
k 12.5 watts/m 0C (from Appendix II) 
with these valuas: 
f ES u= 10 watts/mm' 
and faol 2 
xj I=0.25 W/Mn 
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7,8 Comparison of the thermal distribution predicted by finitte elament 
anal sis with thErmocou ents . 
ple measurem 
The comparison of theoretical isotherms and experimental measure- 
ments of temperature shown in Figs. 103 and 104 show excellent correlation, 
particularly for the non-steady state solution in Fig. 104. It must be 
emphasisedt howevers that in one respect the finite element solution was 
fitted to the experimental results. Consider the unknown parameters 
which must be defined in order to carry out the finite element analysis. 
These are: 
(1) the heat transfer coefficient between workpiece and coolant in 
the arc of cut; 
(2) the fraction of mechanical energy converted to heat which is 
conducted into the workpiece; 
(3) the heat. transfer coefficients from the workpiece to coolant at 
points other than in the arc of cut. 
Approximately the same temperature distribution will be predicted if the 
heat transfer coefficient (1) and the fraction of energy input to the 
workpiece (2) are both scaled in proportion as was demonstrated in 
section 7.7. by eqn. (7.11). In fact the temperature distribution depends 
primarily on the ratio of these two parameters, rather than either one 
individually. 
The heat transfer coefficient from workpiece to coolant outside the 
arc of contact, (3) can be shown to have very little effect on the tem- 
perature distribution in the workpiece. With a realistic estimate for 
this parameter of, say 2000 watts/m 20C the isothermals predicted by the 
finite element programme vary very little if this estimate is factored by 
0.1 or 10.0. It is appreciated that this heat transfer coefficient could 
vary widely around the workpiece and would be difficult to estimate. 
However, in practice it was found that a variation in the estimate by two 
orders of magnitude produced very little change in the predicted 
temperature distribution. The reason for this insensitivity to the heat 
transfer ccnditions at the workpiece boundaries is the fact'that nearly 
all the temperature drop from the arc of cut occurs in the workpiece 
material, and the boundaries of the workpiece are, (very nearly), fixed 
at the temperature of the coolant. This situation is not maintained, of 
course, when the "surges" occur, as it is then obvious that the outside 
of the workpiece reaches high temperatures. 
Thus under normal, stable, cutting conditions only one parameter 
(the ratio of heat transfer coefficient in the arc of cut to partition 
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fraction) has to be assumed in order to formulate the boundary conditions 
of the thermal problem. The excellent agreement between experiment and 
theory, shown in Fig. 104, is thus understandable, since once the heat 
input distribution is defined the isothermals are determined almost 
entirely by the properties of the material, which are accurately known. 
The fact that the isotherms can be made to fit the experimental data so 
well suggests that the heat input distribution assumed (and derived 
from the stress distribution) is correct, and the assumption that the 
partition fraction is constant in the arc of cut is substantiated. 
The comparison between experiment and theory becomes only 
qualitative in the case of the simulated surge. Various factors, such 
as thermal expansion, change of heat transfer coefficient with temperature 
and change of specific energy obviously influence the temperature dis- 
tribution, and ar-- difficult to include in the finite element analys. ',. s. 
However, the variation of the materialts thermodynamic properties with 
temperature may be included. 
7.9 'The 11surgell phenomenon 
As was reported in section 5.2. tests at the higher metal removal 
rates in the nimonic all exhibited force "surges". These surges 
occurred towards the and of full cut for the conventional direction of 
wheel rotation. It was apparent before any temperature measurements 
were made that the force surges were associated with high temperatures in 
the workpiece, as simultaneous with the high vertical force level, the 
workpiece was sometimes seen to glow orange in the region of the arc of 
cut. It was also found that the surging phenomenon could be initiated 
deliberatelyt if the coolant supply was sufficiently reduced. This 
method was then used to create a surge when the thermocouples in the 
workpiece were close to the are of cut. The results of these temperature 
measurements together with the force components are shown in rig. 80, thus 
confirming the relation of the force variation to a temperature change. 
Comparison of the grinding force levels at the peak of a surge (i. e. when 
"hot") with the tests performed with minimal coolant flow show similar 
values. Other surges gave smaller departures from the steady state 
conditions, and it would seem likely that the magnitude of the force 
fluctuation depends on the fraction of the arc of cut which became hot. 
The remainder of the discussion will deal with various aspects of 
this surge phenomenon and will provide a hypothetical mechanism for 
these surges which fit the experimental cbservations. 
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7.10 The influ;.; nce of nucleate boiling on the heat transfer from th-ý. - 
! Trkp: 1e. Se_ 
To estimate the energy partition at the grinding interface it was 
assumed that there was a constant heat*transfer coefficient from the 
workpiece to the coolant. Such an idealisation would only be an approx- 
imation under normal conditions and is certainly extremely inaccurate 
when boiling of the cooling fluid takes place. Figure 105 shows typical 
data for the pool boiling of water at atmospheric pressure - source 
Collier (36). "Pool boiling" is a term used to describe boiling above a 
flat heated plate without forced convection of the liquid. The very 
large drop in heat transfer after a peak at 150 0C is due to the change in 
boiling mechanism from nucleate boiling (in which bubbles grow on and 
are shed from the surface), to film boiling. In film boiling the 
surface is completely shrouded by a thin vapour film, and heat transfer 
to the liquid can only take place by conduction, convection or radiation 
through this film. A small increase in heat flux from the surface at 
temperature Tb would thus cause a very large and rapid temperature rise 
at the surface before the coolant could take the additional heat flow. 
Tb is commonly referred to as the "burn out" temperature of the surface. 
Similar results to those of Fig. 105 have been obtained for forced con- 
vection, and a typical example of the variation of surface temperature 
with heat flux to the fluid is shown in Fig. 106 - source Collier (36). 
These results relate to heat transfer to boiling water flowing through a 
tube in a boiler. From this figure it is clear that above the burn out 
temperature, Tb , there is a*very large range of temperature for which the 
heat transfer to tht, fluid is unstable. 
For nickel wire in water (the materials most closely resembling 
thp nimonic workpiece and the coolant fluid), the bum out temperature has 
been found to be 111 0C at atmospheric pressure. Figure 107 shows data 
obtained from the boiling of water on a nickel wire. This is deliberately 
plotted on non-logarithmic axes to show the true magnitude of the 
variation in heat flux. These results are derived from the experimental 
data of Farber and Scorah (37). 
Other'researchers have studied the effect of the fluid velocity in 
boiling heat transfer* Most of tile work carried out has been in the 
investigation of heat transfer to fluid in tubes, giving results such as 
that shown in Fig. 106. It is appreciated that this configuration may 
giv, e different results to the grinding situation, in which forced con- 
vection is applied with a scrubbing action and the flow is not confined to 
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a tube.. However, these results are the only ones available which may 
giva a qualitative insight iuto the heat transfer to coolant in the arc 
of cut. These results show that although an increase in fluid velocity 
increases the heat flux at a given temperature, the higher heat flux was 
less apparent when boiling became well established. At the burn out 
temperature the flow velocity had little influence on the maximum heat 
flux which could be transferred, or the burn out temperature itself (38, 
392 40), An extensive search of research literature relevant to nucleate 
boiling of water at atmospheric pressure revealed that the maximum burn 
out temperature recorded was 160 
0C (as reported by rarber and Scorah (37) 
for a Chromel C surface). 
A further variable which could drastically influence the heat 
transfer to the coolant is the local pressure in the arc of cut. If this 
pressure were to be lower than atmospheric pressure, cavitation, or vapour 
formation at a greatly reduced temperature may occur. This would effec- 
tively reduce the burn out temperature. All work done to investigate 
the effect of pressure on boiling heat transfer has shown that reduced 
pressure always decreases the maximum heat flux which can be transferred 
to the fluid. 
The significance of these results to the grinding process, and in 
particular to creep feed grinding is that there must be an upper limit to 
the heat flux which can be taken from the surface of the workpiece,, 
however good the coolant supply may be. If the quantity of coolant 
supplied or local static pressure is reduced, this limit to the heat flux 
must also decrease. An examination of the values of mean specific energy 
at the points where surges commenced showed that the maximum dissipation 
of mechanical energy (which always occurs at the top of the arc of cut) 
was between 32 and 36 W/mm2 for all depths of cut and all feed rates, (for 
those tests with the normal direction of wheel rotation and coolant 
supplied by the nozzle). This observation is consistent with the theory 
that "burn out" initiates the surges, since the burn out temperature is 
associated with a critical heat flux as shown in rig. lo6. 
In the "surge" condition, i. e. with the grinding forces at their 
non-steady valuest the tenq)erature of the workpiece surface in at least 
part of the arc of cut is well in excess of any possible burn out tem- 
perature. as is shown by the thermocouple measurements and visual con- 
firmation of part of the workpiece glowing at orange heat. Heat transfer 
to the coolant by film boiling must therefore be taking place, and the 
heat flux should be limited to a value not greater than that at the burn 
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out temperature, Tb. Since the temperature at which radiation could 
take this heat flux is above the melting point of the nimonic, (see 
Fig, 107), it is not possible to further increase the heat flux, 
As the specific energy rises in a grinding test, the heat flux 
which must be taken by transfer to the coolant and by conduction through 
the workpiece increases. As was shown in section 7.8 a much greater 
part of this heat flux must initially be taken by heat transfer to the 
coolant than is conducted through the workpiece. If the specific energy 
increases sufficientlys the burn out temperature, Tb. will eventually be 
reached at some point in the arc of cut. Any further increase in the 
grinding specific energy will cause the temperature at this point to 
suddenly rise greatly$ as the heat flux into it can no longer be taken 
away by the coolant. Similarly, a reduction in the coolant supply would 
have the same effect, even if the specific energy, and therefore the heat 
flux into the workpiece, were to remain constant, Any point in the arc 
of cut at which the heat flux in from tho grinding process is greater than 
the heat transferred to the coolant will inevitably raise the temperature 
at points in the arc of cut nearby, which were previously below the burn 
out temperature. The growth of a "hot spot" in the arc of cut will only 
cease when a new equilibrium can be reached. 
rig. 91 shows the result of a simulation of this situation with a 
finite element model. The specific energy is made to increase in the 
simulated test at the same rate as was observed experimntally. The co- 
efficient for heat transfer to the coolant is assumed constant up to the 
burm out temperature . At temperatures above this the heat flux to the 
coolant is assumed constant. This is a reasonable approximation to the 
heat transfer conditions shown in Fig. 106. As can be seen in rig. 91, 
the hot region of the arc of cut grows rapidly as soon as the burm out 
temperature has been exceeded at a point in the arc of cut. Temperatures 
then increase quite rapidly to the maximum value permitted (the melting 
point of the workpiece). In practice the properties of the workpiece am 
likely to change before this temperature is approached in such a way as 
to reduce the grinding specific energy. Such a reduction in specific 
energy might make a new stable temperature distribution possible, and will 
be discussed in the next section, 
Thus it is postulated that the sudden rapid rise of workpiece 
temperature observed in the "surge" phenomenon is caused by the discon- 
tinuity in heat transfer From workpiece to coolant. The temperature at 
which this transition appears to take place (theoretically the bum out 
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temperature), is found to be between 120 and 130 OC. 
7.11 The change in cutting conditionsat high temperature 
It was shown in the previous section that the mean surface temper- 
ature at a point on the workpiece in the arc of cut would be expected to 
rise rapidly as soon as film boiling is established. In practice there 
will be a limit to the temperature rise which can occur. Figure 108 
shows that the melting point of the material is likely to be exceeded 
before heat loss by radiation could be greater than the heat flux to 
coolant at the burn out temperature. However, long before the melting 
point of the material can be reached, the heat generated in the grinding 
process is likely to drop due to a decrease in the specific energy. 
Figure 108 (source reference H. Wiggins (41)) shows how various 
mechanical properties of the nimonic vary with temperature, (The data 
shown are for an alloy similar to C1023 as data for C1023 itself were not 
available). The ductility and strength, which are likely to have a large 
effect on the grinding specific energy, are very nearly constant up to 
Boo OC, and above this temperature the ductility increases and the 
material strength rapidly deteriorates. It was noted from the force 
measurements made in the tests with reduced coolant flow, and also at the 
peak of the force "surges", that the specific energy had been reduced from 
its normal "cold" value by up to 50%. The stress ratio had also changed 
significantly, being about 0.42 when grinding cool and 0.28 when hot (see 
Figs. 70 and 73). 
Malkin (26) noted a similar change in force ratio but did not 
observe a reduction in specific energy when burning occurred in surface 
grinding. It might be thought that a reduction in specific energy could 
in part be explained by the lower chip formation energy. As discussed 
previouslys the specific energy of chip formation has been found to be 
approximately equal to the change in enthalpy required to melt the work- 
piece material. If the initial workpiece temperature is increased it 
is clear that this change in enthalpy would be reduced. For cutting 
nimonicq this chip formation energy has been shown in section 7.3 to be no 
more than 10% of the total specific energy measured. A dramatic reduction 
in this component of the specific energy would therefore not produce the 
observed change in overall specific energy. 
An examination of the estimated stress distributions in the arc of 
cut provides some insight into the reduction of stress ratio and specific 
energy when the coolant flow is greatly reduced. Figure 109 summarises 
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the results of Figs. 70 and 73. It will be noted that them is little 
difference in the ncrm.. -A stress component between the two conditions. 
The change of strý-ss ratio and drop in specific energy can be accounted 
for by the greatly reduced gradient for the variation of tangential stress 
with local infeed. It was shown in section 7.3 that the dominant con- 
tribution to this gradient was from the sliding stress on the grit wear 
flats (since the cutting stresses of chip formation cannot account for 
more than 10% of the observed stresses). Hence there is an apparent 
reduction in tangential sliding stress. Malkin (28) has shown that the 
sliding stress is equal to ul"5 AF IN where P1 is the coefficient of 
-ion for sliding on the wear flats. Since the normal stress, which fric'. 
is equal to '5 AF /Aw, is relatively unchanged, it may be concluded that 
the coefficient of sliding friction on the wear flats has been greatly 
reduced (from 0*4 to 0.1). 
Observations of the wheel surface after it had been grinding hot 
showed that very few wear flats were visible, so the wear flat area may 
be substantially reduced by grinding at high temperature. If this were 
so the wear flat pressure would have to be greatly increased in order to 
give a similar level of normal stress. Malkin (26) has reported that 
wear flat pressures can increase by up to ten times when grinding burn 
occurs, and he attributes this change to a transition in the metal removal 
process from chip formation to ploughing. 
Evidence which tends to support Malkints hypothesis was given by 
the examination of grinding detritus. For the "cold" tests long chips 
were present (see plates , 
15 and 16) and represented the bulk of the sample 
collected. For the "hot" tests, on the other hand, there were fewer large 
chips and the bulk of the detritus was an amorphous black powder (see 
Plate 17). Heavy oxidation of the detritus had evidently taken place after 
its fornation. The obvious reduction in the quantity of chips in the 
sample collected from the hot test suggests that chip formation is no 
longer the primary method of metal removal. . An alternative interpre- 
tation of these results could be that chips were still formed in the hot 
test, but were almost immediately destroyed by oxidation. 
7.12 The influence of thermal enansion on plunge grinding 
In previous sections of the 'discussion it has been implicity assumed 
that the thermal expansion of the workpiece could be neglected during the 
thermal surges. Thermal expansion occurring at the start of a surge when 
the temperature rises rapidly could significantly increase the effective 
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infeed between wheel and workpiece and thus influence the grinding iorce, 3. 
Conversely, the rapid cooling of the workpiace after the Peak of the surga 
could reduce the infeed. The temperature ýhanges in the workpiece are so 
rapid that it does indeed appear that thermal expansion or contraction can 
make a significant difference to the infeed rate. Figure 95 shows a 
theoretical prediction for the distortion of the workpiece at the peak of 
a surge. The magnitudes of the displacements are factored by 100 to 
emphasize the distortion. The maximum displacement of any point in the 
arc of cut is 0.06 mm. Thus if the change of temperature takes place in 
2 seconds, theýaverage additional feed rate at this point is 0.03 mm/sec 
or 2 mm/min. This feed rate is typically of the same magnitude as the 
components of feed rate into the wheel obtained in any test on the nimonic 
material. It can therefore be inferred that thermal expansion is likely 
to have a vex-j significant influence on the surges, 
Because of the complexity of the calculations, and therefore large 
amount of computer time required to stress the workpiace at every finite 
step in time, it was decided to use a very much more simple model to study 
the influence of thermal expansion on the grinding process. This one- 
dimensional model is shown in Fig. 110. The workpiece is fixed in space 
at one end a distance k from the surface and is fully insulated, except 
at the surface being ground. The nett heat flux into the workpiece at 
the grinding interface is Q. This model would be useful to examine 
thermal expansion of the workpiece in a plunge grinding situation. 
Allowing for thermal expansion, the effective infeed rate of the 
workpiece material into the wheel is: 
0 UftC 
where ý is the rate of linear expansion of the workpiece. (It is assumed 
that elastic deflections can be neglected. ) 









At the grinding interface the heat flux Q is a function of the 
effective infeed rate. If it is assumed that the fraction of mechanical 
energy conducted as heat into the workpiece is given by the partition 
fraction f which is independent of feed rate: 
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Es. A. 
Not3 that this partition fraction, f, allows for loss of heat to 
the wheel and to the chips. 
The heat loss to the coolant indirectly, i. e. in the arc of cut 
but not close to an active grit, is:. 
h A. ( 01 -0 
The rate of change of the thermal energy in the workpicce must be 





ApcOdx Q-q=fEs A(U f+0- hA(O 0 0) 
(7.12) 
If pc/a is independent of temperature, as it is very closely for 
the nimonic: 
d A(Pc . 0d. =A 




from eqn. (7.12). 
So that 
PC 0 
-c=f. E. (U + ý) -h, (01 - 00) a 
therefore 
. 
f. Esuf- h(O 1-00) (7.14) 
PC 
a. -fEs 
This states that the rate of thermal expansion is proportional to the 
difference between the heat flux into the workpiece from the grinding 
process and the indirect heat loss to the coolant. This equation also 
predicts that as f. Es -ý-pc/a the rate of thermal expansion (and therefore 
temperature rise) will tend to infinity. In practice this cannot occur, 
since E. will eventually drop with increasing temperature as the w*ork- 
piece material softens. 
Substituting values for the material properties in eqn. (7.14). 
Pc/a = 300 j/MM3, which is approximately the same as the specific energies 
measured for many of the tests on the nimonic. If f. Es were to approach 
this valueg which could occur if f were to approach unity, the divisor in 
eqn. (7,14) would tend to zero. This implies that any irrbalance between 
the beat flux into, the workpiece and that being taken away by the coolant 
would give a very high rate of expansion, and therefore temperature rise. 
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Grinding would not be possible if f 1. Es were greater than pc/a. 
This condition implies that an expansion of the workpiece would produce a 
nett heat input to the workpiece sufficient to produce an additional 
expansion which is even larger. Thus the expansion of the workpiece and 
its temperature would rapidly tend to infinity. If in practice f. ES 
tends to pc/a. either the wheel speed would drop, due to stalling of the 
driving motor, or the specific energy would be reduced by the increase in 
temperature. Alternatively the wheel could break down due to the 
increased force and temperature. 
Thus the importance of thermal expansion can be determined by the 
dimensionless quantity fEs a/PC. The closer this approaches unity, the 
greater will be the influence of thermal expansion if there is a nett flow 
of heat into the workpiece. Similar results to this would be anticipated 
for, grinding configurations more complicated than this simple model - such 
as the case of creep feed grinding. For creep feed, the expansion of the 
workpiece at a hot spot in the are of cut would be constrained by the 
surrounding material, so that eqn, (7.14) would give a rate of thermal 
expansion which would be too high. 
In the near steady state at low temperature, which prevailed during 
the grinding tests without surges, thermal expansion cannot have had any 
influence on the cutting conditions, as the rates of expansion were so 
much less than the feed rates. In the thermal "surge'19 however, expansion 
and contraction may have a significant influence on the cutting forces. 
As has been discussed in the previous section, the normal stress between 
wheel and workpiece is about the same at steady temperature whether 
grinding hot or cold. However, the increase in vertical force (of up to 
80%) at the start of a surge can be accounted for by thermal expansion 
which momentarily increases the relative infeed of workpiece material into 
the wheel. 
It might be supposed that the initiation of the surge phenomenon 
could be explained by the specific energy, Es. tending to the value of 
PC/fa. Equation (7.14) then predicts that the rate of temperature rise 
would then tend to infinity. Assuming a value of 0.6 for f, a surge 
could not be caused by thermal expansion unless the specific energy 
exceeded 500 j/mm3. In practice surges were observed at values of 
specific energy as low as 250 j/mm3 (see rig. 48) and grinding without 
surges of arrj kind was found to be possible with the specific energy as 
high as 850 J/mm3(see Fig. 45). Thus thermal expansion does not appear 
to initiate surges, although it would obviously have a significant 
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influence on the instability as soon as a high rate of temperature rise 
occurred. The criterion of heat flux at burn out correlates with the 
observations of surging extremely well, as was demonstrated in section 
7.10. It is therefore concluded that it is the local exceeding of the 
burn out temperature, and not thermal expansion which gives rise to the 
sudden onset of surging. 
7.13 A theory accounting for the observations of force and temperature 
surges 
Consider the thermal equilibrium of a small part of the arc of cut 
during a grinding test in which surges occur. As the specific energy 
for grinding increases with the progression of the test, due to glazing 
and loading of the grinding wheel, the heat flux into that area increases. 
As was shown in section 7.10, there will be a maximum heat flux which 
can be transferred to the coolant without greatly increasing the surface 
temperaturee BGfore this maximum is reached, the heat input to the 
workpiece is almost entirely taken away by transfer to the coolant at the 
grinding interface. As soon as that maxinum is exceeded, the temperature 
must rise rapidly and the heat ftux which cannot be taken by the coolant 
must now be taken by conduction through the workpiece. The heat input 
could also exceed the heat transfer from the workpiece surface if the heat 
transfer coefficient is effectively decreased by reducing the flow of 
coolant, as in an induced surge. As the temperature rises, so the specific 
energy drops, as a result of the change in material properties and con- 
sequent change in cutting conditions. rig. 111 shows qualitatively how 
the heat input per unit area and heat transfer from the surface (including 
that by conduction) would be expected to vary with temperature under 
steady conditions. At point (1) there is thermodynamic equilibrium: when 
the maximum available heat flux to the coolant has been exceeded, the 
temperature will rise until a new equilibrium at (2) is possible. The 
rate at which this rise takes place is determined by the excess of heat 
input above the heat conducted and convected from the interface and by the 
expansion of the workpiece. The maximum heat flux will not be exceeded 
simultaneously over a large area of the arc of cut. It will first be 
exceeded at the hottest pcint in the arc of cut. The drop in heat 
transfer from this point will then raise the temperature of the surrounding 
material so that the critical "bum out" teiVerature may be exceeded at 
these points too. Thus a hot spot once created will continue to grow 
until a new equilibrium is reached. It is probable that the mechanism 
by which a hot spot grows could be very much more complicated: once. a 
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hot spot -&. s formed it may influence thp supply of coolcnt to other parts 
of the arc of cut. Plate 20 shows the extent of a typical "hot spot"; 
this view of the are of cut being obtained by stopping the grinding test 
at, or near, the peak of the vertical force component, The part of the 
workpiece which has been at a temperature of over 400 06 is shown clearly 
by surface oxidation. As will be observed in the force measurements for 
tests on the nimonic (ricys. 24 to 31) the amplitude of the force surges CY 
was variable in any one test. The most severe surgps, such as thosG of 
rig. 27 and those caused by cutting the coolant'supply, were of more 
ccnsistent amplitude. It is postulated that the amplitude of a surge 
depends on the maximum size of the "hot spot" attained. Since the change 
in stresses from the cold to hot conditions (described in section 7.9) 
only takes place where the workpiece is well above the burn out temperature, 
the maximum change in observed force will be proportional to the area which 
exceeds this temperature. 
The theoretical equilibrium at point (2) in rig. lil is evidently 
unstable, as the forces never dwelt at the "hot" peak, except, of course, 
for those tests with a very low coolant supply. The return to cool 
grinding is exceedingly rapid. In part this can be explained by thermal 
contraction decreasing feed rate and thus reducing the heat input still 
further but this does not explain how a dro,,. ) in temperature could take 
place in the first place. Another unexplained phenomenon is the 
"sharpening" of the wheel observ--d when comparing tho specific energy 
before a surge with that after it. This drop in specific energy cannot 
be entirely attributed to tho thermal contraction after the surge, as 
this effect can only be sustained for about 3 seconds (see Fig. 80). 
If the wheel were to be I's1harpened" by some as yet unspecified 
mechanism operating at high temperature, the specific energy would have 
to fall only a very small amount before a drop in temperature to cool 
conditions could occur, i. e. -from (2) to (1) in Fig. 111. 
7.14 The return to cool grinding conditions 
Considerable experimental effcrt was devoted to the problem of 
explaining the cyclic nature of the surges. Iý theory, once the tem- 
perature had risen, as described in the previous section, grinding should 
ccntinue with a "hot spot" in the arc of Cut under neg equilibrium 
conditions. This condition is illustrated in rig. 91, which shows the 
finite element prediction for temperature distributions in the workpiece 
with continuously rising specific energy. 
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It was thought at first that thermal contraction alcne could cause 
the drop in temperature from the surge peak. In this theory (which was 
later seen to be ill-founded), the sudden rise in temperature of the 
workpiece surface, when the burn out temperature is exceeded, causes 
expansion of the workpiece which increases the effective feed rate of the 
wheel and therefore still further increases the heat input. The work- 
piece will go on expanding until a new thermal equilibrium is established 
and the rate of expansion then drops to zero. The beat input is thus 
reduced again and the workpiece is able to cool and contract, thus 
decreasing the effective infeed and the heat input to the workpieca still 
further. This phenomenon could even produce a gap between the wheel and 
workpiece as it cooled down. 
The fallacy in the above argument is contained in the assumption 
that the workpiece can contract when a new thermal equilibrium is reached. 
In practice thermal expansion can only accelerate the transfer from low 
temperature to high and cannot disturb the equilibritmi conditions. 
A practical reason for dismissing the previous theory was the 
observation that the drop in forces across almost every surge could not 
entirely be accounted for by the change of effective feed rate by thermal 
contraction after the surge. Experiment (see Fig. 80) and theoretical 
analysis showed that the workpiece was very nearly back to its presurge 
temperature only two seconds after the force and temporature peak, 
However, experiments showed that the lower force level was usually 
maintained for several seconds and then rose gradually to somewhere near 
its presurge level, at which a fresh surge often began. 
It is thus apparent that the wheel has somehow been "sharpened" by 
the surge phenomenon - if sharpness is defined in terms of the grinding 
forces. Two mechanisms were postulated for thus sharpening the wheel and 
experiments were carried out to verify one or other by observation of 
the wheel surface. 
The first sharpening mechanism is simply that of wheel wear: as 
dulled grits are removed from the wheel, so their share of the metal 
removal must be carried out by fresh unglazed grits. Measurements of 
wheel wear made for tests with reduced coolant supply showed that the wear 
was up to double that which occurred when grinding with a normal coolant 
supply. Since grinding with reduced coolant approximates the conditions 
on the "hot spot" duringer a surge, a greater rate of wheel wear would be 
expected during a surge. It was not possible to detect an increase of 
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wheel wear in a test with surges, but this was exýpected as the surges 
were of such short duration. Profiles of the workpiece made after a 
test with surges, such as that shown in Fig. 85, provide a record of wheel 
wear throughout a test, if corrections for thermal expansion are made. 
The profile of Fig. 85, which is typical of those measured, shows no 
measureable step in the rate of wheel wear across the two indentations 
produced by thermal expansion in surges. The wheel wear remains very 
close to that predicted by an assumption of constant grinding ratio 
throughout the tost. 
observations of the wheel surface showed that several grits had 
been removed during the part of the test including a surge - compare 
Plates 9 /10 and 12 /13. However,, grits were also removed in the course 
of grinding with no surges at all, and there is not sufficient data to 
claim with any degree of certainty that grit loss was greatly increased 
in a surge. 
When the method for preventing spark out was used, the appearance 
of the wheel surface after grinding was significantly changed. Flats of 
what appeared to be nimonic were seen adhering to the grits. When spark 
out is permitted, only part of these flats, approximately 25% of the 
original area, remained on the wheel. It is therefore concluded that 
sparking out somehow renoves tha ýiapping from many of the active grits. A 
test was carried out to see if restarting a test deloaded a wheel in a 
similar fashion: the photographs taken in this test are presented in 
Plates. 11 and 12 which show very little difference in the quantity of 
capping on the grits. 
Observations of the wheel surface before and after surcres, (whether 
"induced" or "natural") showed a marked reduction in the quantity of 
ninonic adhering to the grits. (Compare Plates 9/10 and 12/13. ) Further- 
moreq detritus collected from the wheel just at the time of the surge 
showed very many "platelets" of the nimonic which had bean shed from the 
active grits. These are shown in Plates 17 and 18. Also found in this 
grinding detritus were several grits, so it is by no means conclusive that 
the loss of the nimonic caps is the only mechanism of wheel sharpening in 
the surge. 
it seems quite reasonable to suppose loss of the metal capping to 
the grinding grits should reduce the cutting forces, A reduction in force 
levels for both materials was observed in interrupted tests, in which 
sparkout was repeatedly permitted. As discussed previously, sparking 
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out also removes much of the capping from the active grits. It is 
interesting to speculate on the reasons for the loss of the metallic 
capping from the grits in the two cases. 
In the middle of a surge, or with reduced coolant flow, the 
tesperature range experienced by the bulk of a grit may be much larger 
than when grinding cool. If this were so, a possible reason for the loss 
of the nimonic capping from a grit could be the high thermal stresses 
gen6rated between it and the grit. The coefficient of linear expansion 
for nimonic is approximately twice that of alumina, so that a large 
temperature change at the metal/alumina interface could dislodge the 
nimonic platelet. 
In sparking outs wheel contact with the workpiece takes place with 
only a little metal removali If the metallic caps are rubbed against 
the workpiece for a sufficiently long time they could be removed by the 
r-abbing forces. Because the feed rate in spark out is vanishingly small 
no material is being cut to replace the caps lost. 
7.15 The beneficial effect of the coolant shoe 
The tests with coolant supplied through the shoe showed two 
significant differences from the corresponding tests with coolant through 
the nozzle, Firstly, the specific energies were usually about 10 - 20% 
lower throughout the test, as shown in rig. 69, Secondly the "surges" 
were often absent when tests were repeated with the method of coolant 
supply changed to the shoe. 
By reducing the specific energy the heat input to the workpiece 
may be reduced, perhaps sufficiently to avoid a surge. It is still not 
clear how the shoe does give-lower specific energies: observations of 
the wheel surface for one test with the shoe and one with the nozzle 
showed broadly similar levels of capping on the flats of the grits, so 
that there was apparently no "deloading" effect resulting from the use of 
the shoe. It therefore appears that the shoe may provide a greater 
quantity of fluid to the arc of-cut and thus assists lubrication. 
The drops in specific energy observed would not by themselves be 
sufficient to prevent surging if all otber conditions were the same. If 
the quantity of coolant reaching the arc of cut were increased the burn 
out temperature of the workpiece surface would not be significantly 
changed but the heat transfer coefficient from it would be raised, thus 
increasing the heat flux at burn out. The coolant has two functions: ' 
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firstly as a lubricant thus determining the heat input to the workpieceo 
and secondly as a coolant in taking heat from the workpiece surface. 
Both of these functions appear to be improved by the use of a shoe. 
A further bonus obtained by the use of a shoe was the fact that 
the coolant supply to the arc of cut was no longer influenced 
appreciably by the position of the workpiece. With the nozzle used to 
supply coolant, surges often occurred near the end of full cut, presumably 
as a result of coolant starvation. (With reversed wheel rotation, this 
coolant starvation took place before full cut was reached. ) 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 The correlation of the creep feed grinding force Ywasilm-ments 
with those for other grinding processes 
It has been demonstrated that the mean stress distribution in the 
arc of cut is approximately linear for cool grinding conditions. Thus 
the creep feed grinding process may be considered as a series of elementary 
plunge grinding operations, at various feed rates, which do not signifi- 
cantly influence one another, and for which there is a linear relationship 
between force and feed rate. Such a relationship has been described for 
surface grinding by Malkin (26), for cylindrical grinding by Hahn (33) and 
for abrasive cut off (under restricted conditions) by Shaw (9). 
The change in grinding forces as the wheel wears can be explained 
in terms of additional forces on the "flats" of the active grinding grits, 
as has been propcsed by Malkin (26). For grinding of the nimonic, these 
wear flats were found to consist entirely of metal adhered to the grits. 
This phenomenon has also been observed by Malkin (42) in the grinding of 
tool steels. 
8.2 Limitations of the creep feed grinding process 
In industry, the main practical limitation to this grinding 
process is usually determined by thermal damage to the workpiece. This is 
illustrated by Plate 2 which shows the fir tree root of a nimonic turbine 
blade with severe thermal damage, including an obvious crack. Tha 
waviness of the surface on this component shows that the defects could 
have been caused by a series of thermal surges. 
In the experimental work carried out, all tests in which thermal 
surges were observed would have produced workpieces which would be 
industrially unacceptable. This was not entirely because of thermal 
damage - the distortion to the workpiece caused a local depression in the 
surface at the point where the surge occurred - see Plate 7. Thus although 
the creep feed process may remove all the thermally damaged material from 
the workpiece, the final workpiece geometry my still be unacceptable. 
The sudden risa in temperature which characterises these themal 
surges can be explained by the workpiece surface temperature exceeding 
the burn out temperature for the Particular conditions of coolant 
application* Contrary to what might have been expecteds thermocouples 
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which were destroyed by grinding under steady conditions with full coolmt 
supply did not show temperatures higher than about 120 0C just before 
destruction. Thus the mean temperature in the arc of cut is normally 
quite low, although very much higher temperatures, of the order of 1000 OC, 
may be generated very close to the active grits (35). 
For the particular combination of grinding wheel and workpiece 
materials used, the magnitude of the wheel wear measured would have been 
normally quite unacceptable for most industrial grinding processes. For 
all tests but those at intermediate feed rates in the tool steel, grinding 
ratios were found to be less than S. When creep feed grinding is used 
industrially,, it is nearly always applied to a nimonic or hard tool steel 
-md the wheel is redressed between components to preserve geometrical 
accuracy,, as well as avoiding the increase of heat input which could 
eventually damage the workpiece. This fact seems contrar-I to the claims 
made by industry for creep feed grinding as a low wheel wear process, but 
no attempt has been made in this work to optimise the wheel wear 
characteristics* 
813 The "surge" phenomenon 
when the bur-n out temperature is exceeded, the mean workpiece 
surface temperature can rise to well above 400 
0C within a period of about 
one second. Thermal expansion of the workpiece has been shown to 
accelerate this temperature rise. This high temperature is not sustained; 
the wheel being sharpened at high temperature by the loss of metallic 
capping from its active cutting grits, probably by thermal stress at the 
grit/metal interface. Another mechanism, which could also enable high 
temperatures to sharpen the grinding wheel, might be the increased wheel 
wear observed for "hot" grinding presenting fresh abrasive grains. - With 
a slightly sharper grinding wheel, the high temperature at ýhe grinding 
interface cannot be maintained and temperatures drop rapidly to the cool 
situation which had been in near equilibrium up to the surge. Thermal 
contraction of the workpiece accelerates this drop in temperature by 
reducing the effective feed rate of the process. Observations of the 
wheel surface showad that the metallic caps an the active grits were very 
soon replaced when grinding at low temperatures, typically within 5 to 10 
seconds. When the rising specific energy retumed to the level near that 
before the preceding surge, another surge 'would be initiated. 
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CHAPTER 9 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOPI, FURTHER WORK 
911 Measurements of heat transfer to coolant in creep feed gEinding 
The conditions of forced convective heat transfer in creep food 
grinding are unique to the process and have not been investigated by any 
researcher to date. The closest approximation to these conditions found 
in an extensive search amongst- the heat transfer literature was for the 
forced flow of water over hot surfaces (36,, 37,38,39,40). Most of 
this work applied to the conditions inside the. tubes of boilers, for 
which the constraints on the fluid flow are quite different from the 
grinding situation. In particular the "scrubbing" action of the grinding 
wheel is absent, and this would be expected to completely invalidate 
assumptions made for heat transfer across a boundary layer. Furthermore, 
the local static pressure at the grinding interface is not known, but it 
is likely to be below atmospheric pressure at some points, thus giving 
boiling heat transfer at temperatures below 100 OC. 
A study of heat transfer in the arc of cut is therefore suggested 
in which controllable heat fluxes can be input to the workpiece by 
electrical heater, or some other means. It would not be possible to 
carry out grinding simultaneously, but the grinding wheel could be rotated 
at the normal speed after the infeed had been stopped so that the whe4l 
fitted the arc of cut precisely. The "burn out" heat fluxes could then 
be determined for various wheal speeds, coolant types and modes of 
application (e. g. various types of shoe), 
It has been demonstrated in this work that the "surge" phenomenon 
represents a limitation to the processt and that the surging is related 
to "burn out". Therefore any conditions under which the burn out heat 
flux can be increased will enable the rate of stock removal to be raised. 
9,2 Relation of the grinding forces to wear flat areas and the 
removal of wear flats while grinding 
In order to explain the observed increases in grinding force 
during the tests, it was necessary to use the results of Malkin (4,26) 
which were obtained for surface grinding without coolant. Malkin showed 
that in his situation, the changes in grinding force could be attributed 
entirely to the growth of wear flats on active grits in the wheel, and 
the consequent stresses acting on theni. By extrapolating Malkin's results 
to creep feed grinding, it has been shown that the observed results could 
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indeed be explained by glazing of the grinding wheel. In mauy cases 
(i. e. for nimcnic workpieces and for tool steel at feed rates of less 
than 20 nn/min) the stresses on the. wear flats require the gra-ater part 
of the power used for grinding to overcome them. 
It would therefore be desirable to confirm that Malkin's hypothesis 
applies to-the conditions of creep feed grindingi this work would require 
correlation of wear flat areas with the cbserved grinding forces. Once 
MaLkints results could be accepted as applied to creep feed grinding, 
certain methods for improving the process can be immediately suggestad. 
(1) Dressing could be performed whilsý grinding,, This would inhibit 
the build-up of vroar flats on active grits and should help maintain the 
lower specific energies always observed with a freshly dressed-wheal - 
and would therefore give a reduced heat input to the workpiece. The 
required profile on the workpiece could also be maintained by this 
tGchnique, and it would be possible to combine roughing and finishing cuts 
thus improving the productivity of the process. 
Lhis technique is also attractive, but as yet untried, in T 
research. By dressing while grinding the wheel surface could be main- 
tained in a controlled condition which would not change significantly with 
time, thus reducing the influence of one of the most important unknown 
variables in the grinding process, This technique would indeed have been 
useful in the part of this work in which the stress distributions between 
the wheel and workpiece were determined. 
(2) It has been demonstrated in the work carried out on the nim. onic 
that the wear flats consist entirely of adhered netal. If these flats 
could be dislodged it might be possible to "deglaze" the wheel while 
grinding and reduce the grinding forces. Trials on glazed wheels showed 
that these flats were relatively easy to remove (e. g. with a wire brush). 
It is therefore suggested that methods for removing these flats in process 
be investigated. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TRANSIENT THERMAL ANALYSIS 
OF THE WORKPIECE USING A FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
The application of the finite element method to transient field 
problems is discussed in Zinciewicz (20), Chapter 16. The field equation 
to be satisfied in the workpiece material-is: 
PC ao 0+r -at- = 
subject to boundar7 conditions: 
h(O -00) (AI. 2) 
where h is the appropriate heat transfer coefficient, and Q is tho heat 
flux lost at each boundary node. In addition, heat inputs are applied 
in the arc of contact which are a constant fraction of the mechanical 
power dissipated there. 
The formulation of equations to solve (AT. 1) and (AI, 2) for a siagle 
time element is given by Zinciewicz on page 335 (20). This recurrence 
relation enables the temperature distribution after n+1 finite steps to 
be computed from the distribution derived after n finite steps, assurning 
that all temperatures vary linearly with time during the step. Thus 
starting at t= 09 the temperature distribution for any subsequent time 
is obtained by a "marching" procedure through small finite steps in time. 
A complication required for the computer program which is not needed 
for normal finite element analysis is the allowance for varying workpiece 
shape as the grinding wheel advances. As discussed in section 6.2, a 
finite chip, equivalent to the material actually removed by grinding in 
the finite time step, is subtracted from the finite element mesh by 
suitable scaling of the y co-ordinates of each node, After thus shifting 
many of the nodes, their temperatures at the new positions are estimated 
by interpolation between the known temperatures at the old node positions. 
This procedure allows a finite portion of the workpiece to be removed 
without changing the temperature distribution within the remainder of it. 
Each of the input variables required by the program is clearly 
defined after each READ statement and comments are included to make the 
ccnputer program self explanatory. 
N. B. This computer program generates its own finite element mesh, so that 
only minimal input data Aze required (say 10 - 20 cards). 
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C 
c UNSTLAVY THERIIAL A14ALYSIS UF TfIE CkEEP FEED GRINDING PROCESS 
C 13Y ThE FINVITE ELEIIIENT IIETHUD USING 2D TRIANGULAR ELEME'O"I'TS 
C 
c 
C 01-11 ,UNTS(433,1X(433Y(433D(3,3TLHP(25C0 ND (25SH(25 
JEJEL(3,725) PH 0ELTAU, TlIICK TIIAX LFv LPoNl-IAT 
DjjiEijSjorl 
ýT(11330Y), TE(43ý, ý), M33) 3(433), Q(433)vS(11), 
IXTC(3), YTC(3), IfiAi)(ZU)eIPLOT(2U) N13(246) 
L)ATA R/U. 00#0-00 0-00tU-00 0 00*6900 00 0 00 0 01 0 Ol 0 02 6 1) (*14 0 04 54'b 64 
6.541,6 
0 02,0.02tO 02 0 03 u 03 
6.64 6 64 
. 
64' 
") ý ') , 3' 
57ý 10) 7 f) 65ý *0 3650)1.10 0,0.9ý, i060 ') ý WA U/1- 00 # (e) *'(A;; 
, o. u. 79 ro 7o 1o05 1)5 
1) a6H 
DATA 7,16,16,17 19 
litýe1golo. 2,300,3 13,10,10 13,12,12,13,17,13,20,1ý', 17,20,19 3: 4,11h, 
2#3 14 13 13 14 21: 13 21,5ý14: 14 15 22,14,22,21: 5,6#1!, 




READ(5#2) ()(I), I=1#80) 
2 FORNAT(80A1 ) 
READ(5#1 ) IDENT, IOP*NSTEPýttIPERDToNELTOPttllýIAT, LGEOM#, LCtis LFILEo LHOTý 
IDENT = TCST RUN IDENTIFYING HU!, 11BER 
NO NUHERICAL OUTPUT EXCEpT FOR HODES W'ITH HEAT INPUTS Iop =0 
Jap =1 TENPERATURES AT END OF EACH FINITE ELEMENT STEP ARE OUTPUT 
Iop =2 TE11PERATURES AT bOTH START AND FINISH OF ELEMENTS ARE QUTPUTý 
11STEPS = 1HIINVIUM NUHBER OF FINITE ELEMENT TIllL INTERVALS k1EQUIPED HPERDT = FEED PER FINITE ELE'IENT STEP HEASURED I-N UNITS THE LENGTH OFý 
THE WORKPIECE SURFACE ELEMENTS ( NPERDT HAY HE ZERO )i 
tJELTOP = HU1.113ER OF FINITE ELEMENTS AT TOP SURFACE OF THE WORKPIECE 
IIHAT 110. OF TE11PERATURES AT WHICH MATERIAL PROPERrIES ARE SPECIFIEDI 
LCH FIIJITE ELEMENT AT WHICH Tt-. ERIIAL DATA IS OUTPUT 
LGEUH FINITL ELEilEflT AT START OF WHICH WORKPIECE GEO1. lETRy is OUTPUT 
LFILE TINE ELEHENT AT END -OF WHICH DATA IS UUTPUT 
FOR STRESS PROGRAMýl 
LHOT 0 WURKPIJECE IS AT COOLAINT TEMPERATURE AT START OF FIRST STEP 
LHOT 1 TE11PERATURES OF ALL NODES AT START OF TEST ARE TO BE READ IN 
LHOT 2 TEMPERATURES OF ALL NUDES ARE OUTPUT TO DISC FOR RESTARTiNG 
i FORHAT(2014) 
V1 RITE(61 () 211=1,81Dý, ll T 
-R 102 FOkHAT('l'*80A1, " IDENTIFIL 14/) 
READ AND WRITE GRINDING PARAMETERS AND. -HATERIAL 
PROPERTIES 
*READ(5#1() SOoGfGRADSO#GRADG 
READ(5 f 18 EM1J, WPSrUF READ (5t 10) FRACT #A LPHA t AS I DE , ACONT .-_ -ý..: r_ READ(5,10) TAIIU*Tt, AX, TCRIT#DTAU 
C 
C so NORMAL STRESS FOR ZERO INFEED NEWTONS PER SQUARE NlILLIMETRE 
C GRADSO -ý INCREASE 114 RUBBING STRESS PER CUBIC 
MM RE: AOVED 
CG= ADDITIONAL STRESS PER UNIT NORMAL INFEED NEWTON SECS / MM**3_ 
C GP%ADG = INCREASE OF GRIIIDIfIG PARANETER PER CUBIC MM RE11110VED- 
C EllU = I'Eittl RATIL) OF NORHAL TO TANGENTIAL STRESS 
C týIpS = WHEEL PERIPHERAL SPEED 114 JILTRES. -PER 
SECOND_ 
C _UF = FELD RATE II/S 
C FPACT = FRACTION UF GRINDING ENERGY WHICH IS INPUT TO WORKPIECE 
C ALPHA = 11EAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENIT FOR HEAT LOSS AT MATERIAL BOUNDARY 
C WATTS/M**? DEGREE C 
C ASIDE = HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR HEAT LOSS FRO%l IIATERIAL SIDES 
C WATTS/M10*2 DEGREE C 
C ACUNT = HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN THE WHEEL WORKPIECE CONTACT LONE 
C- WATTS/M**2 DEGREE C 
C MID = COOLANT TENPERATURE DEGREES C 
C THAX = 11AX11,111t; PERHITTED TEMPERATURE 
C TCRIT = TEIIPERA, ruRE ABOVE WHICti 14UCLEATE BUILING CEASES 
C VTAU = TIIIE lN*rLRVAL FOR FINITE ELEIIENT STEPS IF MPERDT 0 
C TrIAX, TCI(IT#DTAtJ SHOULD BE PUT EQUAL TO ZLRo IF NOT REQUIREL) 
C 
READ(5#10) If, -WID, DEP, THICKp'RAD#START 
10 FOPHAT (oFl 
C 
c ff = DEPT11 OF SPECIN-Ell AFTER CUT IMETRES 
c 141D = LENGTH OF SPECIIIE111 METKES 
C DEP = DEv*hi OF CUT IIETRES 
C THICK = SPECIHEN TIJICKNESS METRES 
C RAO = RAOIIJ5 OF GRINDING WHEEL MhTRES 
C START = FLLD DISTANCE TO. FULL DEPT11 OF CUT METRES 
C 
WRITE(6*1209) S0vGRADS0 -, -, --- , -ý =. -- -.:. - I 
WRITEý6: 1210), GýGRADG 
WRITE 6 214) '11, WRITE05,215) lJF 
WRITE(6,216) FRACT 
WRITE(6 212) ALPIIA -- -ý -, ý, -ý- .., -= -. =_ ý= ý=Z- --=-- . -- WRITE(O, ý212) ACUNT 
WRITE(o 1 11 )ASIDE WRITE(6,2213) TA,,! b -Z--- --ý -- -- -ý ---- - - IFýTIIAX. NE-0-0) WRITE(6 213) TMAX 
IF TCRIT. NE. 0.0) WRITE(L1,1214) TCRIT 
1209 FORI! AT ( 'I)RIJUISING STRESS ý' t F0.2 t+ '#F6.4t'-. X-VOL--REMOVED INC Ll BI 1cN 111 1) 
. 1210 FOROATOOGRINDING PARAHETER =', F6.2o' + '#F6.4#1 X VOL REMOVED IN icupic 11.11 (l, S/! Iil**3) 211 FORMAT('01CEAT TRANSFER COEFF. FOR HEAT LOSS. THROUGH SIDESI, F, 19.1,1 
1 JOULES/11**2 SEC DEG C') 
212 FORNAT('011JEAT TRANSFER COEFF, FOR HEAT LOSS AT SPECIMEN BOUNDARIES 
1, F10 1 
(' 
JOLILES/il**2 SEC DEG C')i 
1212 FNiIAý( )! j[AT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR HEAT LOSS BETWEEN WHEEL AND 
1 11ORKPIECE '# F10.1 ,''.,! ATTS/I. i**Z DEG C' ) 213 FORMAWOTE'lPERATURE OF COOLANT ', F6.2t' DEGREES C') 
1213-FOkllAT(*0tlAXIflUl-l PERMISSIBLE WORKPIECE TEMPLRATURE-o', FE. 1, ' DEGRE 
1ES C) 
214 FOR11 T('0',, JllEEL PERIPHERAL SPEED', F6.2, ' METRES / SEC') 
1214 F0RflAT('0TE! lVEJlATURE AT WHICII NUCLEATE BOILING CEASES ý'#F6.11' DE 
JGREES C') - FORMAT( 'OFEED RATE s, F 10 .8 M/S 216 FORMAT 1) FRA CT1 101,1 0F ENERGY TO WOPKPIECE, FlO. 4) 
C 
READ(5o3) (TEIlP0,4l)#CONDQ0., SH. (N)sRH, N=1, NMAT) 
C TEMP(R) = TE1.11PERATURE AT WHICH EACII SET OF OROýERTIES IS GIVEN' DEG C 
C C0,14D(N) = THERIIAL CUI]DUCTIVITY AT THAT TEMPERATURE WATTS/N DEGREE C 
C Sii(,,., ) = SPECIFIC HEAT AT TIIAT MiPERATURE JOULES/KG DEGREE'C 
C RH = DEUSITY OF WURKPIECE KG hl 3 
C 
3 FORMAT (4 Fl 0) 
WRITE(6 
115 FUPIIAT( liIATERIAL PROPERTIE5v///)--- 
WRITE(611-16) 
116 FORMAT5 OTEf-IPERATIJRE-: CONDUCTIVITY SPECIFIC HEAT DENSITY') 
Wl,, ITE(6fll7) 
-117 FORIIAT(l 
DEGREES C J/SEC M DEG C J/KG DEG C KG/tl**31/) 
4), CUtID(N)tSh(tl)#RH#N=1, NMAT) WRITL(6,118) (TENP0. 
118 FORMATO l#F7. l, 3Fl5,1) 
F (MIAT. Eil TEIIP (1 1 (J00. 'O 
'IAT)+100.0 IF(TNAX-Eu. U. 0) TIIAX=TEIIP(Nr 
IF(TCRIT. EQ. 0.0) TCRIT=Tt-IAX+10(10.0 





C GENERATION OF GEOMETRICAL DATA FOR WORKPIECE 
c 
N"lODS=N[ LTOP/4 
Iv(NllODS. GT. 25) NMODS=25 
IICONTgi, ýIIUDS*4. t)*SQRT(2eO*DEP*RAD-DEP*DEP)/WID+le5 
NN-21 7*NliuDS+om 
NE=29*NIIIIDS 
NBOllllD=5*, 41,10DS+l 4r 
NT RA tl=il BOUN 1) NCONT+2 
. - --- -- -=r --- - ý---7 -- - z-- --- - --. -- 7 --- - NQ=4*11110DS 7- -- --- -- -- - -, ,, --- --I ICYC=(NSTEPS+qTAU )/NTAU 1 
W= (N CONT-1 o) *,, i D7 (NMODS*4 0) RAD=(j! *tl+DEP*DEP)/(2.0*DEP5 
T=W-UF*l)ELTAtl 









A=WIU+STA. RT I IF(FEEi). GT. A) ICYC=A/(UF*DELTAU*NTAU)+1,0 
NSTEPS=ICYC*11TAU 
WRITE0,104) 
104 FORIIAT( 1GEOIIETRICAL DATA FOR WORKPIECEI/M 
WRITE(61105) H WID 
105 FORilAT( OHEIGHf (AFTER CUT) ='#F6.4o' METRES LENGTH ='tF6.4#' ME 1TRES') 
WRITE(6#106) DEP#RAD#W 
106 FORMATOODEPT11 OF CUT =ItF7.51' METRES WHEEL RADIUS =IPF7-5t' M 
1ETRES 1.40TH OF CUT=I, F7*5, METRES) 
- WRITE(6,108) THICK ' METRES') 108 FORMAT( OTHICKNESS OF WORKPIECE ='tF7.5t 
, WRITE(6 109) START 1 HAV 0WHEEL CENTRELINE AT START 15 09 FORI 'tF6.3o' METRES TO LEFT OF 
1URKPIECE') 
WRITE(t), 217) DELTAU 
* 217 FURtIAT (' OT I 11E I NTE RVA L FOR FINI TE ELEMENT STEPS =', FB. 3#1 SECSI/ ) 
WRITE(6,112) tlN, NE, flCQNT 'NTRAN 1 ' FORIIAT('O *14,1 NODES' 1 11 ) ELE14ENTSI, 16,1 NODES IN CONTACT WITH I: ' W 1HEEL AT FULL DEPTH OF CUT Ibt' NODES WITH COULING /) 
T=START/UF 
-IRITE(6,313) T NSTART IF(riSTART. LE-N) t - : "313 FORMATOOFULL ARC OF CUT IS ACAIEVED AFTER 'tF8.2,1 SECS AT END OF 
_ _ TIIIE ELEMENT tIO. ',, I4) T=(START+14ID)lUF 
LP=T/DELTAIJ --ý. _- -. --": -7 ý . -, - .. --. .-: - 
IF(LV LE-N) WRITE(6,314) Tv LP 
FORI-MOOFULL ARC OF CUT CEASES AFTER IfF6.2#1 SECS DURING TIME' EL 
'T NU11BER 14) EllEt. 
T=(I, *ID+I, '+START)/UF 
LP=T/DELTAU 
IF(LP. LE-11) WRITE(6,315) T#LP 315 FORHAWOWHEEL BREAKS CONTACT WITH WORKPIECE AFTER #F6.2#1 SECS D - JURVIG TIIIE ELEIIENT NIU1, IBER ', 14 
T=NSTEPS*DELTAU 






N BO= 1 
K1 





DO 94 jj=1129 
i. 1=3*jj-3 
KC=KC+l 
IJEL (1, KC ) =1413 ( N+1 ) +KK 
NEL(2pKC)=NLl(N+2)+KK -- z' __ ___ z' -ýý--ý. -- 94 NEL(3 AC)=NB(tl+3)+KK - --- -- --- _' =- _= ý' : _*. : _- ------w. ý 95 KK=KK+17 
- '10 DS DO 100 J=lt, 'Ii 
14B I) =NBO 
1 +1 ) =f. '130+8 
tiB(I+3)=Ni3O+l5 





Do 101 J=l "NN X(J)=X(J)*WID*25.0/141ýIODS+OoOl 
101 B(J)ý130)*H 
NBO=flllODS*4+, l8. 





__ ý. ý.... . ..... _: ý: -., - 97 NB Klý ) =; J 
c 
C: READ PLOT PARAMETERS 
c 
READ(5,5) PLOTF#DELTH, STPLOT#tIESH 
C PLOTF = PLOT SCALE FACTOR INS PLOT PER METRE 
C IF PLOTF = 0-0 110 PLOTS ARE PRODUCED 
_-C DELTH = TE11PERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ISOTHERMIALS DEGREES C C STPLUT = NE641TIVE VALUE IF-THE PLOTS ARE TO BE STORED 
C HESH = NUI-IBER OF TIHE ELEMENT FUR WHICH A PLuT OF THE FINITE ELEmENT 
C 11ES11 IS REU(JIRED IIESH 0 GIVES NO PLOT 
c 
5 FORIJATOF10 0,214) 
READ(5 1) (iMAP(J), J=1,20) 
READ(5: 1) (IPLUT(J)#J=1#20) 
c 
C READ 7HERMUCOUPLE LOCATIONS 
c 
READ(5#6) NTC, XTC(1)#YTC(l), XTC(2)tYTC(2)#XTC(3), YTC(3) 
6 FQRi-lAT(l4#6Fl0.0) 7 -7- c 
C 14TC ý NO- Of THERMOCOUPLES. IN, THE WORKPIECE (CANNOT BE MORE THAN 3) 
C XTCM =X COURPINATE OF THERMUCOUPLES IN METRES 
C YTC(K) =Y COORDINATE OF THERMOCOUPLES IN METRES 
- C_ . -1 Z__ --. -_ 
-. -- ____ ---- .--- IIAP=l 
NPLOT=l 
_LP=0 1100=0 
C--- ____ :-- ____ __- =ý '. 
-Iý, 
. --f --- 
.C REPEAT ANALYSIS FOR EACH FINITE ELEMV! T STEP 
1001 Do 6000 JSUP=1, ICYC 
DO 4000 LF=ltNTAU 
LPýLP+l 
IF(LP. GT. 1*AND. NPERDT. EQ. 0) GO TO 571 
C 
C COMPUTE VOLUME OF 14ORKPIECE MATERIAL REMOVED SINCE START OF TEST 
S111 FT=Lfl*(JF*DELTAU+0.01 -START IF(NPERDT. EQ. 0) SH6FT=0*01 -START PAR=StlIFT-STAP. T-0.1 
A=SoRT(RAD*DEP*2.0-VEP*DEP) 
C=WID-A 
IF(PAR, GE. 0. O. A,, lD. PAReLEsC) GO TO 531 
N=O 
IF(PAfZ. GT. C) N=1 
IF(PAR. GT. Q PAR=WID-PAR 
Vl=ATAti(A/(RAD-DEP))*RAD*RAD/2.0-(RAD-DEP)*A/2.0 
RnOT=SURT(l, '. AD*kAD-PAF*PAR) 
V2=PAk*(DEP-RAD+ROOT) 
V3=ATAti(PAR/ROOT)*RAD*RAD/2,0-PAR*ROOT/2.0 
VR Eil= (Vl -V2-V3) *Tli ICK 
IF(N. E(J. 0) GO TO 530 
VREII=(SIIIFT-START+0.01)*DEP*THICK+(Vl-VREM)*THICK 
GO TO 530 
531 VREll-l=(Vl+PAR*DLP)*THICK 
530 IF(LP. EQ. l) VSTART=VREM 
VRE1.1= (VR El. 1-V5 TART) *1000000000.0 - C 
C GENERATE APPROPRIATE GEOMETRICAL DATA FOR EAC_H TIME ELEMENT 
C 
IF(LP. EO. l) GO TO 509- 
Do 503 J=lotlti 
-508 Q(J)=Y(J) 509 THU=TAli3 
DO 570- J=l NN 72 IF(X(J)-SHIFT) 230 280 270 




- GO TO 569 280' Y(J)=L3(J) 
- GO TO 569 
-299 Y(J)=a(J)*(1.0+[)EP/H) ------ -- 569 IF(LP. EQ. 1) GO TO 568 
--- 
THO=R(J) 
IF(f)(J). EQ 0.0) GO TO 570 
K=J 
550 1 F(K. E(J-17) GO TO 540 
IF(K. EU-15) GO TO 541 
IF(K. LQ-10) 60 TO 542 
GO TO 555 IF(K. LT. 27) 
KfK-17 
GO TO 550 
555 I=J+l 
- KýJ+l GO TO 563 
540 I=J-4 
K=J +3 
GO TO 563 -. --- ý- _- ------. -z 1- =_ -'_ ý__ ,- __ ý_ __. --c. ýý-1. .--I. - - 
. 
541 I=i -9 
VýJ +u 
G0TQ 563 
542 I=J-7 - K=J +3 
a 
C 





568 IF(L11uT. Ecj-1. Ai4V. LP. EQ, l) READ(5,4) THO - - . I . - 
4 
57 
. , 1=7 
: Zzý -Z *., 
FORIIAT(FIO. ()) 
F)=TliO SW 0 T L 
GO T6 573 ==- - : =7- Z--ý -, - :- ý-= ý--, - -:,., ==- .. - 571 UO 572 J=l NN 
572 TS(J, LF)=P%tJ) 
C . - 
C PR INT GEUNETRICAL-DATA IF REQUIRED 
C 
573 IF(LP-lJE. LGEOf1) GO Td 3010 
WRITE(6#1064) LGEOll 
1064 FORNAT01OUTPUT OF GEOMETRICAL DATA FOR WORKPIECE AT START OF TVIE 
- -- 1 ELEWENT (JU. , 14) WRITE(6,106(8) 
106& FORHATC0110DE X IIETRES Y METRES T DEG C'/) 
0 
WRITE(6 1066) NiX(; j Y 04) TS(N, LPN=1 fl N ýF 
0 F10 25 13 O 1 66 . 0s . , FORHAT 0 WRITE0001,5) 
1065 FORINAT(IlELEHENT Ill N2 N3 ELEMENT Nl N2 N3 ELEMENT Nl 
I N2 N3 ELENENT Nl N2 N3 - --- ELEMENT Nl N2 N31/) WRITE(6,1067) (. 'l, (IIEL(Jet4)oj;; lo3), N=loNE)- 
1067 FOR! -1AT(5(216,2I4, ' WRITE(6 1060) 
' 1060 /) -- ---- FORMAT00130UNDARY NODES 
- t) RITE (lu ,1U 
69) (N5(JJ1#N80UND 
1069 FUR. IJAT('Ott2016ý 
C 
C AS SEMBLE THERNAL DIFFUSIVITY MATRIX 
- 
3010 DO 140 1 =1 
140 R(J)=()-O 
uo 300 11=1 ffIN 
-- DO 300 11=1 #NDA1,11) 
DELTAU=-DELTAU 
Do 4UO 11=1 *NE CALL ELTH -Zz: 
DO 400 JJ 1#3 -1.7- - - NR0WB= @"I EL(JJ I'l) i Do 400 KK=lt 
NCOL134 
NCO L=fl CO 1.13-11,1ROWDi'l 
IFýNCOL)400,400,310 N ST( R WB KK)*DELTAU - (JJ ) 1 O 310 # = N O # D 'ICOL ST NN0 , 113f C L) 400 C0NTI11UE 
C INSERT NODAL TEMPERATURES PREDICTED AT THE START OF EACH TIME ELEMENT 
C 
Do 239 J=1 - -------- R(J)=R(j)-sT(Jpl)*TS(J#LF) 
Do 238 JJ=ZfIIBAI, ID 
t4R=J+JJ-1 
243 
IF (HR-1414) 243,243 244 
R(J)=R(J) - ST (j ,jji *TS (NR LF 244 [IR=J+1-JJ 
237 
IF0110 231; 733 237 
R(JJNJJTSNRLF 
233 CONTINUE 
239 CONTI NUE 
- Z7ý 
C 
C. REGENERATE THERMAL -DIFFUSIVITY IiATRIX WITH THE TIN .E SIGN CHANGED C 
DO 1300 rl=l lit. 1 
DO 1300 1-1=1 vilBAND 1300 ST (11,1-1) =0 .0 VELTAU=-DELTAU 
DO 1400 N=1#11E 
CALL ELTII(N) 
DO 140U JJ=1,3 
NRUWb=NEL(ýJ 11) 
DO 1400 KK-1113 
NC0LB= IN EL(KK, N 
IFOIC001400,1400,1310 
1310 ST(ýiRO14B,,, ICOL);: ST(; ýIROWBNCOL)+D(JJPKK)*DELTAU 1401) CONTINUE c 
---C 
-. 
114SERT NODAL HEAT INPUTS FROH 
. -. 







KC=N CONT- (IN START- LP+l )*NPEkDT 
-IF(, 'lPLtýDT. EQ-0) KC=NCONT-(s, rART*4.0*NMODS/WID)+l 
KK=KC-NCUtJT+l 
NQP'l =, IQ+l 
IF (KK . LT. 1) KK=l IF(KC. GT. tIQP1) Kc=14QP1 
o( fj QP10.0 
DO 1133 K=10140 
i= IN Q+1-K 
--Il=NB(J) 
iz=rjt3 (J+l 
IF(J -LT-KK. 0fl, -J-GE. KC) GO TO 1133 DS=SQP, T((X(Il)-X(12))*(X(Il)-X 12))+(Y(II) 62))*(Y(11)-Y(12))) 
U(J ) =11AR* (So*DS+G*UF*l 000.0* (Y iz)-y ( 1-1. ) )7-ý! 
1133 CONTINUE 
11 36 Do 132 J =1 # NO K=NQ+l-J 
132 C, (K+1)=()(K+1)+Q(K) 
IF(LP. EU. LCH) WRITE(6,150) LCH" 
150 FORIIATCUNUDE JOULES HEAT INPUT CýU RELEMENT 'N 14 
DO 130 J=1 1110pi 
- --- IFiKKw(J-KC 12 8,128 # 13 0 123 I=110(J) .- Z'-- .. - -- -. -- - R(I)=n(l)+Q(J)*2.0 
IF(LP. Eo, LCH) WRITE(6,188) 
138 FORflAT(I, +, F2u. (")) 
130 CGNT T. N UE C 
C VNSERT HEAT LOSS AT EACH BOUNDARY NODE 
C 
-199 DO 189 J=11NDOUND 
ill-21,480) 
-; =' --- -_z -12=1'16 J+l 
T=(TS8l, LF)+TS(12, LF))/2.0 
IF(J. GT. NQ) GO TO 139 
I-F((J-KK+1)*(J-KC)) 138 139 139 
'T((X(Il)-X(12))*('(Il), 133 DS=SQ!, X -X(12))+(Y(il)-Y(i2))*(Y(Il)-Y(12))) U(J)=O. o 
- IF(T@LT, TCRIT) O(J)=ACOtIT*TýilCK*DELTAU*DS/2.0 IF(T. UE. TCRIT) R(11)=R(Il)-ACUN'r*THICK*DS*DELTAU*TCRIT 
IF(TaGETCRIT) R(12)=R(12)-ACONT*THICK*DS*DELTAU*TCRIT 
C- 
C- IF. THE TE11PERATURE AT ANY POINT'EXCEEDS TCRIT, THE HEAT FLUX TO THE C COOLANT IS LIMITED TO THE VALUE WHICH IWOULD OCCUR AT TCRIT 
C 
GO TO 189, 
139 US=AL3S(X(Il)-X(I2)+Y(Il)-Y(12)) 
O(J)=[tL[IHA*THICK*DS*DELTAU/2.0 
IF(T. LE. TCRIT) GO TO 189 
0 =2 "0 -ALPtIA*THICK*DS*DELTAU*TC'R-I-T-*, 
R(I2)=ti(I2)-ALPiiA*TilICK*DS*DELTAU*TCRIT 
---7-189 CONTINUr 




PER DEG C DURING ELEMENT NO*', 14/) 
A=Q (1) +() ( itBOUND) 
DO 133 J=2#11001IND 
K= N 13 0UND+1 -J 133 Q(K+l)ýýU(K+1)+Q(K) 
QM=A 
DO - 13 6J =1 qtIBoUMD f=PBLl(lJ. 
E(J-LCH) WRITE(6,188)_Io(j)___ 
R(l)=R(I)+Q(J)*TA1113*2.0 
1: 56 ST(1,1)=ST(Iol)+Q(J)*2.0 





IF(ASýDE. EQ. 0.0) GO TO 137 
---DO 
14' J =1 r lqtJ 
142 Q ("i ) =0.0 
DO 281 J=l 
ý11=NEL 1J 2 -12=. 'lEH 
13=MEL(3vJ) 
A=(X(I2)-X(Il))*(Y(13)- 
A=A-(Xt I I) -At I-')))* kTt 1 1; Ttle))/Z. 
-. ý-T= TS ( 11 ,LF) +T S( 12 ,LF)+ Ti 





IF(T. GT. Ti-IAX) T=TflAX 
IFQlllAT. E0. l) GO To 1298 
'-----DO lf)50 JJ=2 1111A. T 
-IF( (TLIIP (JJ-i )-T) * (TEMP(JJ )-T) 10 52 10 52 10 50 1050 C014TIllUE 
-T)/(TEflP(JJ)-TE14P(JJ-1)) -- 1052 CON=(TEIIP(JJ) 
JJ) -CON=CUNI)(( -CON* ( COND (JJ )-COND (JJ-1 
GO TO 129, 
:ý- 1298 COM=ZOND(l ),, 
1299 A=A*DELTAUI(O. 75*TlilCK/COFI+3.0/ASIDE) 
- IF(T. 6T. TCRlT) A=0.0 
ý,. r --- 
-=Z- tz .. -, -- ___ .-:. 
7- - 
o(! 2 =rj(12)4-A 
281 u(; 3)=u(l3)+A 
IF(LP. E0-LCiJ) I)RITE(6#119) LCH 
119 FMIAWONODE JOULESAJEAT LOSS THROUGH SIDE PER DEG C DURING 
, 7ANT 
No. 1,14/) 
D'O, 134 J=l # NN 
IF(ýýrEQ5LCV))I. lr, 'ITE. (6, li8) J, Q(J) 
------ -R(J W +Q J *TAMb*2. A34 ST(J, 1)=ST(Jtl)+Q(J)*2. 
4k 
-. . :. 
1. -....: --.. 
- -. -- .. --- "-- 
V--- -- -- -V _VVV 
4 
EL EIM E 
C 
C SOLVE THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS By SPARSE MATRIX METHOD C 
137 Uu 301.14=1 "I'M I=N 
DO 291 L=2 WBAND 
IF (ST (N , L) ) 240 291 , 240 24o C=ST(H#L)/ST(N, l) 
J=U 
; Z7- 
DO 271 K=LfNBAND 
i=i+l 
IF(ST(I), K)), "60,271, -260 -ý_: -: 7 -, -- _=- 260 ST (IrJ) =ST IJ -C*ST N K)_ 271 C0ilTI, 'lUE 
ST ( 11 t L) =C 
291 CUNTINUE -- ___ -----, - ___ ý__ - __ ýýý, _ - :_ 
- 
301 RQ0=r,, '(N)/ST(1j, l) 
350 N=IN-1 
IF(N) 501 , 501 # 360 360 L=N 
oo 401 K=2tNBAND 
IF(ST(,, J, K))370,4O1,370 
370 R(. -ST 01, K) *R ( L) 401 CONTINUE 64 
GO To 350 
501 Do 502 J=lvNN 502 IF(R(J)9LT. TAMB) R(J)=TA14B ---_. - -=rý -I _ý ýý rý C 
'---=, -C -PLOT FI141TE ELEMENT IIESH IF REQUIRED 




ELEInENT HESH FOR JHERMAL ANALYSIS OF WOR PIECE 





CALL GRAFOR(5, XCK3)#Y(K3)) 
Do 310 1;; l #3 Kx; NEL(I J) 
CALL (iRAF()R(6tX(K)#Y(K))-- 
XO=XO+X(K)/3. 





IF(A-0.12) 7110v3ll 311 
811 CALL GRAF0fl56X0#Y0 
CALL GRAFOR 1 ol. Ool, O#J, O) 
_71-1 
0 CONT IllUE 
- CALL GRAFUR(2) 
vr 
C 
C PL OT OUTLI NE AND ISOTHERMAL$ IF REQUIRED 
C 
611 IF(LP. NE. IPL(IT(, 'IPLOT). ()R. PLOTF. EQ*0.0) GO TO 506 
'0) N 'PLOT=NPLOT+l IF(NPLOT LT. e i CALL (; RAýOR(l #, 0000.0, STPLOT#0# Oo, &701 0) 7010 F0 RMAT ('R! IE 1) () L Rtl E06 L') 
CALL GRAFOR(3, PLOTF, PLOTF, 0,0, '1506) 
1506 FORHATO ISOTHERNIALS PREDICTED BY FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
-- - 1 
AFTER FINITE ELEIIENT STEP INU11SER' CALL GRAF0i'. (l(), Z. 0,5-0#LP*0) 
YP= 2.0/PLOTý, 
(). o, CALL GRAFOR YP, 2,0, &5060) 
5060 FORIIAT(' IDENTIFIER ') 





URAFOR(5#XP , YP) 




YP=Y(I) '-ý- - 1530 `YP) CALL GRAFUR(6vXP# 
T=O. 0 
-1540 ii=O T=T+DELTII 
7- ý-,: ý --- 7-- --- -. DO-1000 




, K K3=tIEL(3. J) 
1599 IF((R(Kl)-R(K2))*(R(Kl)-R(K2))-0,000001)1600 1600,1601 
1600 IF((R(K2) k(K3))*(R(K2) R(K3))-0.000001)1000: 1000,16C7 
1601 P=(T-R(Kl))/(R(K2)-R(Kl)) 
IF(( P-0.5) *( P-0.5) -r; .2 5) 1603 1603 1607. 1603 . - XP=X(Kl)+P*(X(K2)-X(Kl)) 
-- YP=Y(Kl)+P*(Y(K2)-Y(Kl)) CALL GRAFOR(5#XP#YP) 
-=v- - 
jj=l 
... - ---- -z =* -==ý=ý- 
GO TO 1609 « 1607 KOýKl 
Kl=K2 -- -=- . __z K2 =- K3. 
--, ý- --- ==l=: ý-Z --=-=. '==ýý --- -1 .- K3=K0 




+P*ýflK, ý: X(K2 XP=X(K2 -- ----- ------ =- 3 2N fl * - =-= --- - Y(K YK YP=Y(K +P 
(o#XFI#YP) CALL GRAFOP 
1617 
Go TO 1000 
IF(K2-Kl)1613,1000,1618 
16133 K2=Kl, 
GO TO 1609 
1 000 CONT I NUE 1540 f, 'L. 0) GO TO IF(Jj Z CALL RAFOR(2) 
7-- -7* 
- -: -- 
- ----- -.. - .- ----- 
. 
C 
C PRODUCE HAP OFASOTHER11ALS ON LVIE PRINTER IF REQUIRED 
C 
506 IF(LPot4E. IllAP(tlAP)) GO TO 507 




'I M Ll L IF(I DS. GT. 15) NXýNHODS*6 
'I(JDS-GT. 20) 'ODS*4 NX =N h IF (I'll 
'C NY=14X*0.6*(II+DEP)/WID+0.5 TO_-BE USED IN- PLACE OF NEXT CARD 
C IF LINE PRINTER GIVES 6 LI. NES PER INCH 
llYýNX*0-0*(H+DEP)/WID+0.5 
IF(tlY. (; T. 1()) Hy=-19 
DO 700 J= I fix 
Xp=.. )IL)Irlx 
XP=il)*(J-0.5)+o. ol . ___ --- -- ___ --=, - --... -- __ --- IF(XP. L[:. XS) GO TO 650 
XS=XS+tl I U/NHODS 
Kl)-ýKo+29 
0ý0+29 ----ý -ý -* IF(K0. GT. flE) Go TO-701 
650 DO 600 K=1*IIY 
YP=0l+DEP)/-'llY --.. -r .--'=--- _ý ,. _- -= _ý-=-=- -. ' ý '. -_ _zz - Y -P -2 YPK-0-5 DU 640 KC=Ko#Kl 
NE L (1 ,K ll=' C) 12=#'IEL(2#KC) 
A=XP* Y(Il)-Y(I2))+X(11)*(Y(I2)-YP)+XCI2)*(Yp-y(ll)) 
IF(A. LT. O. 0) GO TO 640 
A=XP*(Y(12)-Y(13))+X(12)*(Y(I3)-YP)+X(13)*(YP-Y(12)) 
IF(A : LT. 0.0) GO TO 640 A=XP (Y(I3)-Y(Il))+X(I3)*(Y(ii)-yp)+X(11)*(YP-Y(13)) 
IF(A. GE. O. 0) GO TO 660 
640 C ON TINUE 
ST(J, K)=-l. f) 
GO TO 600 
660 T=(X(Il)-X(12))*(Y(12)-Y(13))-(X(12)-X(13))*(y(ii)-Y(12)) 







NY 701 1='-. -- -==-z- =-- __=== ý ý__ __ -. ý N1= (119- NB2 ------- 
WRITE(6,80 LP 
809 FORMAT( 11'11AP OF ISOTHERHALS AFTER FINITE. ELEMENT STEP NUMBER' #141) DO 802 K=1,1102 
- Vl=(K-1)*DELTH V2=K*DELT, l 
0) S( K) vVl rV2 - 302 WR I TE (6 # 803 
03 FORIIAT('()'Pl WSYHOUL '#Al, '. -REPRESENTS 'tF6.1o' TO 'tF6.1" 80' 
1DEGREES C') 
5 
WRITE(Q 110) 1 _. ___' -.. -. ý. ý Z=-.:: = :ý ý_ = _: = _'= -="': =-- -- -. - --- ý- -- -: --110 FORHAT( 0'///) 
804 DO 320 K=1#119 
820 O(K)=S(Z) 
DO 90(j I- It ilA 
JK=I+tll 
I K=ST(I#J)/DELTII+1,0 -_ .-..:. ., IF(K ýT. I. UR. K. GT. 11)- K=2 
806 QWK5 S (K) 
WRITEý6,807) (Q(JK)#JK=ltllg) 
807 FURIIAT( '#119Al) 
i =J-l 




C FIND TEMPERATURES AT THER140COUPLES BY. INTERPOLATION 
c 
507 IF(tJTC. EQ. 0) GO TO 1517 
DO 1650 K=1, NTC 
. -. -----AP=XTC(K)+0-01 YP=YTC(K) 
DO 1640 J=1, NE 
Il=tiEL(1#J) 
12=14EL(2 ,i I 3=rIF-L(3 j 
A=XP*(Y(Il)-Y(12))+X(11)*(Y(I2)-YP)+X(12)*(YP-Y(Il)) 
IF(A LT. O. U) GO TO 1640 
A=XP: (Y(lt-))-Y(13))+X(I2)*(Y(I3)-YP)+XCI3)*(YP-Y(I2)) 
IF(A. LT. 0 , 0) (311 TO 1640 : A=XP*(Y(13)-Y(Il))+X(I3)*(Y(jl)-YP)+X(Il)*(YP-Y(13)) 
IF(A. GE. O. 0) Go TO 1660 
1640 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,170(f) K#XTC(K)#YTC(, K) 
1700, FORHAWOTHERHOCOUPLE 14U. '#, 14%' AT COORDINATES--X'='vF7-. 4, ' AND Y 
11 F7 51 IS OUTSIDE WORKPIECE 
G T5 1650 
1660 T=(X(Il)-X(12))*(Y(12)-Y(I3))-(X(12)-X(13))*(Y(Il)-Y(I2)) 
C=((I, (I2)-R(I3))*(X(Il)-X(12))-(P(I'l)-R(12))*(X(12)-X(I3)))/T 
. (Il R(I2))*(Y(12)-Y(13))-(R(12)-R(I3))*(Y(Il)-Y(I2)))/T T=(ýp )ýX(Il)-C*Y(Il) A=R Il)-T 
T=A+T*XP+C*YP 
VIRITE(6, lo49) K, T#LP 
1649 FORIIIAT( OTEOPERATURE PREDICTED FOR THERMOCOUPLE', 14,1 IS', F7.2#' D 
JEGREES C AFTER STEP No. le 14) 
-1650 CONTINUE c 
C UUTPUT GEMIETRICAL AND THERMAL DATA TO STRESS PRUGRAMME 
c 
'JI. LFILE) GO TO 1508 
--1517 IF(LP., -WRITE-(7, "4-44)"-(R(J-)@Jý'1#NN) IF(LP. E0. LFlLE. AND. LHOT. EQ. 2) 444 FOROAT(Flo. 3) C, IF(LH UT. 'E 0G0 TO 15 08 
WRI TE (7,9679) QWYQR (j ). l,. J=1-,, -NN)- -9679- FORHATUF10.5#F10.2) 
- I=j 
.- WRITEU 9680) ((NEL(MvN)tl-i7l, 3), IN=1, NE) 
- . 
9680 FORMAT(414) 
- ------- - --- - ------ -. -. 
C 
-C PRINT OUTPUT IN T H"E FORMAT REQUIRED BY I OP c 
150F, IF( LF. EQ. IITAtJ) GO TO 4000 ------- 
Do 3999 J=l 001 -- - 3999 TE(J#LF)=R(J) 
. 4000 CONTINUE KC=LP7tiTAtl+l 
WRITE o, 331)) JSUP 
33o FORHAT01TEIIPEIýATURES UF NODES WITH HEAT INPUTS FOR CYCLE NO. 1,13# 
11 UPPER VA 11E IS TE11PERATURE AT START OF TIME-ELEMENT') 
WRITE(6,31(5) 
"o) . 4RITE(6,39- 
(JrJ=KC#LP) 
- WRITE(6 329) 329 FORHAT( OPUSITIONI) 
KK=1-(NSTART-LP+1)*rlPERDT 
-IF(NPER[)T. EfJ. 0) KK=1-NSTART Do 375 J=l -ICONT DO 380. K=l NTAU 
QM=100000000-0 
N=KK+J-1-iJPERDT*0, JTAU-K) 
I 1. GT. NoV'l. 0R-14-LT. 1) GO TO 380 F(,! 
I=NS(N) 
Q(K)=TS(I, K) 
330 CONT I NUE 
WRITE(6,113) J, (Q(K), K=1, NTAU) 
DU 460 K=lfl]TAU 
0(0=10000 I J00 0 
N=KK+J-1-Nl'ERDý*(lJTAU-K) --- 
I. LT. 1) GO T0 480 IF(NGT. IN QP1.0R-i I=NB ii )- -- - -. -- ýý- - -1 ------ - IF(K. EO. NTAIJ) O(K)=R(l) 
IF(K. HE. NTAU) O(K)=TE(I, K) 
480 CONT I NUE 
375 WRITE(6#114) (tl(K)#K=l#tITAU) ------ 
- 
IFýIUP Eo 0) GO TO 6000 
- IF loP: tlE: Z) WRITE(6,210) iSup 210 FORHAT, ('1TE11PERATURE RESULTS AT END OF TIME ELEMENTS FOR CYCLE NO. 
1; 
F14) (JUP. EQ. 2) WRITE(6,209) JSUP 
209 FORMAT01TEMPERATURE RESULTS FOR TIME ELEMENTS OF CYCLE NO. 'el3o' 
1 UPPER VALUE IS TENPERATURE AT START OF TIME ELEMENTO) 
IF(IOP. EQ. 2) WRITE(6,319) 
319 FURMATý57X5'LOWER VALUE IS TEIIPERATURE*AT END'OF TVIE ELEMENTI) 
WRITE(6,32') (J, J=KC, LP) 
320 F0R HA T i) 1 () I'l 4.1 v TIME ELEMENT') WRITE(6,321) 
321 FORHAT 0110DE 
DU 5UOU J=lvNN 
-7%- -2 ýz IF(IOP. EQ. 2) GO To 4999 
WRITE (6v 1211 )j (TE (J , N) f N=1 NT1,11 ,R (J 1211 FURHAT(l 9#13@, 11JF10.2) 
GO TO 5000 




-CO; 4110tl TS(433,1(1), X(433), Y(433), 0(3,3)#TEt. IP(25)#COND(25)#SH(25)f lt; EL(3,725)*! Zýll,, DELTAU, THICK, TýIAX, LF, LPrtli,. IAT I=NELOfN) 
J=NEL(2 N) 
K =N EL(3 
IF(NllAT. Eo-l) GO To 298 
T=(TS(I, LF)+TS(J, LF)+TS(KeLF))/3.0 
IF(T. GT. T', IAX) T=THAX 
Do 50 1,1=2#NPIAT 
IF( (TEHP N-l ) -T) * (TEHP (11) -T) ) 52,52,50 50 CONTINUE 
52 B= (TEOP (H) -T) / (TEMP 01) -TEMP (M-1 
CON=CUt4D(; l)-B*(COtiD(ýl)-COND(li- 
S=Sli (fl) -13* ( Sli 00-3110-1-1 
GO TO 299 
293 CON=CONV(l) 
S=Sll (1 
299 t3 1 =; Y (i -Y ( K) 
Bj=y(0-Yij) 









'K+CI*CK)*C+B --- -- --- -a ---- ----- D 2,1)=D(1,2) 
'ij*,, -, J+CJ*CJ)*C+2.0*a D(2 2)=(, 
D(2: 3)=(aj*BK+CJ*CK)*C+B 
DO 1)=D(l 3) 




'ýýIIF-06L. TWERI-l (FOOOO FOR' USER R, %IEOOL COMPLETED AT 11: 36-. 
-; z_ T_ 
APPENDIX II 
THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE WORKPIECE MATERIALS 
Two workpiece materials of very different composition and 
mechanical properties were used. 
The first was a tool steel supplied by Ward & Son (Sheffield) Ltd. 








This material was ground in its fully annealed condition, for which its 
hardness was 9-%OVPN. 
The second material waq a nimonic, cast and supplied by Rolls- 
Royce (1971) Ltd. This material was ground in the "as cast" condition 
Rolls-Royce's specification for this material was C1023 and the compo- 
sition of this materialp which is similar to other nimonics such as 













Rolls-Royce also supplied full thermodynamic properties for this material, 
which were used for the theoretical thermal analyses, and these are 
listed in Table V1, 
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TABLE V. L. 
Material Propertires for Nimonic C1023 supplied by 
Rolls-Royce (1971) Ltd. 
Melting point: (solidus) 1250 oc 










'I Thermal expansion 
Specific Heat, c : Conductivity k, coefficient a 
J/kg OC I VI/M IC i per OC X 10-6 
502.42 12.5 12.20 
544.48 15.2 12.80 
586.15 17.9 13.40 
628.02 20.6 14.50 
628.02 23.3 16.20 
other properties required wexx-. taken from reference (41), which 
gives the variation of elastic properties with temperature for Nim. onic 
120, an alloy similar in'composition to that supplied by Rolls-Royce. 
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ITPENDIX III 
INTEGRATION OF GRINDING STRESSES TO DETERMINE THE 
GRINDING FORCES UNDER ANY CONDITION or CUT AND 
ESTIMATION or THE STRESS DISTRIBUTION FROM AN 
INSTANTANEOUS FORCE MEASUREMENT 
In all tests with two part specimens the stress distribution 
between wheel and workpiece determined experimentally could be described 
by the equations: 
at= go +A. Uf. sinO) 
an=a0+A. Uf . sinO (AIII. 2) 
For the tool steel a0 was found to ba negligible. 
Consider an element of the arc'of cut as shown in Fig. 112. 
The vertical force on the wheel due to this element can be obtained by 
resolving vertically: 
6V = an'wr6o - coso + at wrSO sinO 
=a wrH(cosO +v sinO) (AIII. 3) 
Similarly the horizontal force on the wheel is: 
SH = On wr6O sine - a. ýwrSo cose 
=an WrMsinO - 11 cosO) (AIII. 4) 
And the torque at the wheel centreline can be obtained by taking; mownts 
there: 
6T =at r2W6() 
or 6T = lia n r2W6() 
(AIII. 5) 
substituting eqn. (AIII, 2) in eqns, (A. III, 3, AIII, 4 and AIII, 5) 









OB 2+B1)+ AU f (PB 4tB 3)) 
. (AIII. 6) 
fl = (ao + AUfsinG)wr(sinO - vcosO)do 
= wr 
(LY 
O(B2 - IIBl) + 





P(ao + AU f sino)r7w dG 
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= wr2 "(Cro«)2 -0 1) + AU fB 2) 
where B1= sinO 2- sinO 1 
B2= cose 1- cose 2 
B3= (cos20 1- cos20 2 
)/4 
B4= (() 2-01 
)/2 - (sin20 2- sin2O 1 
)/4 
If Vý H and T are known'it is possible to solve for it, a6 and A fix-m 
equations (AIII. 6, AIM7 and AIII. 8) 
Eliminating a0 between eqns. (AIII*6) and (AIII. 7) gives: 
AU = 
1- V(B 2- PB 1)- H(UB 2+B1) (AIII. 9) 
f wr (B 
2B3-B1B4 
)(1 + 42) 
Similarly eliminating A between eqns. (AIII, 6) and (AIII. 7) gives: 
a=1 
V(B 4- PB 3)- 
HOB 4+B 3) (AIII. 10) 
0 wr (B BBB 2)(1 +p 
2) 
Substituting eqns. (AIII. 9) and (AIII. 10) in (AIII. 8) and simplifying 
gives: 
a2 112 + alli + a. =0 (AIII. 11) 
In -0 )B -BB wher-- a2= (B 4B1-B3B2 
)1 + vr 2131 2) 
+ Hr (0 -0 )B - B2 
(214 
2] 






- vr (0 E) )B B2 
(2-14- 
2) 
(B B-BB )T 4132 
By solving the quadratic eqn. (AIII. 11) for v two values for P 
were obtained which fitted the results for V9 H and T. However, it was 
always found that only one of these values for U gave positive values 
for a0 and A when substituted in eqns. (AIII. 9) and(AIII. 10), so this 
value of V was discarded. 
Thus from the vertical and horizontal force components and the 
torque applied to the grinding wheel, it is possible to calculate the 
parameters defining a stress distribution which gives the correct 
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resultant force. To do this it must be assumed that the stresses in 
the arc of cut vary linearly with respect to the local feed rate, as 
specified in eqns. (AIII. 1) and (AIII. 2). 
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THEPLATES 
PLAIT 1: A cast Knonic turbine blade machined by 
creep fee4 grinding 
PLATE 2 Thermal damage to the fir tree root of a nimonic turbine ! ýlade 
which is apparently caused by a series of surges, Note the 
crack in the surface approximately 30 mm from the left hand side 







PLATE 4: Arranger-ent of the coolant supply and dressing rýý-Iler 
r 
ii 
r-LATEE 6: Visual thernal damage to a nimonic tiorkpiace caul; cd by, four 
surges in n test iyitli clockwise wheel rotation 
ication x6 
- 
-*-ý"- v_. - 
---'. 
-w -t- 
T. 17 r Q-. 3 
i: 1 a tý2sl- TYif*li rfvvori- ýý, 
q 
PLATE 8; The crush dressed vrheel surface for conrarison . rith 
plates 9 and 10. Vagnification X12 
'p 
pLATE. 9: The same part of tha wheel as shoi. m. in plate I nfter 
100 seconds grinding nn a nizonic workpiece. Note the 
loss of several complete grits and the dark naterial 
adhering to flats on the active grits. 1,1agnification xlZ 
PLATE 10: The same part of the wheel as shown in plates 8 and 9 after 
a further 50 seconds grinding. The test was stopped at the 
peak of a force surge. Vote the almost complete absence of 
dark material an the grits and the loss of several more 
prominent grits when compared with Plate 9. Magnification x12. 
.u 
PLITE 11: The crush dres . rfnce after 100 Seconds 
sed Vheal , grinding on a nimonic workpiece without any force surges ,! agnification x12 
the, wheel rm further 20 seconds grindinp I, 
1. th no x e. E, e. condition appears tO be almost idý*nticaj Plate 11. "agnification 
X12 
II , ii, ý, The wheal 
that . Rholm in IL 
PLATE 13: The 84,26 Part of the whee, surface as 
an "indu--ad" surge. 
e* Shown 
in Plates 11 
Ind 12 alter another 20 s"Conds grinding which included 
material On the 
Note the apparent absence of dark grits, r1agnificatiOn 
. 12, 
PLATE 14: Chips produced when grinding AISI 01 Tool Steel, The 




PLATE 15: Chips produced when grinding nimonic C1023 with the normal 
coolant supply, Note that the chips are apparently shorter 
than those for tool steel in Plate 14. Magnification x12, 
4 
pLATE 16: Grinding detritus produced whan grinding nimonic C1023 with 
a greatly reduced coolant flow, Note the complete absence 
of long chipo. Some grits from the wheal are apparant. 
Magnification x12. 
`7z '-- 11ý 'act of a typic. 1 r -- 1 c,:: hic,, h , )ýý --p. su-ý: ý ,ai., AO-nic- plat 1. 
presumed to have been detached from an active grit durin3 
a force ourge. Magnification x200. 
MATE 18: The "back" surface of a typical nimonic platelet,, 
Magnification X200. 
PLATZ 19: A acaTraing electron micrograph of a nimonic platelet in situ 
on the '%zear f lat" of an active grit. MasniA fication x200. 
why 
I:: jny %I, fWC4 !A 
rI- 5-00 ýj A1V1 075 ---, 
riate 20t View of the arc of cut for a test on a nimonic workniece which 
was stopped near the peak of a force surge. The area which 
was hot (at a temperature of over 400 0 C) at the time when the 
test was interrupted appears lighter (in this view) due to 
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5; 2. - M......... 
Thermocouples Gear Wheel 










100 Pulses per 
Wheel Revolution 
Power Supply 
and D. C. Amplifier 
Balancing Networks for 
Strain Gauge Bridges 
and 
Stabilised Power Supply 
Counter 
for Wheel Speed 
I Pulse Per Wheel Revolution 
5 Hz Low Pass 
Filter Aj%-,, p 
Oscilloscope 
D. C. Amplifier Display of Dynamic Grinding 
Force Synchronised with 
Wheel Rotation 
Permanent Recording of the 
US. Chart Three Strut Forces, Displacement 
ý00 and Selected Thermocouple 
Recorder Temperature Versus Time 
TEST RIG INSTRUMENTATION 




G3, G4 ALL GAUGES ARE clý TYPE 3A-IA-350P (PYE DYNAMICS) 
G1 AND G2, G3 AND G4 ARE 
MATCHED* PAIRS. 
G1 G2 G2 AND G3 ARE DUMMY GAUGES 
+12V 
FOR THERMAL COMPENSATION. 
POTENTIO- 
METER FOR 
BALANCiNG 1OKS1 BRIDGE. OUTPUT 
-101(n 
ARR, ýNGEMENT OF STRAIN GAUGES ON 
DYNAMOMETER. 
FIGURE 5. 
SIGNAL FROM LEFT NANO VERTICAL STRUT 
M SIGNAL FROM RIGHT HAND VERTICAL STRUT 
'k SIGNAL FROM HORIZONTAL STRUT 
MM DEFLECTION 














15 20 25 
KGF COMPRESSIVE 







5 10 15 
CALIBRATION CURVES FOR THE FORCE MEASURING SYSTEM WITH STATIC LOADS 







60/80 MESH A1203 GRIT 
50% POROSITY 
WITH VITREOUS BOND 
Feed Rates 
7to 120 MM/Min. 
I 
Normal Direction of 
Wheel Rotation at 
30 Metres/Sec. 
High Pressure Coolant Supply 
t up to 5 bar and 
S litres/sec. 
Depth of Cut 
2 to 8mm, 
WORKPIECE MATERIALS 
1. TOOL STEEL AISI 01 
2. NIMONIC C1023 (ROLLS ROYCE SPECIFICATION) 
12-5 mm. 











R+ Y- H 
DYNAMOMETER 
SUPPORT PILLARS 
(FIXED IN SLIDEWAY- 
SEE FIGURE 3. ) 





H IS FIXED BY THE MACHINE STRUCTURE 
R CAN BE DETERMINED FROM THE MEASUREMENT 
OF WHEEL DIAMETER 
K+ 
WHERE K IS A CONSTANT j DEPENDING ON THE 
TOOL LOCATING THE WORKPIECE IN THE 
DYNAMOMETER AND I IS THE. INFEED DISTANCE 
OF, THE WEDGE 
HENCE TO SET A, SPECIFIED D* EPTH OF CUT D 
THE REQUIREQ POSITION OF THE WEDGE 
IS GIVEN BY i' 
In 3. (Y-X), =, 3. (D-R+H, -K) 
METHOD FOR SETTING THE REQUIRED 
ol DEPTH 'OF--. CUT., ' 




AT 3.3 BAR 
NOZZLE OUTLET IS 2. OmMX25-Omm. 
ARRANGEMENT FOR- SUPPLY OF COOLANT BY NOZZLE 
COOLANT 
SUPPLY 
AT 1.5 ITRESISEC. 
SHOE IS TANGENTIAL 
TO THE WHEEL AT 
THIS POINT 
1_H 
GAP BETWEEN SHOE AND 
WORKPIECE IS 0.2mm. 
k.. I 
ARRANGEMENT FOR COOLANT SUPPLY THROUGH SHOE 
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GRINDING FORCE GR 
0 ON WORKPIEC 
AB 
THE WORKPIECE AT POINT'B" THE 
15 FIXEDAT%A' BY WORKPIECE IS CLAMPED 
'THE USUAL SCREW BETWEEN TWO CONICAL 
POINTS TO FORM A PIVOT 
THE BROKEN LINE SHOWS THE POSITION TO WHICH 
THE WORKPIECE DROPS WHEN CLAMP 'A" IS RELEASED 
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT TO 
PREVENT SPARKING OUT WHEN A 
TEST IS STOPPED' 
FIGURE 11. 
- -- - wmw ------ 
Wgffco;, rorcL c, "omEmr V VIRIML FOWE C "ONEWT 
A0AIZOWFIL ýCACE C"ONENT .1 140AIZONTAL FORCE C"CHENT 
T TORM SAKHO BY ýM, T TORQUE SJPPLIF. D BY L44ELL 
V! 
FfFO MILLIMLTRES 
FOkCE r4ESU. TS FOR rElO PATF Of 7-21 tr/MIN RNO 4-0 ni DLPTH or OUT 
C4 I . -f- 
I 
FFED MILLIMLTRES 








L ARC Or CONTACT MAINTAINED 
rEFO MiLLJMEýRES 












, 'O'o , 90, ý , 90", , "'Dic Wo 1 20" , 30" . 40,0 . Wo 1 601, 0 FFFD MILLIMET94ES FFFO MILLITILTRES 
3.9 - DEVITW Or CUT FIGURE 
16. FQPCf RESOLTS FOP FF-; D PAW cr 66.3 rijIMIN AND 3-4 MM DFPrH Or CUT rorict AESý ,S For. -fla RATE Of 43 r", Hlw 
am. ) 





FOWCE PESULTS fOO rFfl) ""F* or 11*1 l"/"l" 640 41Z P" DEPTH Of CUT FIGURE I 3L 
R Is the resultant grinding force 
V1 N2 and H are the forces in the thrde dynamometer struts 
V1 " V2 ýV the vertical component of resultant grinding forc 
H is also the horizontal component of resultant grinding force 





Taking moments about the wheel centrellne 
T V2. b - Vl. a - H. c 
r. (H. Cose, + V. SlnE)) 
So that e,, can be, calculated from the force5 H. V, and V2 
-DEFINITION 
OF FORCE COMPONENTS AND THE 
LINE OFACTION OF THE RESULTANT GRINDING 
: FORCE. FIGURE 18. 
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0 L) CY CL 
Depth of cut 
MM. 
8.0 




72 0.2,165 26.8 43.0 Mm/min 
Feed Rate 
_O 
Test with coolant nozzle 
Test with coolýnt shoe 
R signifies test with reversed wheel rotation 
Where force results are shown, the appropriate figure no., 13 given 
SUMMARY OF GRINDING -CONDITIONS VARIED 
1, -IN THE 
PRINCIPALTESTS ON THE NIMONIC 
FIGURE. 33. 
All tests with the coolant nozzle in the 
shaded area gave thermally damaged 
workpieces 
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0 VERTICAL FORCE CO? 'IPOMENT 
N HORIZONTAL FORCE COMMENT 
T TORQUE SUPPLIED 9Y 6"LEL 
a rLED MILLIMETRES 
TEST PUN NUMER 4 il/ IV 73 
FIGURE 35. 
V ULATURL rOACE COMPONENT 
Of HORIZONTAL roAcE. c"omLmT 
T TORQUE SUPPLIED IV WHEEL 
rEF9P MILLIMLTRES 
nST RUN NUPIER 0 Is/ is/ 73 
FIGURE 36. 
V VERTICAL FORCE COVOWENT 
H HOP12OWTAL FORCE COVONE04T 
0 rsto MILLIMTRES 
TrST RUN N"Elk Is S/ 1ý 74 
rxmc 21 
FORCE MEASUREMENTS FOR THREE TESTS WITH A FEED RATE OF 7.2 MM/MIN. 
AT A DEPTH OF CUT OF 4.0 MM IN THE TOOL STEEL. 
V VERTICAL FORCE COMPONENT 
H HORIZONTAL FORCf COMPONENT 
w 
FFED MILLIMETRES 
TfST RUN NUMBER 104 al/ V 74 
FIGURE 38. 
V VEPTICAL FOACE COMPONENT 
Of 140RIZONTAL FOPCE CWOHENT 
.T TOROUE SVPPLIFD By WHEEL 
rfED MILLPETOES 
TrsT RUN NUMBER 109 211 5/ 74 
FIGURE 39. 
to VLATICAL FORCE coripoNtwy 
4 F112 MULIMMS 
TVs? ft. "~* III to/ 
1-1 74 FIGURE 40. 
FORCE: MEASUREMENTS FOR THREE TESTS WITH A FEED RATE OF '16.5 MMIMIN. 




























































Values of specific energy are given at the time when 80mm3 












0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 mm Depth of Cut 
VARIATION OF MEAN SPECIFIC ENERGY WITH 
DEPTH OF CUT AT A FEED RATE OF 11.2 mm /min. 












u. v 4VAJ 30.0mm/min 
Feed Rate 
VARIATION OF MEAN SPECIFIC ENERGY WITH 
FEED RATE AT A DEPTH OF CUT OF 4.0 mm. 
MATERIAL: NIM0141C C1023 






Values of specific energy are given at the time when 80rnm3 
have been removed per mm, of workpiece width 
Workpliece Materials: 
MkI*ý- M's - 




I- ---v a 
1.0 2.0- 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 20.0 
Feed Rate mmimin 
Normal to the wheel 
-at the top of cut 
SPECIFIC ENERGIES PLOTTED AGAINST THE MAXIMUM 
FEED RATE OF WORKPIECE MATERIAL INTO THE 
WHEEL FIGURE-5t-, 
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ci 0 0- 
V VERTUAL FUCE COMPONENT 
H HORIZONTPL FORCF COMPONENT 





TFST RUN NJMBER 113 121 7/ 74 
TEST WITH REVERSED WHEEL ROTATION FIGURE 62. 
1ý1 
6-- 
-1 1 io! o I zo! o , 30! 0 1 40! GIW01 SO! 01 73: 0 , 8^110 , 30: 0 , lol! l 
FFfZ) MILLIMETRES 
IFST PUN NJM6Lr4 13, Id/ 31 
74 
TEST WITH CONVENTIONAL WHEEL ROTATION FIGURE 63. 
GRINDING TESTS ON NIMONIC C1023 WITH A FEED RATE OF 16.5 mm/mIn. 
AND DEPTH OF CUT OF 4.0 mm. 
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Values of Specific Energyare given at the point in each 
test for which 80MM3 had been removed per mm 
workpiece width 
Mean Tests with conventional 
Specif ic nozzle 
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0i1 -1 111 -T- 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8-0 10.0 mm/min. 
Feed RateNormal to 
Wheel atTopof Cut 
COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC ENERGIES FOR 
TWO MODES OF COOLANT SUPPLY IN TESTS 
WITH NIMONIC C1023 WORKPIECES 



























































V VERTZCf; L RACE COMP04ENT 
H NORIZONTAL MCC CWFONENT 







TFST RUN NLIMEA 116 IS/ 7/ 74 
FORCE MEASUREMENTS FOR TEST WITH REDUCED COOLANT FLOW 
AND REVERSED WHEEL ROTATION 
DEPTH OF CUT - 4. Omm. FEED RATE n 16.5mm/min FIGURE 71. 
V VErrXAL FORCE COMPONENT 
H HORIZONTAL FORCE COMPONENT 










TEST RUN NUM14EA 113 1 a/ 7,0 74 
FORCE MEASUREMENTS FOR TEST WITH NORMAL COOLANT FLOW 
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DEPTH OFCUT - 4. Orrwn FEED RATE- 7.2mrnimirt FIGURE-M. 
FORCE MEASUREMENTS FOR TEST WITH INTERRUPTIONS - AISI 01 STEEL 
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VERIUAL MCI CliMONLNY. 
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TIME FROM START OF TEST IS 141 SECONDS 
TIML FROM START OF TEST IS 092 SECONDS 
TIME FROM START OF TEST IS 424 SECONDS 
ISOTHER"ALS ARE MAWN AT 20'C INTERVALS 
', F T[ IT 
ISOTHERMALS IN THE WORKFIECE PREDICTED By FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS FOR SIMULATED TEST COOOTONS FIGURE 00. 
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DATA REQUI RED 
Partition of Energy 




Distribution of mean 
Grinding Stress 
between Wheel and 
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Distribution of Heat 
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F. E. = Finite Element Method 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS AND THE THEORETICAL ANALYSES 




N/m Stresses are estimated for each 
feed rate at the time when 80MM3 
had been removed from the 
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VARIATION OF GRINDING FORCE INTENSITY 
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Data from Hahn(25) 
FIGURE 99. 
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REPEATED TEST AT A FEED RATE OF 72 mm/min. FIGURE loo. 
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FORCES MEASURED COMPARED WITH FORCES PREDICTED BY T14E 
ASSUMPTION OF CONSTANT SPECIFIC ENERGY AND STRESS RATIO 
(DEPTHS OF CUT ARE 4-Ornm IN TOOL STEEL AISI 01 ) 
41 
Fraction of cutting 
energy to the workpiece 
0.8 ý 
0.6 
o. 4- Workpiece Material: AISI 1095 
of hardness: 34 Rc 
Wheel Speed: 30m/s 
Depth of Cut: 0.025 mm 
0.21 
The fraction of sliding c'norgy 
entering the workpiece wass 
found to be 0.69 at all feed rates 
0.100 200 300 mm/s 
Feed Rate 
VARIATION OF THE FRACTION OF CUTTING 
.. ENERGY TO THE WORKPIECE WITH FEED 
-, RATE IN SURFACE GRINDING 
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700 - 1000'C 
Heater, Surface Temperature 
POOL"BOILING CURVE FOR WATER AT 
ATMOSPHERIC' PRESSURE 











100011C (approx. ) 
Surface Temperature 
BOILING CURVE FOR WATER UNDER4, 
CONDITIONS OF FORCED 
AT--, AT-, MOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
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VARIATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
WITH TEMPERATURE FOR NIMONIC 120 
Source: H. Wiggin & Co. Ltd. (41) 













sliding stress on wear flats 
0.0 
ploughing stress 
00 1.10 2! 0 3! 0 45 -mm/min. 
Local feed rate 
GRINDING COOL (from figure 70. ) 
Stress 
N/mM2 
1.0- X 2* 
Q5 ý 1011, 
chip 
Ta gential Str4 
formation Ta n, --stress 
sliding stress on wear flats 
OD pZoughing stress 
00 Vo 2! 0 3! 0 4.0 mmimin. Local feed rate 
GRINDING HOT (from figure 73. ) 
The chip formation stresses are estimated from the enth-alpy 
change required to melt the workpiece material - Ref. Coes (8). 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED STRESS 
DISTRIBUTIONS BETWEEN GRINDING 
HOT AND COLD 
FIGURE 109. 
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Heat flux h. (el-eo) + kAeý from interface 
rax) 




at the Grinding Interface 
i re 
A small increase in specific. energy can cause a large 
rise in temperature - i. e. from equilibrium conditions 
at I to 2 





Burn out temp. Nimonic melting point. 
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SH, SV and ST are the 
components of force and 
moment on the small arc 
of cut which subtends an 
angle of 60 at the centre 
of the wheel 
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DEFINITION OF GEOMETRY. FOR 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
FIGURE 112. 
